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ABSTRACT 

T. Wingate Todd's role in the development of modern American physical anthropology \\as 
considerably more complex and profound than historians have previously recognized. A factor of 
the idiosyncrasies of his life and research. this relative neglect of Todd is symptomatic of a larger 
underappreciation of the field' s professional and intellectual development in the early twentieth 
century. A complete examination of Todd's life reveals that he played a crucial role in the 
discipline's evolution. On a scholarly le\·el. his peers recognized him as one of the most important 
men in the field and rarely challenged his yoluminous \Yj'itten output. which comprised a significant 
portion of the period's literature. On a theoretical leveL Todd led nearly all of his contemporaries 
in the eventual turn the field made away from the ethnic focus of its racialist roots and the 
biological determinism of the eugenics movement. Furthermore. he anticipated the profound 
theoretical and methodological changes that eventually put physical anthropology on its present 
scientific footing. His research collections are the largest of their kind in the world, and still quite 
actiYely used by contemporary researchers. Many of Todd' s publications from as early as the 1920s 
(especially those concerning age changes. grO\\th. and development) are still considered standard 
works in a field that changed dramatically after his death. This attests to the fact that he was in 
many respects ahead of his time. and one of the most significant figures in the history of American 
physical anthropology. 

Introduction and Historiography 
In honor of its fiftieth anniversary on II and 12 December 

1980. the American Association of Physical Anthropologists 
(AAPA) hosted a special symposium on the history of American 
physical anthropology at its birthplace of Charlottes\·ille. 
Virginia. The papers presented at this symposium. combined 
with several others given at the plenary session of the fiftieth 
annual AAP A meeting in Detroit. became the bulk of the 
American Journal a/Physical Anthropology's (AJPA) jubilee issue 
in 1981. This invaluable resource in the history of the field 
contains numerous articles on various topics and brief biograph
ical sketches of several important early figures. including T. 
\Vingate Todd (Figure I). However. apart from this piece (Cobb. 
1981). and an article by Frank Spencer on the rise of academic 
physical anthropology in the United States (Spencer. 1981). Todd 
appears virtually nowhere else in the volume. Even in the articles 
that pertain most directly to the areas Todd pioneered-a histor:
of growth studies (Gam. 1981) and a history of studies in human 
plasticity (Hulse. 1981)-Todd's name is entirely absent. although 
the authors give well-deserved attention to his successors Wilton 
Krogman and William Greulich. Indeed. on a larger scale. most 
of the issue's various authors concentrate primarily or exclusiwly 
on developments of the post-1940 period. An important piece in 

the literature on the history of the field. this issue of [1JP'~ at the 
same time exemplifies the neglect of two significant aspects of 
American physical anthropology's past: first. neglect of the field's 
early t\\ entieth-century history. and second. neglcct of the rolt: 
and \\ork of T. Wingate Todd. 

Physical anthropology completed the process of professional
ization during this period. complete with its own journals. 
university-levcl academic programs. and scientific community. 
The field also began the transformation from its pseudo-scientific 
nineteenth-century past to a modern ficld of inquiry supportt:d by 
truly scientific methods and theory. Standing among these 
changes \vas the life and work of Thomas Wingate Todd. ~1.B .. 
Ch.B .. F.R.C.S. ben within the field. Todd draws scant attention 
today compared to the other giants of his era. Columbia's Franz 
Boas. Harvard's Earnest Hooton. and the father of modern 
American physical anthropology. the Smithsonian's Ales 
Hrdlicka. In his time. hO\\c,er. Todd's peers recognized him as 
ont: of the most significant men in the discipline. and his published 
\\orks arguably remain more durable than even those of Hrdlicka 
and Hooton. This paper stri\'es to redress pre\ious historical 
o\ersight of T. Wingate Todd. appraise his long-term scientific 
and professional significance. and discuss why he is not more 
\\idely recognized today. 
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Figure 1. T. Wingate Todd. photo taken late in life. (Photo courtesy of the Dittrick Museum of Medical History.) 

In accordance with the minimal historical treatment of early 
t\\entieth-century physical anthropology. relatiwly little has been 
written on the major figures of the field from approximately 1900 
to 1940 (with the major exception of those in\ol\ed in the 
infamous Piltdown controversy, see Spencer. 1990. for example). 
Ales Hrdlicka. Arthur Keith. and Earnest Hooton have received 
some serious historical treatment. but bey ond these men. 
researchers have paid considerably less attention to anyone else. 
Se\ eral factors have contributed to this relative o\'ersight. The 
field \\as fairly small. commanding fe\\ professional \\orkers and 
little institutional recognition. Increasingly o\ershado\\ed by the 
steady grO\\'th of cultural anthropological studies under Franz 
Boas and his students. institutional physical anthropology \\as 
also largely geographically limited to a Boston. ="I e\\ York. and 
Washington D. C. axis of cities on the East Coast. Ho\wver. past 
historical neglect relative to earlier and later periods is ironic. as 
the transition of physical anthropology into its modern form 
occurred precisely at this time. Many people in addition to 
Hooton and Hrdlicka aided in this process. and Todd \\as 
a central figure throughout. 

Apart from several short pieces of a popular nature (Gottlieb. 
1982: \Vood. 1983: Bailey. 1992: Jones-Kern and Latimer. 1996). 
published material on Todd falls into t\\'o fairly distinct groups. 
The first and most numerous of these are the obituaries. 
memorials. and remembrances written by his mentors. students. 

and peers. A much smaller. second group consists of se\ ere:: 
descriptions of Todd and his activities written by people outside 
of his field. Although all make note of Todd's tremendous energy 
and the \ olume of his work. there are often sharp distinctions in 
tone bel\\een these groups regarding Todd's personality. 

Works in the first group are generally glowing (ewn 
hagiographic) treatments of his life and work that are relatiwly 
indistinguishable in tone regardless of the time they were written 
(generally from 1939 to 1981). These notices and memorials not 
only bear \\'itness to the tremendous amount of his work. but also 
its \\ide scope. Todd recei\'ed obituaries in numerous journals in 
the fields of medicine. dentistry. anthropology. gro\nh and 
dewlopment. anatomy. physiology. and surgery (see for example. 
Cobb. 1939: Keith. I 939a-c: Krogman. 1939a: Macklin. 1939: 
Shapiro. 1939). Some of these appeared many years after his 
death. highlighting items of his oeu\'re that were of particular 
concern to the field in question (see. for example. Krogman. 19:51: 
Cobb. 19:59. 1981). All speak of the great importance of his work. 
especially the expansion of the Hamann-Todd collection and the 
Brush Foundation research. Although his personality is some
times described using such adjectives as "forceful." there is rarely 
anything but appreciatiw comment made on his private or 
professional life. 

The second group. representing items written from 1946 to 
1997. often presents Todd in less flattering and/or more marginal 
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terms. Frederick Waite. a fellow facult:- member of Todd's at 
\Vestern Reser\'e. wrote a history of the \Vestern Resene \ledical 
School in \\hich he describes Todd in something less than the 
glowing manner reservcd for almost all of the other professors 
and administrators he profiles. Waite accuses his colleague of 
possessing ill-defined. but unfavorable "certain characteristics" 
\yhich manifested themselves in \arious \vays. including question
able organizational maneuvers and "constant interference" 
(\Vaite. 1946. p.389. 408). The fell compliments paid to the 
man are either immediately mitigated or are left-handed s\\ipes 
such as "[he] was an excellent teacher when he gene attention to 
this \york" (Waite. 1946. p. 408). Perhaps the most unkind aspect 
of \Vaite's treatment of Todd. however. is one of omission. For 
a department chair. museum curator. prolific author. and 
anatomist of international reputation. Todd dnl\\S almost no 
attention from Waite past the disputed circumstances of his 
appointment. a bare and mixed appraisal of his tenure. and his 
death. By comparison. Waite gives other professors of lesser 
importance much more substantial and favorable treatment I see 
for example. Waite. 1946. p. 321. 346. 37-/.). 

Another less-than-f1attering description of Todd is found in 
Alice Smuts' 1985 article on the National Research Council's 
Child Development Committee. on which Todd sen ed as 
a member and (briefly) chairman. Tn this treatment. Smuts 
portrays Todd as an autocratic and unyielding leader \\ho 
attempted to bend the Committee awa) from its traditional 
mission toward his own research goals. L sing the correspondence 
and minutes of the Committee as her primary evidence. Smuts 
describes Todd as a person of great talent. but also of puzzling 
personality and questionable motivations (Smuts. 198:5). 

Elazar Barkan's Retreat of Scientific Racism has a fairly sizable 
section devoted to American physical anthropology during the 
early part of the twentieth century. but Barkan only infrequently 
mentions Todd relative to such contemporaries as Ales Hrdlicka. 
Raymond Pearl. Earnest Hooton. Franz Boas. Clark Wissler. 
Charles Davenport. and Melville Herskovits. Furthermore. in the 
sparse attention Barkan pays to Todd. he is called "a moderate 
physical anthropologist. a mainliner if e\er there lIas one" 
(Barkan. 1992. p. 73). It is unclear upon what evidence Barkan 
bases this contention. but his book ne\ertheless paints Todd as 
a comentionalist and marginal in the anthropological debate mer 
race in the early 1900s. 
~ot all independent portrayals of Todd are negati\e. hcme\er. 

Human growth scholar J. M. Tanner. \\ho in his book about the 
history of growth research devotes se\'eral pages to Todd. besto\vs 
a great deal of praise upon Todd and his importance to that area 
of study. Tanner's recognition of Todd is more tempered than 
those of some of his students. but is nonetheless generally glm\ing 
(Tanner. 1981. p. 320-323). Similarly. Frank Spencer's entry for 
Todd in the Encyclopedia 0/ Phrsi('({l Amhropologl' dispassion
atel:- credits Todd \vith several important and lasting contribu
tions to physical anthropology. Although necessarily brief. 
Spencer's piece particularly emphasizes the significance of Todd's 
\\ork \Iith the Hamann-Todd osteological collection and his 
research on age changes in the pehis (Spencer. 1997. p. 1038-
1040). 

Fe\\'Cr than 20 in number. these \vorks as a group present 
a mixed and much less-than-comprehensile portrait of Todd. 
Beyond se\"eral basics concerning his \\'ork ethic and competence. 
they vary \\'idely on nearly every other aspect of his personality 
and significance. Part of the reason for this puzzling di\ersit) of 
historical impression may be the fact that most of Todd's personal 

correspondence \Ias lost. and authors hale thus based their \\ork 
mostly on personal recollections or letters in other collectiom. 
HO\le\er. a number of other factors also contribute to Todd's 
enigmatic historical presence. including strong personal opinions 
of various authors. failure to utilize all available information. 
deliberate focus on only a single aspect of Todd's career. or 
personal idiosyncrasies of Todd himself. Although indicati\e of 
an undue. more general neglect of physical anthropology's early 
t\\entieth-century histor). the sparse. piecemeal. and occasionally 
biased nature of Todd' s treatment in the historical literature is 
also ul1\varranted because it j~iils to reflect full: his \ ital and 
continuing importance to the field's history. 

The follo\\"ing pages endeavor to redress some of these 
inadequacies by prmiding the first comprehensiw published 
biography of Todd. and demonstrating the crucial role he played 
in American ph) sical anthropology's early de\elopment. Recog
nized as one of the most significant people in the field b:- his peers. 
Todd \\'as a pioneer of the discipline's early scholarly. theoretical. 
and methodological evolution in ways that e\'en his admiring 
colleagues could not appreciate fully. In filling this lacuna in the 
literature. this piece also hopes to serve as one small step tm\ ards 
a fuller understanding of American physical anthropology in the 
early t\\ entieth centur:- by scholars of the early 1\\ enty-first 
century. 

"The best young man in England": Todd's Early Life 

.. A future in the diseases of children": Todd's youth. 1885-
1903 

Thomas \\'ingate Todd \\"as born in Sheffield. England on 
January IS. 1885. the son of the Reverend James Todd and 
Katherine Wingate Todd. The Reverend Todd. son of an engine 
dri\·er. \\"as born and raised in Scotland and \vas proud of his 
ancestors' resistance to the Episcopal Church (Cobb. 19:59. p. :23-/.: 
A. Todd. personal communication. 19 August 1996). He trained 
and practiced as a Scots Presbyterian minister. but later turned 
tmvard nonconformism and spent the rest of his \vorking life as 
a Methodist minister (T. W. Todd. n.d.b). Katherine Wingate. 
a physical education teacher. lIas the daughter of a dry goods 
merchant in Leeds and the sister of Sir James Laughton Wingate. 
a member of the Royal Academy (A. Todd. personal communi
cation. 19 August 1990). James Todd met Katherine Wingate 
\Ihile he \Ias \\orking in Leeds. and when the Wingate family 
1110led to :\1anchester. he mmed there as \Iell (Cobb. 1959. 
p. :233: A. Todd. 1988. and personal communication. 19 August 
1996). James and Katherine married in England. and Katherine 
dutifully became a :\Icthodist herself. (The con\ersion \vas out of 
1m e. not cOI1\"iction. She \\'Cnt back to the Presbyterian Church 
on her husband's death [A. Todd. personal communication. 8 
June 1995]). James \Ias a popular minister. Todd's Cheatham Hill 
congregation in :\Ianchester once kept him for six years as pastor. 
I\hich \1 as explicitly against Methodist rules of pastoral rotation 
I D. Todd. personal communication. 9 September 1996). The 
marriage. \\hich ended \\ith James' death in 1919. produced four 
children: Thomas. Katherine. Ruth. and Gordon IA. Todd. 
personal communication. 19 August 1996). 

For some of his early years. Thomas Wingate Todd lIas a sickly 
child. his local school education occasionally interrupted by his 
bouts \Iith ditlerent diseases ICobb. 1959. A. Todd. 1988. and 
personal communication. 8 June 1995). He became so ill in 1898 
that his family sent him off to a farm in Old Dalby. Leicestershire. 
for a year to recuperate and build up his strength IA. Todd. 1988. 
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and personal communication. 8 June 1995). Despite these 
setbacks and a move with his family to and from Liverpool. 
Todd continued his elementary education under private tuition 
and \\as graduated in a timely fashion from Nottingham High 
School (T. W. Todd. n.d.a: Shapiro. 1939. p. -158: Cobb. 1959. 
p. 233). 

Todd's upbringing and childhood experiences had numerous 
long-lasting inf1uences on his personality and professional life. 
Man;. of these elIects were directly attributable to his parents. For 
example. although born in .England. Todd adopted the speech 
patterns of his family and spoke with a small Scottish "burr" his 
entire life-an accent that he vvould occasionally ··turn on full"' 
for effect in his lectures and speeches (Cobb. 1959. p. 233: A. 
Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). In a broader 
linguistic sense. his father also instilled in Todd a lo\e and sense 
of importance of ancient languages. The minister"s son thus 
acquired an ability in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit that he never 
lost (Cobb. 1959. p. 233: A. Todd, personal communication. 8 
June 1995). 

His father's religious background also contributed significantly 
to Todd's adult personality and work. Early in his adult life he 
taught Sunday schooL once (according to his 0\\11 account) 
contriving to make the walls actually fall down \\hile cow ring the 
book of Joshua (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 
The most obvious manifestations of these influences on his 
mature \vork were the Biblical references and allusions that 
abounded in his speeches and his writings. On a more subtle level. 
one of T. Wingate's peers cited the Reverend Todd's non
conformism as being at least partially responsible for an 
independent streak that exhibited itself in many ways during T. 
\\"ingate's career (Shapiro, 1939, p. 458: Cobb. 1959. p. 233). His 
father's nonconformism may have also contributed to Todd's O\\'n 
some\\ hat ecumenical nature-he visited sewral different 
churches during his adult life. both Protestant and Catholic. 
:\lthough not a regular churchgoer. Todd was nevertheless a man 
of profound religious faith who also had the greatest respect for 
the faiths of others (Shapiro. 1939. p. -158: A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). Todd ret1ected his personal 
religious outlook not only in his public speeches and private 
correspondence. but also in his professional work. In places. his 
scholarly publications betray a sincere belief in a guided 
orderliness in the world and nature. Knowledge of this belief is 
crucial to understanding Todd's "orthogenic" (or "directed") 
\ie\v of e\olution (Todd. n.d.b. 1933b; Keith. 1939a. p. 350). 

Todd's childhood battles with sickness left their mark on him as 
\\ell. During the prolonged period of ill health. family members 
began to refer to the young Thomas Todd as "poor Tom." 
a moniker he despised (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
199:5). The full impact of these unhappy years on Todd's adult 
personality is uncertain. as Todd spoke little and \\Tote even less 
on the subject. However, it is possible to make some reasonable 
conjectures based on what little information he chose to divulge. 
F or example. according to his son Arthur (personal communica
tion. 8 June 199:5). the reason he dropped "Thomas" and began to 
refer to himself as "T. Wingate" betokened the degree to \\hich he 
detested everything associated with his childhood nickname. 
Perhaps more significantly, Todd also stated that at the beginning 
'Jf his medical career "all of my attention \\as turned to\\ards 
pediatrics and I thought Fate was making for me a future in 
Diseases of Children" (Todd. 1929c. p. 4). It is not unreasonable 
to assume that Todd's unhappy experience with childhood 
discclse, pIa;. ed a large role in his initial choice of career. nor is 

it illogical to surmise that this interest inspired at least some of 
his tremendous later etTorts to assess and imprO\e the grO\\ tho 
development. and health of children through his original 
longitudinal studies and the Bolton and Brush Inquiries that 
fol1(med (see "Todd's final years" below) (Todd. 1930b. p. 5). 

Todd's childhood sickliness may also have played a role in the 
relati\ely mild and specific form of eugenics he adopted later in 
life. He \vas critical of extremists in the eugenics mowment who 
insisted that it \vas "dysgenic" either to institute prewntiw 
pediatric medicine or to try to "conserve" children of "relatively 
feeble constitution." These extremists thought that such measures 
\\"ere contrary to the laws of natural selection and thus weakened 
humanity. To have taken such a position would have been \·er;. 
dilIicult. e\'en hypocritical. for a former chronically sick child 
such as Todd. Rather. Todd's brand of eugenics placed supreme 
emphasis on measures to ensure the healthy dewlopment of 
"\\ell-born" children through family planning and prophylactic 
nutrition and medical care. Todd viewed all other commonly-held 
eugenic ideas (for example. forced sterilization of the "feeble
minded") as crude and secondary measures to the growth of \\"ell 
children. In some ways. then. Todd's dismissal of the vocation he 
felt "Fate" held for him was a bit premature, and the legacy of his 
sickly youth inspired him toward what many consider his most 
significant \\ork (Todd. 1930b, p. 4-8). 

Among the other long-lasting inf1uences of Todd's youth \\as 
the development of a voracious appetite for reading and 
a passionate love of literature. From an early age. Todd read 
\\'ell and \videly. always scribbling useful or pleasing passages and 
anecdotes on the back covers of an extremely eclectic array of 
books (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). He \vas 
quite \wll-wrsed in the Bible and the Greek and Roman classics. 
and sprinkled quotations and allusions to these liberally 
throughout his speeches and writings. both public and scholarly. 
His kno\\ledge of literature extended far beyond the classical and 
Biblical canons. though. Todd's writings and speeches \vere rife 
\\ith references to the works of British authors (e.g .. Browning. 
Hardy. Ruskin. Wesley) as well as non-British (e.g .. Emerson. 
Ylehille. 1\10ntaigne. Turgenev), past (e.g .. Carlyle. Pepys. Pope. 
S\vift) and contemporary (e.g .. A. Huxley, Russell. Sand. Wells). 
great (e.g .. Dickens. Shakespeare. Tennyson. Twain) and less
than-great (e.g .. Giordano Bruno. Jean de la Bruyere. John 
E\elyn. Kropotkin). (The names listed come from a sampling of 
about ten percent of Todd's work by the author.) In addition. 
countless folktales. proverbs, and jokes-often of Scottish 
origin-found their way into Todd's works for illustrative or 
humorous purposes (Cobb. 1959, p. 233; Gottlieb. 1982. p. -11) 

Beyond the simple anecdote or allusion, Todd's love of 
literature \vas also evident in his writing style. Indeed. several of 
the items in the Todd bibliography were purely literary in nature. 
As a student and faculty member at Manchester Cniversity he 
\\'as active in the expansion of the University Press. and 
contributed pieces to the ;\1edical Studenr Ga::erte (e.g .. T. W. 
Todd. 1910b-e). His professional writing. cited by many as being 
unusually clear and forceful for his time and profession. was 
nevertheless at times prone to the majestic phrase or the 
grandiloquent f10urish (Krogman. 1939, p. 144: Macklin. 1939. 
p.200: Shapiro. 1939. p.460: Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 152). A 
perfectionist at ewrything he did. Todd labored extraordinarily 
hard on his writing and was unusually jealous of his work (Keith. 
1939a. p. 350-351). When he worked with coauthors he was 
extremely blunt in his critiques of their writing, and would not 
send an item to press with his name appended if it did not meet his 
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standards (Keith. 1939a. p. 350--351: A. Todd. personal commu
nication. 8 June 1995). Several incautious editors drel\ the full 
force of his IHath in their attempts to alter his prose. yet Todd 
phrased even the angriest condemnations of editorial butchery in 
an extremely erudite. menacingly polite style (J ones-Kern. 1997. 
appendix B). Perhaps it was because of his literary nair that he 
became an extremely popular public speaker. not just in Clele
land. but across the country (Keith. 1939a. p. 350-3:' 1: A. Todd. 
personal communication. 8 June 1995). 

The final significant legacy of Todd's childhood I\as the 
development of his abiding and intense affection for natural 
history. From a very early age. creatures of all kinds fascinated 
Todd and he exhibited a keen interest in nature. He tremendously 
enjoyed the company of animals. and received significant 
exposure to them in his formative years. not just from his) ear 
on the farm. but from years of volunteering his help at the local 
zoo (T. W. Todd. 1912: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
1995 and 19 August 1996). This affection for animal life continued 
throughout his adult life. and people often brought him sick and 
injured animals that he cared for as tenderly as he did Ilhen the 
Manchester and Cleveland zoos asked him to do the same (T. W. 
Todd. 1912: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 19951. 
Todd's laboratory at Western ResenT Uniwrsity I\as a hawn for 
numerous different creatures oyer the years. including a raccoon. 
rhesus monkeys. a chimpanzee. and alliga tors. Todd kept the last 
of these as a kind of crude burglar alarm: sounding like "souls ... 
come back from the dead." they prmed to be an effective intruder 
deterrent for an erstwhile morgue (A. Todd. personal communi
cation. 8 June 1995). One particular lab falorite of Todd's I\as 
a lame chimpanzee dubbed Claudius (betraying again his 
Ileakness for classical allusion). Todd used Claudius in his 
delelopmental studies of children-whenever the ape \1 as not 
busy untying the shoelaces of all of the lab I\orkers and lisitors 
(Gottlieb. 1982. p. 41). 

Apart from the numerous humorous anecdotes concerning his 
Western Reserw menagerie. Todd's childhood status as an 
animal-lover produced several significant intluences on his 
professional career. One of his earliest scholarly papers lIas 
a treatise on his elephant dissections- the first to demonstrate 
that the pachyderms have no pleura (T. W. Todd. 1913: Cobb. 
1981. p. 518). A long-time member of the Cleveland Museum of 
"Iatural History and the Cleveland Humane Society. Todd joined 
numerous professional and scholarly organizations mer the 
course of his career. including the American Association of 
Mammalogists. the American Museum of Natural History. the 
Boston Society of Natural History. and the American Society of 
~aturalists. and had a corresponding membership in the 
Zoological Society of London (T. W. Todd. 1912). Todd's keen 
and abiding interest in animal life resulted in his becoming one of 
the last great comparative anatomists. in a tradition stretching 
back to the Scotsman John Hunter in the 1700s (Keith. 1939a. 
p. 352-353: Krogman. 1939c. p. 143: A. Todd. personal commu
nication. 8 June 1995). 

College and early professional career: 1902-1912 
After high school. Todd enrolled at the Manchester L-nil ersit) 

Medical School in October 1902 at the age of selenteen (T. \\". 
Todd. 1912). He met with great academic success in college. and 
it was there that he began to exhibit the seemingly boundless 
enthusiasm and energy that characterized his professional career. 
Along the way to his M.B. and Ch.B. degrees he gained the 
reputation of being one of the most distinguished medical 

students of his universit)'s recent past (Shapiro. 1939. p. --1-58: 
Cobb. 1959. p. 233). His laurels included the Junior and Senior 
Platt Scholarships in Physiology: every prize and medal for Ilhich 
he competed in the fields of anatomy. physiology. and surgery: 
and first-class honors upon his graduation in 1907 (K.A. Olliler. 
personal communication. 19 July 1996). The school respected 
Todd's abilities so greatly that upon graduation it immediately 
offered him positions in anatomy. physiology. and medicine 
(Cobb. 1959. p. 2331. Because his personal academic interest lay 
in anatomy and his clinical interest in surgery. Todd eventually 
accepted the post of demonstrator of anatomy at the Unil'ersity of 
Ylanchester the same year (T. W. Todd. 1912: Shapiro. 1939. 
p. --1-58). He soon proved himself more than equal to the task. 

Todd had only been demonstrating anatomy for one year when 
A. H. Young. head of the anatomical department. suffered 
a debilitating and el'entually mortal stroke. If Ylanchester had 
appointed a nel\' man to the position at that time. the gravely ill 
Dr. Young and his wife would have had little significant income 
(Cobb. 1959. p. 2331. For this reason. and as many would later 
say befitted his character. Todd shouldered nearly all of the 
teaching and administrative responsibilities of the department for 
the year \1 hile Young still officially headed the department until 
his death in 1909 (Keith. 1939a. p. 350: Cobb. 1981. p.518). 
Although only 23 years of age. Todd was solely in charge of the 
anatomical department at one of England's major universities 
until the II ell-respected Dr. Grafton Elliot Smith replaced Young 
in October of 1909 (Keith. 1939a. p. 350: Shapiro. 1939. p. --1-581. 

The arrilal of Smith had profound personal and professional 
ramifications for Todd. Smith. an Australian. had just arriled 
from Cairo \1 here he was conducting the classic Egyptian 
inlestigations that II ould later win him a knighthood. Smith 
conferred upon his new young colleague the considerable task of 
cataloging and arranging the substantial amount of skeletal 
material collected under the auspices of the Nubian Archaeolog
ical Suney (Cobb. 1959. p. 233). This duty, which Todd executed 
admirably, had sewral long-reaching effects. First. his friends 
later credited it I\'ith dew loping in him a long-lasting enthusiasm 
for researches on "men of antiquity." and physical anthropolog) 
in general. Todd \\Tote about or cited the ancient Egyptian 
knollledge he learned at Manchester for the rest of his life 
(Shapiro. 1939. p. 458: Cobb, 1959, p. 233). Second. Todd's \Iork 
on Egyptian skeletons (as well as his teaching talents) won him the 
friendship and respect of G. Elliot Smith, an innuential figure in 
British academic circles. Smith later wrote a glol\'ing letter of 
recommendation for Todd when he applied for the chair of 
anatomy at \Vestern Reserl"e University. and the tl\O maintained 
a II arm personal and professional relationship until Smith's death 
in 1938 (T. \\'. Todd. 1912). Third. his exemplary \Iork on the 
Nubian collection \Ias largely responsible for Todd's election as 
a Fellol\ of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1911 (Keith. 1939c. 
p. liS). Todd proudly attached the letters ··F.R.CS:· to the end 
of his name in all \\fitings for the rest of his life (T. W. Todd. 
1938f: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). Last. and 
perhaps most significantly. Todd's Egyptian duties gaw him 
extensil e experience in the curation and cataloging of large 
quantities of skeletal material. He later used this skill to build 
Ilhat is probabl) his most important academic legacy: the 
Hamann-Todd osteological collection (Shapiro. 1939. p. --1-58: 
Cobb. 1959. p. 233: A. Todd. personal communication. 28 June 
19951. 

During his time at Ylanchester. Todd's responsibilities and 
experience grell considerably year by year. In 1908. Todd began 
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to conduct classes for the primal') (and occcbionall). the final) 
examination for both the Fello\\ship of the Royal College of 
Surgeons in England and the Royal College of Surgeons of 
Edinburgh. Also. starting in that year. he \\·as put in charge of 
delivering all descripti\·e anatomy lectures to dental students. This 
marked the beginning of a lifelong professional association \\ ith 
problems of dental anatomy IT. W. Todd. 1912). Hc)\\ever. 
despite his already formidable anatomical kno\vledge and in
creasing duties. Todd felt that he needed much greater experience 
in surgical and clinical work than could haw been gained from 
\\orking at hospitals during ··vacations·· (A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). Accordingly. in October 1909 he 
took a sabbatical from nearly all of his teaching duties to become 
the House Surgeon at the Manchester Ro)al Infirmar) (T. W. 
Todd. 1912: Cobb. 1959. p. 233). He became so adept at clinical 
diagnosis during this period and aftenvard that for the rest of his 
life Todd could recognize in total strangers the telltale symptoms 
of previous maladies at a single glance (A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). The experience in clinical and 
surgical anatomy he acquired at the Royal Infirmar) \\ ere 
extremely influential in Todd·s professional dewlopment. pro
viding data and inspiration for some of his earliest published 
\vorks and equipping him \vith the clinical skills he used years 
later in numerous surgical and clinical journal articles (Cobb. 
1959. p. 233: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 

Although crucial to his scholarly growth. his sabbatical \\ as 
short-liwd. In March 1910 his replacement at I\lanchester took 
another job and the University called Todd back. this time \vith 
the title Lecturer in Anatomy: a precocious accomplishment for 
a 25-year-old (T. W. Todd. 1912: Keith. 1939a. p. 350). Never one 
to shy away from responsibility. he served in both his clinical and 
academic capacities concurrently until his year at the infirmary 
\vas complete that August. In his ne\\ post. Todd soon had the 
opportunity to draw on his recent hospital experience. 1\1anches
ter not only named Todd its Tom Jones Surgical Research 
Scholar. but also made him responsible for den:loping. demon
strating. and teaching a new course in clinical anatomy for fifth
year students IT. W. Todd. 1912). His ne\\ course \\as such 
a success that Ancoats Hospital imited him to give courses of 
post-graduate instruction in clinical anatomy iT. W. Todd. 1912: 
Keith. 1939a. p. 350). These events in 1910 are significant because 
it \\as at about this time that colleagues first gave considerable 
attention to a characteristic that remained one of Todd"s 
hallmarks: teaching skills. Todd's abundant educational abilities 
\\ere already attracting the appreciatiw comments and admira
tion of his peers. and his reputation as a teacher continued to 
gro\\ for the rest of his life (Keith. 1939a. p. 350: Cobb. 1959. 
p. 233). Ewn colleagues who disagreed \vith (or e\·en disliked) 
him during his career would later concede that as a teacher he had 
fe\v ri\als (Waite. 1946. p. 408). 

The year 1910 \\as significant in Todd· s career for another 
reason. Despite the duties and stresses imohed in holding t\\O 
jobs and organizing the teaching of ne\\· courses. he found time to 
\\Tite a series of contributions for the j!ullche.ller j!cdica! SllIdclll 

Ga::cllt'. including his first scholarly publication. ··An attempt to 

organize the description of the muscles of the spinal column·· 
( Todd. 191 Oa). These modest articles \\cre the first of nearly 300 
published pieces Todd wrote or Cm\Tote mer the next 28 ) ears. 
\\,chile this list embraced book re\ ie\\s. published speeches. 
obituaries. and works of a general literary bent. o\·er 200 c:ntries 
in the Todd bibliography were scholarly in nature. including four 
book-length \\orks. An extremely eclectic assortment. Todd·s 

\\Tittcn (!(,lIrre included numerous items outside his professional 
realm of anatomy. Todd \\Tote articles touching on the fields of 
histor). archaeolog). cultural anthropology. sociology. psychol
ogy. surger). medicine. mammalogy. human paleontology. 
primatology. allergy. and nutrition o\·er the course of his 
professional life. attesting to his continued broad interests and 
\\c:ll-read nature. E\en in anatomy. his works \vcre quite di\·crse 
beyond his primary focus on the musculoskeletal system. Apart 
from numerous articles on skeletal anatomy. Todd·s published 
anatomical \\orks included: a standard work on the microscopic 
anatomy of a specialized system of the heart: many articles and 
a book on dental anatomy: several pieces and 1\\ 0 books on the 
gastrointestinal system: numerous articles and a book on grm\lh 
and dcwlopment: a textbook chapter on the respiratory system: 
and \ arious items on the skin. the eyes. the tonsil. osteology. the 
nenous. vascular. and endocrine systems: x-ray techniques. and 
laboratory and clinical methods. Taking into account such 
impediments to his research as his years of sen ice in \Vorld 
\\ar I and his duties as teacher. administrator. and member and 
officc:r of numerous professional organizations. his publication 
average of nc:arly one item per month is truly astonishing (1ones
Kern. 1997. appendix A). 

Todd·s burgeoning industry at writing during this time did not 
detract from his efforts toward his established and increasing 
professional responsibilities. His teaching duties expanded as he 
took on lectures in systematics to medical students and de\eloped 
sewral ne\\ courses. including anatomy for art students and 
anatomy and neurology for psychology students (T. W. Todd. 
1912: Shapiro. 1939. p. 458). At the same time. Todd dewloped 
a nc:\v curriculum for the diploma in dentistry. and aided in the 
establishment of an entirely new degree in dental science IT. W. 
Todd. 1912: Shapiro. 1939. p. 458). He was also the official 
internal examiner for both programs. In addition to these 
classroom duties. Todd. by 1912. had five senior students (one 
of \vhom \vas his brother Gordon) conducting research under his 
direction. and the Anatomical Society of Great Britain and 
Irc:land named him as one of their councilors (T. W. Todd. 1912). 
In his less-than-copious free time. he also took on the duties of 
anatomist and consulting veterinary surgeon to the Belle Vue 
Zoological Gardens in Manchester in 191 L displaying his 
ongoing devotion to and interest in the biology of other species. 
e\ en \\hile he \\as building a career in the biology of humans (T. 
W. Todd. 1912: Macklin. 1939). 

Although all thc:se manifold responsibilities and emiable 
experiences in multiple areas together had a significant impact 
on his career. nothing during his three years as lecturer in 
anatomy at :\1anchester had a more profound impact on Todd·s 
professional life than his acquaintance and friendship with Arthur 
Kc:ith. Already a prominent figure in anatomy and anthropology 
\\hen Todd met him. Keith soon became internationally famous 
(and much later. infamous) for his association with the 
··discowry·· and description of "Piltdown Man"· (Later proven 
to be a hoax. some historians have suggested its perpetrator to be 
none other than Keith himself. See, for example. Spencer. 1990. 
chapter 8). Todd frequently visited Keith's lab starting around 
1910 \\hile he \\"<15 beginning the first of his many investigations 
into gro\\·th and development of humans and primates. Todd·s 
enthusiasm and pro\\"(ss immediately impressed his elder col
league. and a deep. mutually affectionate and respectful relation
ship bet\\een the t\\O developed that lasted until Todd·s death 
I Keith. 1950. p. 342-343). His admiration for Keith needs no 
further proof than the fact that Todd named his first-born son 
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after his mentor (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 
Keith's reciprocal sentiments toward Todd \"cre e\ident not only 
in the glowing descriptions he afforded Todd in his autobiogra
phy. but also in the several tributes Keith \\Tote for British 
scholarly journals in 1939 (Keith. 1939a-c: 1950. p. 3·E-3.+3). 
Counting the soon-to-be Sir Arthur among his friends and 
admirers paid tremendous professional dividends for Todd. and 
literally changed the course of his life in conjunction \\'ith events 
that were transpiring more than 4.000 miles a\\a: in Cle\eland. 
Ohio. 

The call to Cleveland: 1912 
While T. Wingate Todd was growing from an ul1\vell child into 

a bright young anatomist in England. medicine in the Cnited 
States was also metamorphosing from a sickly profession into 
a robust and technically advanced science. At its Im\est point in 
the 1800s. American medicine \vas discredited in the eyes of much 
of the public for numerous reasons. including the practices of 
countless quacks and incompetents. the poor reputation of man: 
hospitals. and a generally-perceived inability of the profession to 
explain or treat most diseases effectively (Ackerknecht. 1982. 
p. 218-222: Starr. 1982. p. 30-60). Because of the public's 10\\ 
regard for mainstream medicine. numerous challenges arose to 
conventional medical practice at this time. including homeopath:. 
dietary therapy. and even the development of Christian Science 
(Walters. 1978. chapter 7: Starr. 1982. p. 30-60). 

In order to combat the erosion of public esteem for their 
profession. physicians in the United States began to take steps 
toward bringing respectability back to medical practice. Banding 
together to found the American Medical Association. these 
doctors worked diligently to oust quacks and incompetents from 
their ranks by instituting or strengthening licensing requirements 
to practice medicine in the various states (Ackerknccht. 1982. 
p. 210-226: Starr. 1982, p. 79-144). A key component of the ne\\ 
licensing procedures was an emphasis on adequate medical 
training as a requirement for receiving one's license. Thus. mer 
the course of the nineteenth century. the old apprentice or 
preceptorial ship system of medical education \\as supplanted by 
numerous medical schools that began to spring up throughout the 
Cnited States (Walters. 1978, p. 154-156: Starr. 1982. p. 791.+.+). 
A semi-standardized curriculum of coursework de\eloped at the 
same time. which included a strong anatomical component 
(Waite. 1946. p. 343-344). 

While medical education in the United States \\as becoming 
standardized. Pasteur. Koch. and others in Europe \\'ere 
conducting their ground-breaking research of microbes. From 
the 1860s to the 1890s. scientists discovered microorganisms \\ere 
the cause of numerous diseases. and doctors for the first time were 
able to cure. rather than merely treat the symptoms. of se\eral 
dreaded afflictions (Ackerknecht. 1982. p. 175-185: Starr. 1982. 
p. 180-197). This. combined with the efforts tm\ard improving 
licensing and education. did much to restore the credibility of the 
medical profession in the United States (Starr. 1982. p. 180-197: 
Walters. 1978. p. 154-156). 

It was in this milieu of change and expansion that Carl August 
Hamann (Figure 2) trained and began to practice medicine. In 
many ways an American parallel of T. \Vingate Todd. Hamann 
was graduated with the highest average from the Cniversity of 
Pennsylvania Medical School in 1890. and received prizes for his 
scholastic aptitude. Like Todd. he felt himself to be in need of 
greater surgical training. and chose from among the internships 
offered him on that basis. While Hamann \\as senmg at the 

German Hospital of Philadelphia in 1891. the chief house officer 
\\ell! to Europe to study and the institution appointed the young 
intern acting head resident. He drew considerable praise from the 
staff. trustees. and official hospital report for that year. both for 
his administrati\ e skill and his compilation of all the surgical 
cases in hospital files. :!\amed the resident surgeon in the Mary J. 
Drexel Children's Hospital in Philadelphia the follm\ing year. 
Hamann also taught private anatomy courses. became the 
Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy for the University of 
Pennsyhania. and started his o\vn private practice in the course 
of the next 1\\0 years. Hamann was performing these duties when 
Western Resene Uni\ersity called him to their faculty (Waite. 
1930. p. 3---+: 19'+6. p. '+88-489). 

In 1893. the Western Resene Medical School was enduring one 
of the most turbulent times in its history. On top of extreme!:; 
divisi\'e issues concerning finances. administration. and currinl
lum reform. five of the faculty bolted to join the staff of a rival 
institution immediately preceding the fall term (Waite. 19'+6. 
p. 3'+6-3'+7). Western Resene immediately charged three of their 
facult: \\ho \\ere on their way to attend a medical convention 
\\ ith the duty of also finding a new anatomy instructor for the 
medical school. Colleagues from Boston. New York. Philadel
phia. and Baltimore advised them to pursue Hamann. whom the 
C ni\ersity immediately asked to become acting professor of 
anatomy (\Vaite. 19'+6. p. 369-370). The next year. at age 26. 
Hamann became the youngest full professor in the institution's 
first 100 years (\Vaite. 1930. p. 4-5: Waite 1946. p. 488---+89). 

0\ er the next 20 years. Hamann became one of the most highly 
regarded men not just in the medical school. but in Cleveland as 
\\ell. for his untiring and multifarious efforts. Immediately upon 
his arri\ al he began to \vork as a surgeon in the college 
dispensary. and City and Charity Hospitals appointed him to 
their statTs mer the next four years. By 1911. Hamann was 
Cleveland's leading surgeon (Waite. 1930. p. 5-6: Waite. 1946. 
p . .+88---+89). As a t~1culty member. he was an outstanding teacher 
and de\eloped and taught extremely popular courses in applied 
anatomy that demonstrated the breadth of his knowledge by 
combining descripti\e. comparative. and human anatomy with 
embryology. physiology. pathology. surgical diagnosis. and 
clinical surgery (Waite. 1930. p. 5-6: Waite. 1946. p. 488---+89). 
In addition to these responsibilities. Hamann also wanted to build 
an anatomical teaching museum. He began to collect. mount. and 
buy specimens oharious human and non-human materials. These 
created the nucleus of \\hat would become the Hamann-Todd 
collection. Considering all of his accomplishments in different 
areas. it is little \\onder that Hamann earned the alTectionate 
nickname of "The King" in Cleveland's medical community 
(Cobb. 1959. p. 233-23'+). When a professorship of applied 
anatomy and clinical surgery opened in 1911. Hamann was 
a natural and popular choice to fill this position (Waite. 1930. 
p. 5-6: Waite. 19'+6. p . .+88---+89). 

Although Hamann could have continued his departmental 
responsibilities. he felt that a Chair of Anatomy should be able to 
gi\e his full time to teaching and research and resigned his post. 
elTecti\c at the end of the school year. President Thwing 
immediakly appointed him to chair a committee to find his 
o\\'n replacement. This \\as a major decision. as anatomy was one 
of the most important subjects in the medical curriculum. Nearly 
1\\ 0 years passed before the search committee reponed. a large 
part of the delay being caused by the sudden resignation of Dean 
:\Iillikin and the ele\ation of Hamann to the post (Cobb. 1959. 
p. 233-23.+). The choice Hamann and his committee finally made 

.. 
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Figure 2. Portrait of Carl August Hamann. \I'ho 11',b instrumental 
in bringing Todd to Cleveland and in creating the Hamann-Todd 
osteological collection, (Photo courtesy of the Dittrick :'1useum 
of V!edical History.) 

rel1ected not only the new dean's own proclilities but also larger 
forces of medical education at the time. As a result of the 
adlances in medical knowledge and education in the half century 
prior to 1912. anatomical instruction itself lIas changing in the 
Lnited States. Its premier medical institution. Johns Hopkins 
:'1edical School. Ivas setting new standards of excellence. In terms 
of research and quality of education. Johns Hopkins receil ed 
Ivide recognition as the best in the country almost from its 
foundation in 1876. Among the first to institute the modern 
college curriculum. the Baltimore college's medical school also 
follolled the lead of the great European medical institutions and 
aggressil ely pursued research in the burgeoning fields of 
microscopy and bacteriology. adopting the latest technical 
methods. The nell emphases of its anatomical curriculum on 
microscopic biology and increasing specialization came at the 
expense of more traditional instruction in gross. practical. and 
comparatil e anatomy. Johns Hopkins' prestige and that of its 
alumni made its curriculum I ery influential on other colleges and 
uniwrsities. shaping medical education methods across the 
country. To Hamann and others. this change II as not entirely 
for the better. and for his replacement he Ivan ted to find 
a professor IIho shared his O\I'n broad interests and conserlatil'e 
anatomical philosophy (Keith. 1939a. p. 350-351: Cobb. 1959. 
p. 233-234). 

To aid Hamann in this decision. President Thll ing had also 
appointed J. J. R. Macleod and Frederick Waite to the search 
committee. Some dispute exists as to II hat happened at this point. 
According to Frederick Waite. professor of histology and faculty 
secretary. Macleod wished to bring another graduate from an 
English institution to fill the post. "Another member" of the 
committee lisited "the leading American anatomists" to seek 
their opinions on the best man to hire. and "incidentally asked 

their opinion of selecting some man from Great Britain." 
According to Waite these anatomists all advised against such 
a course of action. After sel'eral weeks spent considering some 
Americans and "a young man in an English university." the 
committee lIas unable to come to a unanimous decision. Thel 
sent a majority report to the president of Western Reserw. Ilhe' 
accepted it "under the misapprehension that it lIas unanimoU5." 
President Thlling then immediately cabled an offer to Todd 
(Waite. 19-16. p. 407). 

\\'hile \\'aite does not mention any committee member other 
than \1acleod. the Faculty Ylinutes make it clear that "anothe:' 
member" lIas \Vaite. Waite refers to himself in the anonymou, 
third person elsewhere as well (e.g .. Waite. 1946. p. 389). and he 
maintained an intense dislike for Todd (elident not only from his 
book but from remembrances from former students and famill I 

throughout Todd's residency in the United States (Cobb. 1959. 
p.23-1: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 199~1. 

Significantly. Waite does not gile the name of the third member 
and chair of the committee. Hamann. Perhaps it was because the 
rewred professor and dean was in favor of choosing the mal~ 
\\'aite detested that he chose to keep Hamann's identity a secret 
(\\'estern Reserle Medical School. 1912: A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). 

Arthur Keith and Todd's students otTer a somewhat different 
account of this matter. According to this Yersion. Hamann felt 
that because most of the best young anatomists in the Lnited 
States Ilere products of Johns Hopkins. and because the English 
anatomists stood closer to his conceptions of the traditions of 
practical medicine. he should look overseas. Thus Dean Hamann 
l\Tote to Macleod's friend Arthur Keith for the name of "the best 
young man in England" to fill the newly-endO\\ed Ho\lard 
Wilson Payne Chair of Anatomy at Western Resene Unil ersity. 
Keith unhesitatingly recommended Todd (Keith. 1939a. p. 350-
351: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). Todd 
jumped at the opportunity. collecting recommendations from 
fello\\ faculty members (including G. Elliot Smith) and the lice
chancellor of the University to send with his forcefullY-I\ orded 
application for the job (T. W. Todd, 1912). Tn his broad interests. 
anatomical and surgical skills. intelligence. experience. industry. 
and precocious accomplishments. Todd reflected the nell Dean's 
0\1 n career and traditional anatomical philosophies. Hamann 
offered the 27-year-old Todd the job in the autumn of 1912 
(Keith. 1939a. p. 350 351: Gottlieb. 1982. p. 39: Behrents. 1984. 
p. 1-3) 

The truth of the matter lies in the Case Western Resen'e 
archilTs and rewals that Waite was at best a poor historian and at 
Ilorst a deliberate preyaricator. Some circumstantial eyidence 
points to this conclusion as well: Waite's HistOIT was not entirely 
unbiased elsellhere. and the long-standing mutual dislike he 
shared Ilith his colleague may have colored not only his portrayal 
of Todd (marginal and largely negative). but even his ril'al's hiring 
process. While Keith and Todd's students I\ere probably not 
I\ithout bias. either. there is little reason to suspect that Keith lied 
about Hamann's letter of inquiry or his own response. which no 
longer exists. The official committee report no longer exists. but 
a detailed account of it remains in the medical-school faculty 
minutes. These minutes dispute Waite's account on sewral points. 

According to the faculty minutes for 3 October 1912. the search 
committee had been gathering information by interyiel\ and 
correspondence since its appointment nearly two years earlier. 
Waite traleled across the United States during this time and 
\1acleod lisited extensiyely in England for the six months prior 
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to the meeting. Waite's account of his travels differs significantly 
from his published remembrance of "incidentally" asking 
"leading American anatomists" about hiring a person from 
"Great Britain." Rather, the minutes state that "one of the 
fundamental questions" regarding the search was the etllcacy of 
hiring someone "from continental Europe." Of the fourteen 
Americans Waite consulted and quoted in the minutes. onl~ three 
\\'ere professors of anatomy. The rest were professors of histology 
and embryology (I). physiology (I). pathology (I). medicine (!). 

and zoology (3): medical-school deans (2): the director of 
COl1cil/ium Bihliographicum:' and a person from the Carnegie 
Foundation. Furthermore, it is clear from their quoted comments 
that these men's reservations rested on a belief that the anatomist 
in question was to come from a non-English-speaking country. 
These comments include "Advise against any other than an 
English-speaking foreigner." "it is extremely hazardous to take 
a German. Swiss less so. and British less risky yet." and "it is 
ul1\\'ise to import a German unto [sic] a professorial chair in this 
country." Waite instead nominated no less than 21 American 
anatomists for the post. but after the application of a number of 
disqualifying criteria (no medical training. unreliable research. 
known ill-health, lack of interest, immaturity and inexperience. 
inability to "fit into local conditions." and "personal and 
racial characteristics"). only six remained. To winnow this list 
further. the committee weighed additional conditions. including 
age (preferably under 40). research excellence. organizational 
and administrative abilities. teaching skill and experience. 
experience as a hospital resident. and certainty that the candidate 
would accept the position if offered. After the committee made 
all of these considerations. it "unanimously and with the 
concurrence of the ex-officio members of the committee 
(President Th\ving and Dean Millikin)" recommended T. Wingate 
Todd. Thwing chaired the meeting and could not possibly 
have been under any "misapprehension" of non-unanimity. 
nor can the dispute between Waite's published account and the 
faculty minutes be blamed on contrary prejudices of the minutes' 
author: Waite was faculty secretary and signed the minutes 
as approved and amended. Thus. Waite's personal account of 
the matter is misleading. biased. and contains numerous 
inaccuracies. 

Although the University has lost most other documents 
surrounding the affair. one can make reasonable suppositions 
from secondary and circumstantial evidence to fill in the historical 
gaps. MacLeod was a friend of Arthur Keith·s. and probably 
suggested that Hamann write to Keith for ad\'ice. Keith in turn 
recommended Todd. Todd's dazzling application. accompanied 
by the strong recommendation of such internationally respected 
men as Smith and Keith. impressed Hamann and MacLeod. \\ho 
wanted someone trained in traditional anatomical methods 
anyway. Despite Waite's strong reservations. he was not in 
a position to block Hamann's choice. especially since President 
Thwing was more than happy to agree with the nn\' dean's choice 
for his own replacement. If this was the way it happened. Waite's 
dislike of Todd may have started before they nen met. and the 
affair may also help explain some later animosities bet\veen the 
t\\o. 

Whatever the circumstances of the job offer. there is no dispute 
over the fact that Todd enthusiastically accepted. His appoint
ment to the Henry Wilson Payne Chair of Anatomy became 
official in October. with duties to commence as soon as he could 
arrive. For the next two months Todd set in order his personal 
affairs and responsibilities in England (Cobb. 1959. p. 234). His 

impending departure so moved his peers at the Manchester 
School of Anatomy that they staged an elegant farewell dinner at 
the 'vIidland Hotel. Chaired by G. Elliot Smith. the event included 
toasts to the King and to Todd following a dinner of consomme 
crowl' (Ill pot and creme medicis. filet de turbo! d·Antil1. crollte ell 
ris de reall TOlilolise. along with cOl/lrefilet piqlle sa lice Tl'l'Olienne. 
pommes rissole.l. and haricots rerts martre d'hotd salad. biscuits. 
canapes. and petitsjiwrs (Anonymous. 1912). The celebration \vas 
doubly appropriate for Todd. Less than a week earlier. probably 
in his father's Cheatham Hill church. Todd married 'vIiss Eleanor 
Pearson of Manchester (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 
June 1995: D. Todd. personal communication. 9 September 
1996). True to his professional nature. an engrossing dissection 
made him late for his own \vedding to "Nell"' on November 9 
(Gottlieb. 1982. p. 38: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
1995). 

On the surface. the reasons behind Todd's acceptance of the job 
at Western Reserve are not entirely self-e\ident. It is abundantly 
clear that he loved his native country: he never relinquished his 
British citizenship. visited as often as he could. \ olunteered to 
sene the Commonwealth in World War I. and displayed his 
devotion to England in numerous other ways for the rest of his 
life. In addition. he was also only at the beginning of what \vould 
have been a promising career in England. His rapid professional 
advancement and the respect of powerful friends in British 
anatomical circles indicate that his stature would hene only 
increased had he stayed in Great Britain. 

HO\\'ever. there were several attractions of the American 
position that \\eighed heavily in Todd's decision. Although 
\\'estern Resene did not have the prestige of an eastern 
university. its medical school was on the rise and gaining 
significant respect in the American medical community. Abraham 
Flexner. \\ho conducted the influential Carnegie Foundation for 
the Ad\ ancement of Teaching survey on medical education in the 
United States in 1909. expressed to Western Resene's president 
that his medical school was second only to that of Johns Hopkins 
(Waite. 1946. p. 384). 'vIoreover. there was both a precedent and 
a pull to America in the person of fellow Scotsman J. J. R. 
:"1acLeod. Western Reserve's Chair of Physiology. a good friend 
of Arthur Keith·s. and later a Nobel laureate for his work on the 
pancreas. \1acLeod urged Todd to follow him to the Lnited 
States and accept the position (Keith, 1939a. p. 352-353: Cobb. 
1959. p. 235). Perhaps the most important factor in Todd's 
decision. though. was the very nature of the post. Even at his 
accelerated career path. Todd hardly could have expected an offer 
for a full professorship in England-much less the Chair of 
a uni\'ersity department-for years to come. The opportunity 
atTcnded by the Western Reserve position to the energetic and 
ambitious young anatomist was too attractive to pass up. 
particularly if Todd thought it would be only a relatively short
term arrangement (Cobb. 1959, p. 235. states that the initial 
appointment was only to be for two years). Both Keith and 
Todd's son Arthur later suggested that he had planned to come 
back to England-perhap~ when a similar position opened up at 
a British university-but that he got too caught up in the \vork 
and unique opportunities of his position that he didn't leave. even 
\vhen offers of English posts eventually arose. Although Todd 
\isited England several times in the following years. he resided in 
the Cnited States for the rest of his life (T. W. Todd. 1921g: Keith. 
1939a. p. 352-353: A. Todd. personal communication. 22 'vIay 
1995). 
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"A century of endeayor, inspiration, and good will": Todd's 
American Career 

Todd'sjourney to the United States in 1912 marks a comenient 
chronological divide for his biographers: at 27. Todd \vas almost 
exactly midway through his relatiwly short life. Of greater 
historical importance. however. is the division this year marks in 
his professional and scholarly endeavors. His childhood. educa
tion. and early professional experience all had lasting significance 
on the course of his life and career. but that course \vould haw 
been much different had he stayed in England. He had started 
down a path im'olving anatomy. clinical medicine. and surgery at 
Manchester. and was contemplating a career in the diseases of 
children \\hen offered his American post. From that point on. the 
singular opportunities his Western ReserYe position presented 
and the still-formative state of somatology in the Cnited States 
allowed Todd to bend his considerable skill and efforts to\vard 
a uniquely American end-the development of modern American 
physical anthropology. 

Early years in Cleyeland: 1912-1919 
T odd matured professionally over the course of his life in the 

Cnited States. but the first few years he spent in Cle\eland set the 
tone for the rest of his career. Although his most important 
professional work did not culminate until after \Vorld \Var 1. he 
had firmly established his major research interests by the time of 
the Treaty of Versailles. It was during this period that Todd 
conducted his earliest work on the alimentary tract and the 
dentition of humans and other mammals. two areas he explored 
throughout the rest of his career. On a theoretical level. Todd's 
earliest years at Western Reserve marked both his first fora: s into 
the field of physical anthropology. and the professional de
\ elopment of what became the major theme of research for the 
rest of his career: the growth. development. and maturit: of 
humans. particularly as recorded on the skeleton. Perhaps most 
significantly. this interval also marked the beginning of his 
contribution to what became his major material accomplishment. 
the massi\'e expansion of the Hamann comparati\ e anatomy 
collection into the world-renowned Hamann-Todd osteological 
assemblage. Apart from his scholarly endeavors. Todd's first 
years in Cleveland also revealed his idiosyncratic (some might say 
autocratic) administrative style and the professional problems it 
continued to cause for the rest of his life. 

Todd's earliest research in Cle\ eland focused on some of the 
problems he had been working on in Manchester. He published 
several articles regarding the clinical cases he had examined 
during his hospital work. as well as some pieces on comparatiw 
anatomy based on his work at the Manchester and Clewland 
zoos. In 1915, Todd published his first book. The Clinical 

A,WiOml' of the Gastro-lntestinal Tract. An assemblage of his O\n1 

clinical work in this area and the work of others scattered 
throughout the periodical literature. the \olume recei\ed a tepid 
re\ie\\ from The Lancet, commending Todd for gathering so 
much information into one text but chiding him for not digesting 
or sorting the data more carefully (Anonymous. 1915). Revie\\s 
\\'ere considerably more kind for his second book. An llltrodlluion 
TO The Jfalllmalian Delltitiol1, published in 1918. Dental journals 
complimented him on his comprehensive \\ork. his "terse and 
lucid" prose (Anonymous. 1918). and stated that "no lecturer on 
Comparative Dental Anatomy can afTord to do \\ithout it" 
(Anonymous. 1919). Todd continued to pursue research on the 
digestiw tract and dental anatomy until his death. 

Perhaps his most important research of this period focused on 
the condition known as "cervical rib." in which a wrtebra of the 
human neck de\ elops a riblike structure. According to Sir Arthur 
Keith. this may haw been the first work ever to describe arterial 
changes that result from pressure applied to the sympathetic nerw 
supply (Keith. 1939b). It \\'as also the first paper Todd authored 
on the subject of gro\\lh and developmental changes reflected in 
the skeleton. a topic that became Todd's major professional focus 
and on \vhich he \\as to do his most significant research. 

Todd's early \\ork in Cleveland also included his first 
professional \\ ork in the field of physical anthropology. Soon 
after his arrival at Western Reserve, Todd began to incorporate 
this subject into his lectures and the curriculum. (Waite. the 
Western Resen'e Medical school historian, contended that Todd 
brought the subject into instruction "to a degree that brought 
continued complaints from students" [Waite. 1946. p. 408]). This 
may hene been true. but Waite's fairness in dealing with Todd has 
already been demonstrated to be suspect.) His first published 
\vorks of a strictly physical anthropological nature \\ere also his 
only published items on fossil man and human ancestors. In 
a series of sewn articles published in the Clereland JIedical 
JOlll'l1(/1 bet\\'een 1914 and 1915, Todd summarized the state of 
kno\\ledge in the field to that point. infrequently adding his 0\\'11 

cautious speculations (T. W. Todd, 1914a-e and 1915b-c). 
Although these articles were by no means groundbreaking or 
significant in the debate of the larger anthropological community. 
they are an early demonstration of the independent and 
dispassionate nature of his scientific thought. With gracious 
apologies. he contradicted the expert opinions of his dear friends 
and mentors G. Elliot Smith and Arthur Keith when he felt the 
fossils spoke to a different conclusion. Despite his intense and 
lifelong interest in fossils and human origins. the lectures he gaw 
about them in the United States and abroad. and the increasing 
public and professional attention paid to the field throughout his 
life. Todd never published another article on the subject (A. Todd. 
personal communication. 28 June 1995). 

The \\'ork of greatest long-term significance from Todd's first 
years in Clewland, ho\\ever, \vas his expansion of the osteological 
and anatomical collections begun in the 1890s by his predecessor. 
Dean Hamann. When Todd arrived in 1912, the museum included 
the H. K. Cushing collection of Rocky Mountain mammals and 
about 100 human skeletons. Over the course of the next 26 years. 
Todd immensel: increased the size and scope of both the primate 
and human components of the aggregation. By the time of his 
death. this amounted to hundreds of primate skeletons
including a larger orangutan collection than the Smithsonian·s. 
the largest chimpanzee assemblage on the continent, and an 
eighth of the \\orld's gorilla osteological material. In addition to 
the \\'ealth of skeletal material, its accompanying collection of 
radiographs. photographs, and drawings remains an invaluable 
resource for primate scholars (Johanson, 1982, p. 2-4). 

Perhaps ewn more impressive than this contribution to the 
collection. though. was Todd's acquisition of more than 3.000 
human skeletons from the contemporary American population. 
Todd built most of this assemblage from unclaimed bodies at the 
Cuyahoga County Morgue and city hospitals. Both Hamann and 
Roger Perkins (director of Clewland's Division of Health and 
Western Resene's professor of preventive health) had made 
Todd's \vay in this elTort easier by helping to revise the anatomical 
la\\s of the State of Ohio (Bickel. 1959). According to Ohio Code 
Sections 1713.34-1713.42 and 1713.99, the superintendents of city 
hospitals. the Cleveland Workhouse, and local mortuaries had to 
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notify Todd of unclaimed bodies in their possession (Wood. 1983. 
p. 60). These institutions sent the bodies to the medical school 
where Todd and his assistants measured and photographed them 
and recorded any other vital statistics that \\ere a\ailable (for 
example: age. country of origin. address). He and his statT then 
generally embalmed the corpses for dissection in anatomy classes. 
After the bodies had served their instructional uses. Todd and his 
lab workers macerated them. labeled each bone \\ith its 
acquisition number, and stored them in army surplus pine 
ammunition boxes (Figure 3) on a series of shehes (T. W. Todd. 
1923a. p. 274-275: Cobb. 1'932. p. 38--41). (Cnfortunately. and 
to the chagrin of the legions of researchers \vho examined the 
collection over the next 50 years. these boxes bore army-issued 
numbers that bore no relationship to the actual numbering of 
their contents [L. Jellema. personal communication. 8 October 
1996]). 

The tremendous scientific significance of this collection (nO\\ 
housed at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History) is not so 
much in its size. but in its accompanying set of personal 
information. Each individual entombed in the collection has 
a corresponding file that contains the anthropometric and 
demographic data taken from that person at death. These data 
include name. age. sex, ethnicity. cause of death. and more than 
70 body measurements listed on a standardized form. In addition. 
stereoscopic pictures and radiographs made of the individual at 
the time of his or her curation are included in the file. along \vith 
the results of any autopsies or dissections performed (Johanson. 
1982. p. 1-3). With this unique and very extensi\e set of 
accompanying data. the Hamann-Todd collection remains the 
largest of its kind in the world (B. Latimer. personal communi
cation. 23 April 1994). 

The foreshadowing nature of Todd's initial scholarly endeavors 
in Clewland accompanied similar portents of his mature 
administrative style. Almost immediately upon taking his position 
as Chair of Anatomy. Todd set about restructuring the de
partment as he thought fit. Among other things. he attempted to 
place the Laboratory of Histology and Embryology under the 
administrative and financial control of his o\vn anatomy de
partment. This was not an entirely unreasonable action. as only 
six years earlier during a consolidation of 20 "departments" in the 
medical school into seven "divisions." the school placed the lab in 
the anatomy division. However. implicit in the 1906 consolidation 
agreement was the understanding that the histology and 
embryology lab would be "autonomous" in its budget and 
administration as long as its current director remained at the 
school (a similar arrangement existed bet\\een the Laboratory of 
Experimental Medicine and the Division of YIedicine). Todd 
apparently either did not understand the finer points of this 
arrangement or he understood them perfectly and thought they 
\vere in error. because he almost immediately began to lock horns 
with the lab's director. Frederick Waite. This rivalry continued 
until Todd's death (or even after. it could be argued. as \Vaite 
[1946. p. 389-390] got the last word in his book published eight 
years later). 

Although the histology and embryology lab saga at Western 
Resene University was a relatively insignificant event outside the 
small circle of people involved. this episode is an important 
indication of the commanding executive style that characterized 
Todd for the rest of his career. both \\ithin his own department 
and in organizations over which he presided. His lab nickname 
\\as "The Chief." ref1ective of his role as head of a \yell-defined 
hierarchy of personnel (Krogman. 1934: Cobb. 1959. p.237). 

Based largely on age and seniority. one's rank showed in the sizIC 
of the belt cinching his or her lab coat. While Todd's thick. 
braided rope \\as of course the largest (Figure 4). subordinates 
\vore increasingly thinner ropes or clotheslines do\\n to the 
youngest assistant. \\ho tied his lab coat with a piece of string 
(Gottlieb. 1982. p. 40: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
1995). Although a strict disciplinarian. Todd was not \\11at people 
later called a micromanager. Former staff and lab \\orkers later 
fondly remembered performing their duties and research largely 
on their 0\\'11 and in quiet. with Todd occasionally striding past 
\\ ith the \yords. "Carryon." much in the manner of the militar:
officer that he became in World War I (Cobb. 1959. p. 237: A. 
Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 

In 1915. Todd mowd his family from their first Cle\ eland 
apartment to a house do\\n the street at 1029 Ashbur:- A \'enue 
(..l.. Todd. personal communication, 8 June 1995). World War I 
had started the year before. and Todd followed the events with 
interest and concern. having almost become imoh'ed in the \var 
before either England or France. In 1914. he had yisited his 
friend and mentor Arthur Keith in England. pushing on to 
Belgium aftenvard. Days later. he made an unscheduled return 
to England. narrowly missing being caught in the middle of the 
German imasion (Keith. 1950. p.372-373). Professors and 
students from the medical school started to participate in the 
gathering American mobilization as early as 1916. and soon after 
the 'Cnited States joined the war in April 1917. Todd decided to 
do his part. Still a British subject. Todd joined the Common
\vealth \\ar etTort as a captain in the Canadian army. After 
medical officer training in London. Ontario. in the summer of 
1917. he returned to Western Reserve to teach the fall term. In 
\\inter. the Army assigned Todd to serve in the Vledical Corps. 
110th regiment. 64th and 65th batteries. as olTicer in charge of 
the Surger:- Base Hospital. Military District tic 1. London. 
Ontario. Later in the war. he served overseas as a consultant 
at Kinmel Park Camp in Wales. His interest and experience \\ith 
the problems of bone grO\\th and healing made Todd a conser
vatiw surgeon regarding amputation. and contemporaries later 
credited him \\ith having sawd the limbs of many soldiers 
(Cobb. 1959. p. 235). Although he did not serw with American 
forces. Western Resen'e granted Todd the same leaw of absence 
for the duration of the war extended to American sen'icemen 
(Western Resene Medical School. 1917a. 1917b. 1918a. 1918b: 
Todd. 1918a. 1918b). In January of 1919 the faculty executive 
committee ordered Todd back to his chair. and elected him to 
their ranks. He returned soon after (Western Resene :Yledical 
School. 1919). 

The \Vorld War I experience cast a long shado\\ both on 
Todd's professional and personal life. Even though he \vas very 
busy executing his military duties. Todd still found time to publish 
some articles and his mammalian dentition book. as \\'ell as 
conduct his most important research on the heart \\ith another 
Allied doctor. O. Van der Strict. Along with the three articles 
coauthored \\ith Van der Strict (two in French-Todd \\as l1uent) 
(Van der Strict and Todd. 1919. 1920a. 1920b). Todd later \\Tote 
a standard textbook chapter on the special systems of the heart 
based on this \\ork (Todd. 1928a). Although the period \vas an 
exciting and personally productive experience that he suni\ed 
physically intact. he did not escape unscathed emotionally. His 
younger brother Gordon. \\ho had joined the British army. died 
in 1917 of a nutritional disorder while serving in South Africa. It 
\vould probabl:- be overstating the importance of this unfortunate 
incident to say that it \\as a major inspiration in Todd's later \\ork 
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Figure 3. Skeleton room. Western ReserYe School of Medicine. The Hamann-Todd collection was already the largest of its kind by the 
mid-1920s. when this photo \\as taken. (Photo from .v[ethods and Problems of 'vledical Education. Third series. Rockefeller 
Foundation. New York. courtesy of the Laboratory of Physical Anthropology. C'vINH. Used by permission of the Rockefeller 
Foundation Archives.) 

on nutritional factors in growth and dewlopment. but it is not 
unreasonable to suppose it played some role in his later interest in 
the subject. Eager to get back to his gro\\ing family (his son 
Donald \\as born in July 1918 and his daughter Eleanor .vlargaret 
("Toby") came a year and a half later). Todd. upon his discharge 
in 1919. took his military experience. research. and memories \\ ith 
him and returned to his home and position in Clewland (A. 
Todd. personal communication. 8 1 une 1995: D. Todd. personal 
communication. 9 September 1996). 

Establishing reputations: 1919-1928 
Thc immediate postwar years were ones of great acti\ity for the 

medical school and Todd alike. The college gre\\ in size and 
prestige. occupying larger and better-equipped facilities along the 
\\ay. Todd used the opportunities prO\ ided by this phenomenon 
to expand the facilities and workforce at his disposal. At the same 
time. Todd was also amassing a larger reputation for himself in 
the local and anthropological communities. He became a maker 
of high-quality anthropometric instruments. joined numerous 
ci\ic and professional organizations. made innuential friends. and 
most importantly. produced a tremendous \ olume of high-quality 
scholarship that propelled him in a few years to the height of his 
profession. For much of this. Todd had the medical school and its 
resources to thank. 

\\'estern ResenT's medical college had continued to gro\\ in 
both size and reputation since Todd's arri\al in 1912. T\\ 0 years 
before Todd's appointment. Western Reseryc remo\ed some of its 
local competition by allo\\'ing the troubled Ohio Wesleyan 
Medical School to consolidate \\ith them. accepting both their 
students and their faculty. This marked the beginning of a period 

of great change. Bet\wen 1910 and 1924, the institution adopted 
a ne\\' curriculum. added a fifth year to the program. and 
admitted \\omen for the first time. In addition. with the exception 
of a small dip during and immediately after World \Var L the 
student bod: steadily increased during this period. To deal \\ith 
the ewr-enlarging student population. the faculty more than 
doubled from 67 to 149. Although the college occupied ne\\ 
buildings as circumstances permitted, its increasingly outdated 
and cramped facilities at East Ninth and Superior in downto\\n 
Clewland (Figure 5) and its growing reputation in both in
struction and research made it clear that the medical school 
needed a ne\\ building. In 1923. the same year that Todd 
personally mo\ed into a larger home (2657 Shaker Road in 
Clneland Heights). his school made plans to do the same. Thanks 
to the benefaction of Cleveland industrialist Samuel Mather. 
\Vestern Resene Medical School built a S2.5 million facility in 
1923 and 1924. the largest single building yet occupied by 
a medical school in the Lnited States (Waite. 1946 p. 387-428). 

The ne\\ building (Figure 6. now Case-Western Resene's 
Harland GofI Wood Building. located at 2109 Adelbert Road 
in the Lni\crsity Circle area) was a windfall for the academic 
ambitions of both Hamann and Todd. OYer three times the size of 
the three buildings combined that it replaced (Waite. 1946. 
p. -126-427). the ne\\ structure was spacious enough for Todd to 
expand his increasingl: impressive departmental library. his 
anato111: laboratory. and the new Hamann Museum of Compar
ati\e Anthropology and Anatomy to which the dean named Todd 
director in 1920. With the aid of Dean Hamann. planners de\oted 
a large part of the first no or of the structure to the museum 
(Figures 7. 8). The "central feature of the laboratory" of 
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Figure 4. Photo of Todd at work, shm\ing the thickly braided 
rope he used as a belt. Seniority in Todd's anatomy laboratory 
lIas reflected in the increasing size of rope (or string) used to cinch 
one's lab coat. (Photo courtesy of the Laboratory of Physical 
Anthropology. CMNH). 

anatomy, this facility was a teaching museum intended to fulfill 
the ultimate educational goal of the collection's founders: to 

prm ide "a unique opportunity for investigation and teaching 
alike. so thoroughly interwoven that they cannot be separated" 
(T. W. Todd. 1925a. p. 1-6). The completion of the laboratory 
and museum in the new building meant that the anatomy students 
Todd mentored for the rest of his tenure at \Yestern Resen'e 
receiwd a rare kind of opportunity unduplicated any II here else in 
the United States (Cobb. 1959. p. 235: Behrents. 198'+. p. 37). 
Although his nemesis Waite (1946. p. 425-429) implied later that 
Todd neglected to use the agreed-upon floor plan for his 
department at the expense of the good of his students. Idell Pyle 
(a former student and colleague of Todd's) contended the 
arrangement of the lab during Todd's tenure I\as one mutually 
agreed to by Todd and Dean Hamann (Pyle. 1979). 

The students specifically drawn to Todd's laboratory. and thc 
increased acceptance of graduate students and fellolls to the 

college in the mid-1920s, prmided the professor I\ith a stable of 
assistants to aid him in his research, and his scholarly productivity 
increased dramatically (Waite. 1946, p.453-455). An extreme 
perfectionist. Todd expected only the highest-quality \Iork from 
his laboratory assistants. No matter how close personally to 
Todd. if an assistant failed to produce up to the most stringent 
standards he or she could expect to receive a dressing-dmln from 
"The Chief' (Todd's son Arthur. who often \Iorked in the lab 
Ilith his father. attests to the fact that not even family lIas exempt 
from this treatment [personal communication. 8 June 1995]). 
Although the experience of such an episode was unpleasant. it I\as 
also a pOI\erful incentiw to l\Ork carefully. In return for their 
I\ork and ego-bruises. his students received generous credit in the 
texts of his articles. or often writing credit if they could stand the 
extreme scrutiny and criticism that Todd invariably gave all of his 
coauthors (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 
Todd also kept his research staff intellectually stimulated by the 
I\eekly conferences he held with them in the departmental library. 
often also attended by visiting clinicians and other specialists I\ho 
shared their experiences with the students (Cobb. 1981. p. 520). 
This crucible of research produced some of the leading physical 
anthropologists of the next generation, including Wilton Krog
man and W. Montague Cobb. 

Se\'eral of these Western Reser\'e products l\'Cre female. 
something of an oddity in the field at the time. Todd boasted 
a long-,tanding interest and pride in his instruction and 
promotion of women in academe. He made a special point of 
mentioning his experience in the instruction of women in his 1912 
application (before the school \vas coeducational). and promoted 
the careers of I\'omen \\hom he felt \\ere \I'ell qualified. I\'ith 
\arying degrees of success (T. W. Todd. 1912). There lIas still 
I\idespread prejudice against female instructors in American 
colleges. and ,;\cn in his own school Todd repeatedly and 
unsuccessfully attempted to hire Ruth Sawtell (Wallis) (a \\'ell
recommended student of Franz Boas who later published in her 
0\\11 right) for an anthropology position (T. W. Todd. 1927bl. 
::\e\ enheless. of the 28 women who authored or coauthored 
articles in the AlIIerical1 JOllrnal of Phl'sical Anthropologl' (AJP.J 1 
during the years the Western Reserve lab contributed most 
hea\ily to the publication. 6 (21 percent) were students of Todd 
and these contributed 22 percent of the anicles by \\omen (Jones
Kern. 1997. p. 183-18'+). 

With all of these increasing material and human resources at his 
disposaL Todd and his associates produced a large \olume of 
high-quality tools and research during this period. Dissatisfied 
\lith the caliber of some of the anthropometric equipment 
a\'ailable for purchase, Todd established a machine shop 
(Figure 91 to produce measuring instruments that met his 
stringent standards. The shop made several standard anthropo
metric de\'ices. but also developed several of Todd's own design. 
One of these. the "Resene Craniostat." Todd invented and later 
modified \lith research fello\\ B. Holly Broadbent to become the 
"\Yestern Reserve Craniometer"-- the standard piece of equip
ment of its kind to the present (Behrents. 1984. p. 5 201. Todd 
also inn:nted and produced the "Western Resen'e Headspanner" 
and the "\\'estern Reser"e Bone Density Gauge" at his small 
machine shop (Krogman. 1939a. p. 158, 173-177: 195 L p. 680-
68.+ I. Although his primary goal in setting up the machine shop 
\I'as to makc tools for his own research. Todd also produced 
instrumcnts for sale to other anthropologists. including Boas and 
Hrdlicka (Boas. 1925a. 1925b. 1926a-e; Hrdlicka. 1936a. 1936b). 
Todd's mechanical innovations in the field of anthropology also 
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Figure 5. "Old" medical-school building. Located in do\\nto\\n Cle\dand. this building sened as the home of the Western Resene 
yledical School from 1887 to 1924. (Photo courtesy of the Dittriek \1useum of yledical History.) 

Figure 6. "New" medical-school building. Located in the Cniwrsity Circle area, this \\as the largest medical-school building in the 
countr) \\hen constructed in 1924. It continued to sene as home of \\'cstern Resene's :v1edical School until 1949. (Photo from 
Methods and Problems of Medical Education. Third series. Rockefeller Foundation. :'\:e\\ York. courtesy of the Laboratory of Physical 
Anthropology. CMNH. Used by permission of the Rockefeller Foundation Archi\es.J 
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Figure 7. Hamann Museum of Comparati\e Anthropolog) and Anatomy. Western Resene University. Taking up much of the first 
1100r of the new medical-school building. it lIas designed to be the central feature of the laboratory. (Photo courtesy of the Dittrick 
\1useum of :Y1edical History.) 

included expcrimentation with a Holorith machine in proce,;sing 
the large volume of measurements taken from the collection. 
perhaps the first use of computer technolog) in physical 
anthropology (Krogman. 1939a. p. 153-155: 1951. p. 6-9--68-: 
L. Jellema. personal communication. 8 October 1996 I. 

e sing the new facilities and tools at his disposal. Todd 
published a l1urry of research. much of \\hich lIas of long-term 
significance. Some articles were continuations of his clinical 
studies from his early years in Cleleland and his sen ice in \\orld 
\Var 1. These included yet another eenical rib paper and surgic,ll 
pieces concerning pathologies of the shoulder. arm. and knee. His 
Ilork on teeth continued with sewral articles in major dental 
journals. Some items concerned soft-tissue anatomy. including the 
heart and the tonsil. and a few dealt \\ith the skeleton of non
human mammals. The first se\eral of what \Iould later be a large 
number of articles on the gastrointestinal tract also appeared late 
in this period. Hmlever. most of the papers produced during this 
time made extensile use of the rapidl) expanding osteological 
collection and focused on anthropological methodology. race. 
grmnh and dewlopment. or some combination of these three 
topics (Krogman. 1939a. 1951: Jones-Kern. 1997. appendi, A). 

Among the methodological papers of this period \\ ere a number 
that dealt \Iith the procedures and problems il1\oh ed in amassing 
a large skeletal sample from cadavers. These included articles on 
measurement techniques and the elTects of drying. mummifica
tion. and maceration on the skeleton. Although methodological 
papers rarely have great long-term scientific significance. the 
group of Todd's papers that deal with the measurement of cranial 

capacity \\ere quite important in the deIClopment of physical 
anthropology because they called into question some of the most 
basic. and mi,;taken. assumptions of thc field's past. Todd's 
research. for example. challenged the efficacy of one of anthro
pology's oldest metrics-cranial capacity and disprm ed the 
century-old anthropological contention that Black people hal e 
significantly smaller brains than White people. Todd's further 
Ilork on the cranium also challenged long-held beliefs in racial 
differences in cranial shape. thickness. and suture closure patterns 
(Jones-Kern. 1997. chapters VIII-X). 

The matter of cranial-suture closure. important as it \1 as to 
racial issues. lIas also an important component in Todd's abiding 
interest in human grm\"lh and delelopment. On this topic. Todd 
at this time l\Tote his papers on age changes in the pubic bone. 
arguably the most seminal and important articles of his career. In 
the skeletal collection Todd was a,sembling. he noticed that the 
morphology of the pubic symphysis (where the t\\O pubic bones 
of the pel\is meet. separated by a plate of cartilage) changes in 
a standard fashion as humans grm\" older. After extensi\"e 
e\aminations of hundreds of pelyes. Todd arriwd at a set pattern 
of age-related changes by \I"hich an investigator may determine 
the approximate age of any indiyidual based on his or her peh is 
(T. \\'. Todd. 1920a. 1920b. 1921 a-e. 1923a: Krogman. 1939a. 
p. 161-163 I. This discmery was of tremendous importance to the 
archaeological and forensic anthropological communities. as it 
pJ'l1\ided an important tool in the physical description and 
identification of unknOlYl1 skeletalized remains. With minor 
modifications. Todd's pubic-symphysis method of aging skeletons 
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Figure 8. Display Cases. Hamann Museum of Comparative 
Anthropology and Anatomy, Western Resene Uni\\;~rsit:. The 
plentiful and readily accessible items in the ~luseum of Anatomy 
afforded medical students at Western Resen e a unique educa
tional opportunity. (Photo from Methods and Problems of 
~ledical Education. Third series. Rockefeller Foundation. Ne\\ 
York. courtesy of the Laboratory of Physical Anthropology. 
C~NH. Used by permission of the Rockefeller Foundation 
Archives. ) 

has been in use to the present day. and his articles on the 
subject are still basic references. something extremely rare for 
physical-anthropology papers printed in the 1920s ('vleindl et a!.. 
1985). 

These and other scholarly publications during this period 
greatly increased Todd's reputation locally. nationally. and 
internationally in a relatively short amount of time. For th" 
period in the mid-1920s for which statistics are available. at least 
66 Western Reserve professors published 140 articles based on 
primary research. Todd alone accounted for 21 (15 percent) of 
that number (Waite. 1946 p. 456). He also contributed a signifi
cant percentage of the articles published in the tledgling America/1 

Journal of Physiml Anthropology. His meteoric rise in the 
anthropological community was such that \\'hile only in 1918 
Ales Hrdlicka described Todd as an anatomist \\ho "as far as his 
other strenuous duties will permit. is actively interested in 
Anthropology" (Hrdlicka. 1918. p. 392). by 1921 Todd \\as an 
associate editor of the AJPA. and by 1924 he \\ielded enough 

clout to derail almost single-handedly Hrdlicka's plan to form the 
American Association of Physical Anthropology (Jones-Kern. 
1997. chapter VIII). Todd's reputation extended beyond the 
American anthropological community. In 1921 the LJni\(~rsity of 
Ghent asked him to give a series of lectures in physical 
anthropology. Todd accepted the invitation. deli wring his 
symposia in French (T. W. Todd. 1921f). Two years later. no 
less a personage than Howard Carter-the British archaeologist 
\\ho had only the year before discovered the tomb of King 
Tutankhamen-called upon Todd's expertise in determining the 
age of skeletons. On the basis of the skull and leg bones Carter 
sent him. Todd concluded that the age of .. King T ut" \vas 18 1/2 
years at the time of his death. a determination still recognized as 
accurate (Gottlieb. 1982. p. 40: Williams. 2005. p. 7). 

Todd's experi"nce \\ith Howard Carter illustrates an important 
dividend that resulted from his tireless elTorts: the making of 
pO\\erful friends and acquaintances in American academe. 
Already blessed with strong ties to such influential English-based 
scholars as G. Elliot Smith and Arthur Keith (\\ho may have 
played some role in recommending him to Carter). Todd became 
increasingly \\ell-connected after World War I in the anthropo
logical and anatomical communities in the United States. During 
this period. he established professional associations \\ith Charles 
Da\'enport. Earnest Hooton. Raymond Pearl. Robert LO\\ie. 
Alfred Kroeber. and a host of other major American anthro
pologists. anatomists. and biologists. Probably the 1\\0 most 
important of these relationships were the ones Todd made \\ith 
Ales Hrdlicka and Franz Boas. 

Ales Hrdlicka \\as already the foremost physical anthropologist 
in the L'nited States. From his base at the Smithsonian 
Institution. he had been indefatigably promoting the cause of 
ph: sical anthropology since the beginning of the century. 
Hrdlicka never realized his dream of forming an American 
Institute of Physical Anthropology on the French modeL but he 
achieved nearly every other goal he set for the development of the 
field before his death. largely by his own efforts. He established 
and edited the AJPA. and kept it alive in its early years. financing 
it largely out of his own pocket (Spencer. 1979. chapters 4-7). 
T odd had b"gun to correspond with Hrdlicka soon after he 
arrived in Clewland. asking him for reprints and advice on 
organizing his department at Western Reser\'e (T. \\'. Todd. 
191-lf. 191-lg. 1915d. 1917a. 1917b). Most of their infrequent pre
\\'ar correspondence was cursory in nature. but after the war their 
professional relationship blossomed. During the 1920s communi
cation bel\\een the t\\'O increased dramatically. often awraging 
t\\ 0 or three letters a month. and its nature was mostly that of 
\\\0 mutually-respectful peers. Indeed, by the mid-to-Iate 1920s 
Hrdlicka had begun to defer to Todd in some matters (e.g .. 
Hrdlicka. 1922). Although most e\'ident in editorial matters. this 
deference manifested itself most significantly in Hrdlicka' s offer of 
the AAPA's presidency to Todd in an abortive effort to launch 
the organization in 1924 (Hrdlicka. 1924a-c). Todd turned down 
the offer \\ith equal deference (T. W. Todd. 1924b. 1924c: Jones
Kern. 1997. p. 273-289). Despite several strong disagreements 
they had oyer the years. Todd and Hrdlicka maintained an 
important professional association until Todd's death in 1938. 
One of the projects that Todd was overseeing at the time \\as 
a tribut" to Hrdlicka in honor of his seventieth birthday (T. W. 
Todd. 1938e. 1938gl. 

In terms of the wider anthropological community. Todd's 
academic alliance with Franz Boas was more significant even than 
his relationship \\ith Hrdlicka. Boas created the modern 
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Figure 9. Machine Shop, Western Reserve Anatom~ Laboratory. Todd produced high-quality measuring instruments here, including 
the "\Vestern Reserve Craniometer" that is still the standard piece of equipment of its kind. (Photo from Methods and Problems of 
'vledical Education, Third series, Rockefeller Foundation, "ie\\ YorL courtesy of the Laboratory of Physical Anthropology. C\1NH. 
Csed by permission of the Rockefeller Foundation Archives.) 

conception of American anthropology in the late 1800s. and 
produced nearly all of its most significant early pioneers from his 
department at Columbia. Despite a brief loss of pmwr and 
prestige for political reasons immediately after World War I. Boas 
\\as the most renowned and influential anthropologist in the 
United States. and arguably the world, b) the 1920s. Boas 
conducted research in all fields of anthropolog). but his 
important work in the physical anthropology of grmnh and 
development anticipated in nature and conclusions Todd's o\\n. 
Sailing squarely against the tide of biological determinism that 
pre\ailed in the anthropology and eugenics of the early 1900s. 
Boas published his groundbreaking work on the physical 
anthropology of immigrants in 1912 that demonstrated the 
tremendous effects that environment and nutrition played in 
human growth and development (Hyatt. 1990. p. 26-8:5). 
Although most of his colleagues ignored or disputed this paper 
at the time. Boas found a sympathetic and supportive \oice in the 
person of Todd. The two struck up a strong and mutuall~ 
appreciative correspondence in the early 1920s, mostly focusing 
on the issues of physical anthropological technique and the 
promotion of Boasian ideas on em'ironmentalism and race-ideas 
that Todd apparently almost entirely shared (T. W. Todd. 1923b. 
1925b. 1926a: Boas 1925a. 1926f). Boas increasingly solicited 
Todd's aid in his projects and in the promotion of his students 
(Boas 1928, 1930,1932,1936. 1937a, 1937b). and Todd in return 
displayed an extremely deep level of respect for Boas in his 
writings that few of Todd's other peers claimed (T. W. Todd. 
1927b, 1928c, 192ge, 1930d. 1933a, 193k 193~a. 1936a, 1937c). 

The strength of his publications and the influence of pro
fessional admirers such as Hrdlicka and Boas resulted in Todd's 
rise to positions of prominence in professional and e\en national 
gmernmental advisory organizations. As early as 1919, the 
American Historical Association tapped him to lead a symposium 

on the histor~ of science at their Cleveland annual meeting (T. W. 
Todd. 1919b, 19380. The follo\\'ing yeaI'. the American Associ
ation of Anatomists elected Todd both to the vice-presidency and 
to the council. a position he reprised in 1938. The Galton Society. 
formed in 1918. made Todd one of its earliest non-charter fellm\s 
in 1921. Although he \\'as not one of its most active members, he 
maintained his fellm\ship in the organization for the rest of his life 
(T. W. Todd. 1938f) In 1921. Hrdlicka himself \\orked to get 
Todd appointed as Chairman of Section H (Anthropology) of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science (T. \\'. 
Todd. 1922). Todd served again in the same capacity in 1933 (T. 
W. Todd. 1938f). In 1926, the Social Science Research Council 
named Todd to their Committee on Interracial Relations. and 
a ~ ear later the National Research Council appointed him to their 
Committee on Child Dewlopment (T. W. Todd, 1938f: Smuts. 
1985. p. 111-117). The latter appointment had several significant 
consequences later on, but at the time was a natural outgrowth of 
his increasing expcrtise in that area. Many other posts and 
appointments would come his way in the years to follm\ (T. \V. 
Todd. 1938fJ. 

Despite his numerous above-mentioned academic and pro
fessional acti\ities. Todd still found time to devote to non
research-based \\Titing and civic alTairs. Book reviews increasingl~ 
dotted his bibliography at this time (the first of which \\as on 
a \olume by Keith, his old friend and mentor [T. W. Todd, 
1919a]). as did articles for popular periodicals. He joined 
numerous local organizations, including the Cleveland Zoo. 
'vluseum of ~atural History. Academy of Medicine. Medical 
Library Association. Museum of Art. Committee on Child Health 
and Protection. Health Council. Girls' Bureau. and the local 
chapter of the Humane Society (T. W. Todd, 1938f). Thanks to 

the \\ork of Western Reserw Gniversity publicist Marie Kirk
\\ood, Todd \\as increasingly in demand to give speeches and 
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lectures locally. and later nationally. He \\orked hard on these 
orations. \\hich were usually entertaining and replete \\ith 
numerous amusing anecdotes and literary references (Cobb. 
1959. p. 236). By the 1930s he was appearing on Cle\eland radio 
programs and had numerous articles devoted to his speeches and 
research in the Cleveland newspapers (e.g .. T. W. Todd. n.d.a-c). 
While these \arious activities enhanced his local stature (and 
consequently. his university salary). they may h,1\ e also had 
unfortunate repercussions in the jealousies they provoked among 
some of his uni\ ersity colleagues (A. Todd. personal communi
cation. 8 June 1995). Because Todd's prolific efforts and 
sometimes ditTicult relationships with his professional peers are 
extremel) important in understanding his \\ ork and legacy. 
a closer examination of Todd"s personality is necessary before 
assessing his final years. 

"Very obstinate if rubbed the wrong way, yet ... one of our 
most desening, and hard workers": The Personality of 

T. Wingate Todd 
The be\\ildering array of professional. popular. and cmc 

activities and responsibilities assumed by Todd during his career 
begs a \ery simple question: How did he do it"" E\en \\ith the aid 
of research assistants and the help of his peers. such an 
extraordinary amount of etTort by one person is quite remarkable. 
To ans\ver this question and gain insight into his st)le and 
personality. it is necessary to explore more thoroughly the 
personal side of Todd's life. The significance of such an 
imestigation goes beyond the mere understanding of his 
astonishing productivity. A knowledge of some of the finer points 
of Todd's personality also illuminates some of his professional 
dealings and corrects some of the misinterpretations that 
subsequent investigators have made of his beliefs and actions. 
One must understand Todd's presence. \\ork habits. home life. 
personal philosophies. and administratiw and executive styles 
before completely assessing his life and career. 

A large part of Todd's persona was rested in his formidable 
presence. Physically. he was a large man for his time. Nearly six 
feet in height and more than 200 pounds in \\eight. Todd cut 
a striking figure made more impressive b) his upright and 
purposeful bearing (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
1995: :\1. Gaylord. personal communication. 22 July 1996). The 
most distinctive feature of his oval face \\as the pair of bushy. 
upturned eyebrows that matched the color of his much finer 
brown-black hair (M. Gaylord, personal communication. 22 July 
1996). His appearance, coupled with dynamic and self-assured 
personality. made him a memorable and \\eighty force at any 
scientific gathering (Cobb. 1959. p. 236 -237: 1981. p. 519 520). 

HO\wwr. the bulk of Todd's lofty scholarly stature resulted 
from his multifarious professional activities and prodigious. 
unimpeachable scientific output. To understand ho\\' Todd 
handled the volume of work and responsibilities he took on. 
one must first be acquainted with his attitudes to\\ ard \vork and 
time-management techniques, Todd \\as a paragon of the 
Protestant \\ork ethic. and devoted most of his abnormall) high 
number of waking hours to his duties, An ordinary day for Todd 
\\ould be extraordinarily strenuous for most people. He \\oke up 
at four-thirty or five a.m .. made his own breakfast. and \\ent to 
the uniwrsity where he worked until suppertime. bringing some 
business home with him on the trolley (Gottlieb. 1982. p. -10: 
M. Gaylord. personal communication. 26 'vlay 1995: A. Todd. 
personal communication. 8 June 1995). After supper. he \\orked 

on the projects he brought home for a while and \\ent to bed at 
about eight-thirty. Arising again at eleven p.m" he toiled on his 
home\\ ork for a few more hours and then went back to bed again 
until fi\ e o'c1ock came around again (Gottlieb. 1982. p. -10: A' 
Todd. personal communication. 8 June and 28 June 1995). If he 
needed refreshment at some point during this cycle. he took a fe\v 
minutes' nap and launched right back into his labors (Shapiro. 
1939. p. -160). With minor adjustments and with the exception of 
timcs \\hen he \vas ill. this was his daily routine for most of his 
professional life (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 

This is not to say Todd's life was \vithout diwrsions. He 
enjoyed reading his subscription to the .'v[anche.l[er Guardiall 

Weeklr and he spent most Sundays at home. A lover of the 
performing arts. Todd often attended theater productions or 
concerts by the Cleveland Orchestra. However, work was an 
omnipresent component even in his relaxation. On Saturdays he 
usually took the trolley to the medical school to catch up on \\ork 
(although once in a great while he took the family out to a movie). 
and he occasionally went to the lab Sunday mornings as \vell (A. 
Todd. personal communication. 22 May and 8 June 1995. and 19 
August 1996). Todd was known to pullout a briefcase during 
intermissions at the orchestra, but more often the restful 
atmosphere and music lulled him into an unscheduled nap (A. 
Todd. personal communication. 22 May 1995: Gottlieb. 1982. 
p. -10). Only "vacations" slowed his frenetic daily work pace. and 
e\ en then only to more of a brisk walk. The family had an island 
retreat on Sugar Loaf Island near Muskoka, Ontario. where they 
\\ould spend time hiking and boating. He was an avid sailor. 
having learned the hobby on the Clyde River in Scotland as 
a young man. However. even here Todd would bring \\'ork to do 
in the afternoons. his pounding on the typewriter in the bucolic 
surroundings earning him the nickname of"sapsucker" (A. Todd. 
personal communication. 22 May and 8 June 1995. and 19 August 
1996: :\1. Gaylord. personal communication, 22 July 1996). 
~ early eYery historical description of him. friendly and unfriendly 
alike. remarked upon his extreme industriousness (e.g" Keith. 
1939a. p. 350: Shapiro. 1939. p. 460: Waite. 1946. p. -108: Cobb. 
1959. p. 236: Cobb. 1981. p. 519-520; Gottlieb. 1982. p. -II). 

Despitc the extraordinary amount of time Todd de\ oted to his 
labors. his three children remember him as being a good father 
and family man. He made sure that supper times were sacred. as 
they \\ere the only time of day that the entire family was together. 
\Vednesdays he often came home early for family time and read 
interesting stories from the Guardian aloud. He was a dutiful son. 
bringing his mother over from England to liYe \\ith the family 
after his father died. As a husband. "Hugheen" was affectionate 
to ""'Jellie. Dear." and rarely did either raise their voice in anger 
(A. Todd. personal communication, 8 June 1995 and 19 August 
1996). His children remember "few spankings. few admonish
ments. and certainly no s\\'earing or crude words" (M. Gaylord. 
personal communication, 22 July 1996). He was handy around the 
house. fixing and cleaning. and in the garden. As might be 
expected from a man with his childhood experiences. the health of 
his children \\as of great importance, and he made each of them 
take a dose of "black medicine" every night. A laxatiw potion of 
his o\\n de\·ising. it included belladonna (or as the children not
so-fondly remembered calling it, "deadly nightshade"). /lUX 

1'Ol!Iica. cascara. and some licorice flavoring to help it go do\\n 
(A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995 and 19 August 
1996). His daughter Margaret remembers him being extremely 
patient and caring about everything from toilet-training accidents 
to the adolescent blues. In particular. she remembers an episode 
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\Ihen her mother, concerned about "Toby's" frequent habit of 
lying in bed daydreaming. asked her father if he thought 
something \Ias wrong. He replied in an "astonishingly un
derstanding" manner. "'She's a teenager and this \Iill pass" (\1. 

Gaylord. personal communication. 22 July 1996). Ewn after his 
children left for college Todd kept in close contact. \\Titing at least 
once a week. His affinity for and understanding of his 0\\11 

children extended on a larger scale to his dealings \Iith the 
thousands im ohed in the Brush Inquiry. especially in the deep 
concern he felt for those who were not dewloping normally. His 
sons and daughter remember him as being a good \Ihistler. singer. 
and artist as well (M. Gaylord. personal communication. 22 July 
1996: A. Todd. personal communication. 19 August 1996). 

More significantly. Todd's children also remember him as being 
remarkably socially color blind for his time and place. The ethnic 
and racial prejudices so pervasive in the United States of the 1920s 
and 1930s were not an issue in the Todd household (A. Todd. 
personal communication. 8 June 1995). Racial epithets joined 
profanity as forbidden vocabulary of the professor and his 
household. distinguishing Todd from other anti-racist pioneers in 
the field such as Raymond Pearl (A. Todd. personal communi
cation. 8 June 1995: Jones-Kern. 1997. chapters X and XI). 
Cnlike many of their peers. the Todds frequently hosted and 
entertained people from all ethnic backgrounds. including those 
of African and Asian descent. This relativ-ely progressi\e behav-ior 
extended beyond the walls of the family's Clewland Heights 
abode. Todd occasionally took his staff. including his African
American colleague W. Montague Cobb. to lunch at a local 
restaurant. blithely ignoring the pointed stares the party receiwd 
from other diners (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June and 
28 June 1995). This and other evidence of Todd's racial 
egalitarianism disputes some portrayals of Todd in the historical 
literature (e.g .. Barkan. 1992. p. 209-220). 

The reminiscences ofTodd's children also indicate the extent to 
\\'hich his vocation was a part of the family's life. In many \\ays. 
life in the Todd home was an extension of the father's laboratory 
work. Todd lost no opportunity to teach. and no one II as exempt 
from study. His exacting lab performance standards. for example. 
also applied to his children. All of them were expected to get As at 
school: any other mark was "'not a grade."' He brought his sons 
into the lab to help him conduct his research from their pre-teen 
years on. and enrolled his daughter as a subject of the Brush 
Foundation studies. complete with the full regimen of radio
graphs and dispassionate descriptions of her physical state and 
mental abilities. Not one to make his children do something he 
would not. Todd made himself an object of study as Ilell. On 
numerous occasions he serv-ed as his own guinea pig in digesti\ e 
tract experiments. swallowing barium-laced meals or crackers 
larded with peanut butter and barium sulfate and haling 
l1uoroscopes made of their peristaltic progress (A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). Similarly. he presented l1uoro
scopes of his spastic colon as a visual illustration for a kcture 
presented to a national convention of graduate medical students 
(T. W. Todd. 1927a). The integration of Todd's home and \Iork 
life was particularly noticeable on those occasions \\hen the 
household actually resembled a laboratory. For example. \vhen 
the Clev-eland Museum of Art lent him the Egyptian mumm: of 
Senbi the scribe to study in the early 1920s. it occupied for more 
than a month the space immediately in front of the fireplace. 
Similarly. \v'hen it was time to spay the family fox terrier. he 
brought his children down to the basement. opened the ironing 
board. anesthetized the dog. and performed the operation on her 

\\hile describing the process (an educational experience in more 
II ays than one. it IV'as about this time that his son Arthur began to 
suspect that he did not Ilant to follow his father into the medical 
profession). Todd's infectious \Iork habits and the premium he 
put on the acquisition of knowledge meant life in the Todd home 
\Ias a bechiv-e of activity and study (A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). 

Because knollledge and research were so highly lalued by 
Todd. he rarely let a unique opportunity to study pass him by 
eV'en if it meant extreme inconv-enience on his part. Once. I\hile he 
II as attending a function in Buffalo in the spring of 1924. Todd 
receil ed an unsigned telegram asking him to come home 
immediately. Thinking it was a family emergency. he hurried 
home to find instead that the message came from the Cle\eland 
Zoo. Nemo. one of the Zoo's elephants. had gone berserk after 
a prolonged illness and forced zoo custodians to shoot him dead 
(Chalfin. 1967: A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). 
The: loaded the animal on a l1atbed truck and deposited it in the 
alley behind the medical school. By the time Todd arrived. the 
body sutTered extreme bloating from gasses created by the 
decomposition of undigested food. Todd wished to dissect the 
pachyderm-a task that ev-entually took sev-eral weeks-but 
decided first to release the gas build-up. He persuaded his 
anatomical colleague William Ingalls to thrust a knife into one 
side of the animal"s stomach while Todd simultaneously did the 
same on the other side. Ingalls lost his nerve at the last moment. 
hovwwr. An explosive release ensued. resulting in an unpleasant 
sholwr of the creature's stomach contents mostly owr Todd (A. 

Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995: D. Todd. personal 
communication. 9 September 1996). The medical school at that 
time had no bathing facilities. so Todd cleaned himself otT as best 
as he could in preparation to going home for a bath. Ln
fortunately. Todd newr learned to drive a gasoline-powered car 
(despite the fact that he had driv-en an electric car before \Vorld 
War 0. so he had to make his way home in a pre-washed state on 
the Shaker Rapid from Public Square to the Attleboro/Shaker 
stop. The el'er-increasing distance put between him and the other 
passengers on the long trolley-ride home was a fa\orite famil: 
story: the fact that he undauntedly spent the next month climbing 
ov-er and dissecting the carcass in the alley is an instructive 
example of the lengths to \Ihich Todd went to quench his chronic 
thirst for knowledge (Chalfin. 1967: A. Todd. personal commu
nication. 8 June 1995 and 19 August 1996). 

This story also illustrates another key component of Todd's 
persona and scientific philosophy: interdisciplinarianism. Al
though he I\as primarily a human anatomist and physical 
anthropologist. Todd displayed a keen interest in many other 
areas. Well-and Ilidely-read. Todd was a renaissance man of 
the biological sciences and natural history. absorbing information 
from and contributing data to many different fields. This 
tendenc: had a number of significant manifestations in Todd's 
teaching. research. and professional activities. 

In his teaching. Todd's interdisciplinarianism meant changes 
both to the curriculum and to instruction methods. While still at 
'vlanchester. Todd created courses in anatomy for art students 
and neurology for psychology students (Cobb. 1959. p. 233: 1981. 
p. 518). Almost as soon as he arrived in Clneland. he added large 
physical anthropology and comparative anatomy components to 
the curriculum. The administration enhanced these additions by 
founding the Hamann Museum and making improvements to 
Todd's ana tom: lab (Figure 10) in the medical schoo!"s ne\\ 
building (Cobb. 1936: 1959. p.233. 235-236). Further moves 
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tolvard interdisciplinary integration included his gross anatomy 
course. in which he instructed dental students on the same basis as 
those in medicine, and his attempts to assume control of the 
embryology and physiology lab (Waite. 1946. p. 408). In addition. 
Todd used innO\ative techniques and equipment bOlTol\ed from 
other disciplines in his teaching methods. He pressed f1uoroscope 
and x-ray machines into service along with slide and film 
projectors to enliven anatomy courses previously devoted almost 
exclusilely to lecture and dissection (Krogman. 1939a. p. 1-19. 
179-180). Occasionally, he even made his students study 
themselves by becoming subjects of Todd' s digestive tract 
experiments. These too later became part of his anatomy courses 
(T. W. Todd. 1927a). 

Todd's interdisciplinary nature is also abundantly nident in the 
research he conducted. Although Todd's primary focus lIas the 
human body. this concentration was only part of a deeper 
del~otion to comparative anatomy and physiology. His proclil ities 
in these areas went beyond simply contrasting human anatomy 
I\ith humankind's nearest primate cousins. Todd also published 
scholarly articles on a number of other animals. including 
elephants. ungulates. and hyenas: and one of the final pieces of 
his groundbreaking series of pubic symphysis articles Ivas a study 
of the guinea pig pelvis (e.g .. T. W. Todd. 1913 and 1923c: Todd 
and Schlveikher. 1933: Todd and Wharton. 1934: Todd and Todd. 
1938). EI~en when it dealt solely with humans. Todd's research 
often imolved much more than gross or skeletal anatomy. The 
radiographs and measurements taken from children participating 
in the Bolton-Brush studies were just two components of 
a comprehensive regimen of examinations into a child's total 
being. His staff inventoried the dental morphology, athletic skills. 
ref1exes. and nervous system, psychological profile. intelligence. 
and talents of each Brush participant in an attempt to account for 
every major I~ariable in child development (Behrents. 198-1. p. 2-
10). Thus. while the Bolton-Brush Inquiries resulted in a re
definition of normal skeletal growth in children. it also had 
a significant impact on other major fields as \\cll. The 
psychological examinations carried out as part of the Brush 
studies. for example, culminated in a major revision of the 
Rorschach ink-blot test (Krogman. 1939a. p. 163-175: Cobb. 
1959. p. 236-245). Perhaps even more significantly. the Bolton 
studics conducted groundbreaking dental and orthodontal re
search in the areas of craniofacial growth and tooth eruption that 
are still standard (Krogman, 1951. p. 679-687: Behrents. 198-1. 
p.2-IO). 

Professionally. Todd's interdisciplinary bent needs no further 
proof than the types of organizations he joined and the journals to 
Ilhich he contributed. Among the more than 60 profcssional 
groups and committees of which he lIas a membcr Ivere 
associations devoted to mammalogy. genetics. medicine. natural 
history. art. history, dentistry, pediatrics. neurology. zoology. and 
public health (T. W. Todd. 19380. His research also ref1ected 
these Ilide interests. He published pieces in dozens of different 
journals. including most of the major anatomical. medical. and 
physical-anthropological periodicals. However. much of his 
oeul"/"e consisted of pieces outside these fields. The publications 
represented in his bibliography (Jones-Kern. 1997. appendix A) 
include items in periodicals devoted to biology (Comptes Relldus 
de.1 Seances de la Societe de Biologic. HUll1all BiologL Procl!l!(lillgs 
oj'the Zoological Socil!t)" of London). the social sciences (A mericall 
.illthropologist. American Journal of SociologL Bullcrin I!t 
Jll!moirl!s de la Societe d'Anthropologil! dl! Pari.l. EncreloJicdiil 
of the Social SeiCllcl!S. Eugl'llics, Social Forces). psychology 

(Jollmal or Comparatil'l! Psychology. Journal of Senous alld 
Jll!lltill Diseases). history and archaeology (American Historical 
Rcriell. Anl/als of .v1l!dical History, Ohio Archaeological alld 
Historical Quarterly). dentistry (Angll! Orthodolltist. Delltal 
Cosmos. Illtemarional Journal of Orthodontia. Oral Surgery. and 
ROelltgl!llOlogL Journal of the American Dental Association. 
Joumal or DI!lHal Rl!smrch), pediatrics and child development 
(Child Dcrelopmellt [also associate editor]. GrOIl'lh [also associate 
editor]. Joumal of Diseases of Children. Journal of Pediatrics). 
therapeutics (American Journal of Roentgenologr and RadiulII 
TherapL Joumal oj' Pharmac.1' and ExperimellIal Therapeutics). 
surgery (Allnals or Surgery). nutrition (Journal of the American 
Dietetic Associarion. Journal ol ]\"utrition). pathology (American 
Journal of Pathology, Journal ol Allergy), and science in general 
(Ohio Journal of Sciencc, Scienc(', Science .v1011lhl1'. Scientific 
~\Jollihl1'. Sigma Chi Quarterly). Even Progress ire Education and 
the Journal or Home Economics featured articles from Todd's 
yersatile pen. 

Todd's interdisciplinarianism had other significant professional 
effects. both in his conception of the field of physical anthropol
ogy and his long-term place in the field. As an anatomist in the 
Hunterian tradition and a physician who turned his attention to 
many different problems of human health, Todd disapproyed of 
the increasing specialization and compartmentalization of the 
medical and anthropological fields as being largely detrimental to 
the pursuit of knowledge (T. W. Todd, 1924b). Along these lines. 
he bemoaned the exclusion of medicinal botany from the medical 
curriculum as Ivell as the historic separation of the surgical and 
medical-pharmacological professions in his native England (T. W. 
Todd. 19371) In America, Todd had several of his pieces rejected 
by anthropological journals because the editors felt they were not 
sufficiently anthropological in focus (T. W. Todd, 1934f: Spier. 
193-1a). Todd reiterated the theme of disciplinary inclusileness 
frequently in his speeches and correspondence. and this philos
ophy played a large role in his opposition to the founding of the 
A .. APA (Jones-Kern. 1997. chapter VIII). 

In addition. the dilision of Todd's attention and resources 
tOllard his multifarious interests may have had an impact on 
his long-term recognition and inf1uence in the physical-anthro
pological profession. Other major figures of the time such as 
Hrdlicka and Hooton deloted most of their published 0(,U1'1"e to 
research in physical anthropology. Todd's publications. although 
of undeniable quality and arguably greater scientific value than 
those of his major colleagues, spanned a number of different 
topics and fields. E\en Ilithin physical anthropology. much of 
Todd's Ilork Ivas of marginal interest by the standards of the day. 
He lirtually ignored the growing focal topics of human origins 
and fossil man in his publications, and instead devoted the bulk 
of his research efforts to growth and dewlopment-an area 
that remained on the periphery of physical anthropology for 
decades to come (Garn, 1981. p. 521-525: Jones-Kern. 1997. 
chapter IX). 

Apart from its impact on his contribution to the literature. 
Todd's delotion to interdisciplinarianism affected his long-term 
professional influence in another. more important \Iay: his 
students. Hooton's tremendous significance to the field of 
physical anthropology I\as less a result of his published I\ork 
(much of Ivhich is nOlI' dated) than it was the number of students 
his Hanard department turned out and their extraordinary role 
in shaping future generations of American physical anthropolo
gists . .\10st of the major new uniyersity departments of physical 
anthropology created during the field's biggest boom after \Vorld 
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Figure 10. Dissection Room. Anatomy Laboratory. Western Resen'e Cniversity. Many of the bodies that made their \\ay into the 
Hamann-Todd collection were first dissected in this then state-of-the-art facility. (Photo from Methods and Problems of :'vledical 
Education. Third series. Rockefeller Foundation. "'e\\ York. courtesy of the Laboratory of Physical Anthropology. CMNH. C sed by 
permission of the Rockefeller Foundation Archi\es.) 

War II formed around graduates of Hooton's prolific Hanard 
program (for example. Carleton Coon. Stanley Gam. William W. 
HO\wlls. H. L. Shapiro. Sherwood Washburn). and thus Hooton 
disciples exerted a tremendous degree of int1uence on the course 
of the discipline for decades (Spencer. 1982b. p. 6 9). In contrast. 
Todd's graduate students-already limited in number due to 
institutional controls and his own tough standards -trained in 
se\ eral different primary disciplines (Krogman. 1939a. p. 1-6-
177). Some of his most talented proteges (for example. B. Holly 
Broadbent. F. E. Randall. Theodore Zuck) pursued careers in 
fields such as dentistry and medicine. Thus. the number \\ho \\ent 
on to take an actiw part in physical anthropolog~'s post-II ar 
expansion was smaller still (Cobb. 1936. p. 8- 14: 1956. p. 83-89: 
1959. p. 236-237: 1981. p. 519 520). As important as Cobb or 
Krogman may hal e been. they could not match the intluence of 
Hooton's numerous academic offspring. 

If interdisciplinarianism was one key component of Todd's 
scientific philosophy. an unusual freedom from bias lIas the 
other. The standard physical-anthropological practice before 
Todd's time lIas to collect facts that fit one's preconcei\ed ideas. 
usually regarding race and ethnicity. Although Broca and his 
French colleagues provide the salient examples of this custom. 
most American researchers followed the same practice. Todd's 
contemporaries Robert Bennett Bean and Charles D,lIenport 
lIere the most extreme exemplars of this mind set. but e\en more 
moderate anthropologists such as Hrdlicka and Hooton firmly 
belie\ ed in such preconceived notions as racial hierarchies 
(Gould. 1981. chapters 2-3: Barkan. 1992.p. 95-1(8). In contrast. 
Todd usually built his general scientific principles on the results of 
his experiments and observations. ewn if it meant abandoning his 
earlier assumptions. To avoid the taint of bias in most of his 
major work. Todd first amassed great quantities of data. from 

\\hich he dre\\ only the most conservatiw and incontro\Trtible 
conclusions. It is true that Todd's approach fell some\\hat short 
of modern scientific methods. and he held on to certain erroneous 
assumptions (for example. the typological orientation of his 
profession [lones-Kern. 1997. p. 353-373]). However. Todd lIas 
nearly alone among his peers in the extent to which he aUO\\ed the 
data to shape his beliefs. On more than one occasion he confessed 
surprise at his findings and changed his opinions accordingly (T. 
W. Todd. 1928d. 1928e. 1929b). Todd also anticipated future 
\\ork \\ hen he employed a rudimentary form of modern scientific 
hypothesis testing in his cranial papers. using the standard 
suppositions of Broca and Gratiolet as null hypotheses (Todd and 
Lyon. 1924). Todd's findings even altered his deep-seated 
typological beliefs owr the course of his career (A. Todd. 
personal communication. 8 June 1995: Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 351-
378) 

The conscrvati\ e nature of Todd's pronouncements had t\\O 
important long-term effects on the significance of his \\'ork. First. 
because Todd generally avoided committing his personal assump
tions to print unless he felt they were proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt. much of his \\'ork was still of genuine scientific \'alue by the 
end of the century. The same is not true for contemporaries such 
as Hooton. much of \\ hose major work is now primarily of 
historical interest (Jones-Kern. 1997. chapters IX and X). Second. 
his reticent scientific conclusions led later investigators to 
misinterpret his personal beliefs 011 issues such as race. As 
demonstrated abO\e. Todd was quite progressive for his field and 
his time on racial matters. HO\\e\·er. because his personal beliefs 
\wre not sufficiently scientifically proven. he avoided the \uitten 
expression of his racial theories in his scholarly works. This 
successful masking of his egalitarian "bias" led later imestigators 
to the natural assumption that Todd was a ··mainliner" and 
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a "moderate"' regarding race (Barkan. 1992. p. 95-1(8). and is 
a testament to both his unbiased personal nature and his "facts 
first"· scientific philosophy (Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 353-378). 

Another extremely important and enduring component of 
Todd's personality aflected his professional life in a more general 
manner: an abiding loyalty to Great Britain. his native country. 
L"nlike Ales Hrdlicka (a Czech nationalist \\"ho resented the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire) and Franz Boas (a political liberal 
who resented the Junker aristocracy and blatant anti-Semitism of 
the German Empire) Todd never gaye up his natiw citizenship or 
became a naturalized American citizen. He was born and raised at 
a time when the British Empire was reaching its peak. and 
although of Scots ancestry. was extremely proud of his British 
heritage. As mentioned above. he enlisted in the Canadian Arm: 
to prmide his seryices for the Commonwealth in 'vVorld \Var 1. 
and stayed current with British news by subscribing to the 
Jfal1chesler Guardian Weekly. He returned to England on several 
occasions both before and after World War 1. in 191-1.1921. 1925. 
1928. and 1931. always stopping at his Nottingham tailor for 
more of his trademark English gray suits (A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995: M. Gaylord. personal communica
tion. 22 July 1996). Even in death he expressed his devotion to his 
native land by arranging his burial in as close as he could manage 
to "British soir'-in Foot's Bay. Ontario. near his belo\'ed 
::vIuskoka retreat (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
1995). This deeply-held native loyalty was significant profession
ally in making Todd immune from the American exceptionalism 
that marked many of his peers (Jones-Kern. 1997. chapter \-III). 

Todd's deliberate choice to remain an Englishman in America 
also had professional liabilities of which he \\as well ,mare. Franz 
Boas in the early 1930s endeavored to get his colleague accepted 
into the citizens-only American Academy of Science. Boas \vired 
Todd to ask if he had considered becoming naturalized (Boas. 
1930). Todd immediately replied with a telegram stating. 
"Circumstances prevent my becoming an American Citizen except 
in spirit"' (T. W. Todd. 1930c). By way of explanation. Todd a fe\\ 
days later sent an uncharacteristically personal letter to Boas. one 
immigrant to another. which came as close to betraying a feeling 
of self-pity as anything he ever wrote: 

I appreciate very greatly your asking me this question and I do 
not hesitate to speak with you of these deeper feelings though I 
do not usually refer to them before others. I have studied the 
alien problem in this country very carefully and very 
sympathetically and I do not believe that it is possible to 
eradicate loyalities [sic] which are mordanted into one's very 
being. Our children born on this soil can be and are American 
in feeling as \vell as in being but 1 myself. in fulfillment of the 
principle. must forego all privileges \vhich might accrude [sic] 
as a result of changing my nationality. I should feel that I had 
obtained these priyileges on false pretenses. I readily admit that 
I would be more comfortable if I could see things in another 
way for my own country has long forgotten me and treats me 
\\ith the studied neglect which has been her extravagant gesture 
to all those who have wandered beyond her frontiers. 
Loyalities [sic] however are deeper than happiness or satisfac
tion. I have worked and shall continue to \\ ork with all energy 
and thoroughness of which I am capable for the solution of 
problems which beset the United States of America but I beg to 
keep this one little corner of my heart intact for a personal 
loyalty to what is fast becoming no more than a memory. 
(Todd. 1930d) 

References to his own country forgetting him and treating him 
\\ith "studied neglect"· alluded to membership in the Royal 
Society. the most prestigious scientific bod) in England. the 
American equivalent of which is the Academy of Sciences. At that 
time the Royal Society rarely inducted members who lived 
overseas. and Todd had grudgingly resigned himself to this fact. 
One of the bitterest ironies of Todd's life. then. is that ewn as he 
\vas dying in Clewland in 1938. Sir Arthur Keith was well into the 
process of pushing an initiative of Sir Sidney Harmer and other 
British anatomists to get his old friend elected at last (Keith. 
1939a. p. 353). 

The lack of recognition from the country to which he remained 
so steadfastly true wounded Todd deeply. and may in part explain 
some of his career choices. Because Todd was so hard-\\orking 
and ambitious. he rarely turned down an opportunity to increase 
his standing in the field. Although he was not particularly class
conscious. his letter to Boas reveals a certain professional status
consciousness. Seemingly barred from the highest accolades 
awarded to both British and American scientists. Todd rarely 
refused membership to any exclusive professional group or 
committee. ewn when overburdened with other duties and 
responsibilities. Perhaps he would have taken part in these 
organizations anyway---Todd was what is nm\ kno\\ n as 
a ··joiner.·· By the time of his death he had belonged to more 
than 60 professional and civic organizations. and he is not knm\l1 
e\ er to haw officially quit his membership in any of them (T. 'vV. 
Todd. 1912. 1938f). Knowledge of this is very important not only 
in understanding his seemingly incongruous membership in the 
Galton Society. but also the significance of his failure (indeed. his 
explicit rt:fusal of an imitation) ten years later to join \\ith many 
of his professional peers in the American Eugenics Society (T. W. 
Todd. 1931c: Jones-Kern. 1997. chapters VIII and Xl). 

All of the abow-mentioned traits were integral parts of Todd's 
persona. but they do not aid in the explanation of ho\v he 
occasionally inspired controversy and hard feelings among his 
peers. Todd was strong-willed. sometimes to the point of driving 
his colleagues to extreme irritation. This especially distressed Ales 
Hrdlicka (who knew Todd well and held distinctly mixed feelings 
about him) on more than one occasion (see for example. Hrdlicka. 
1938). When Todd opposed the formation of Hrdlicka's long
planned AAPA. Hrdlicka nevertheless asked that an imitation be 
extended to him. remarking that. "[he] could be very obstinate if 
rubbed the wrong \vay. Yet we want him for he is one of our most 
desening and hard workers" (Hrdlicka. 1930a). Todd's strong 
\\ill \vas a crucial component of his personality. and profoundly 
influenced perception of him by both peers and later imestigators. 
In particular. it played a large role in his professional and 
administrative style. a revealing example of which was his 
troubled chairmanship of the Committee on Child De\elopment. 

The Committee on Child Development: A Case Study of 
Todd's Professional and Administrative Style 

Among Todd's numerous appointments and professional 
sen ices \\'as a stint with the National Research Council"s 
(NRC) Committee on Child Development (CCD). Alice Board
man Smuts (1985) has documented Todd's turbulent tenure with 
the CCD in a revealing article from which most of the next 1\\0 

pages are dra\\l1. Founded in 1916. the NRC coordinated the 
activities of the American scientific community to the nation's 
defense needs (Smuts. 1985. p. 108-1(9). After World War I 
ended. the Council continued \vith the mission of devoting its 
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resources to the needs of American society. A key component of 
the '-IRC was its use of the social and behavioral sciences. not just 
to alleviate. but to actually prevent. social ills. Starting \\ith 
a sociology section. in 1919 the NRC added a Di,"ision of 
Psychology and Anthropology. When the NRC created the CCO 
fiw years later to coordinate and support child de\"elopment 
research. it put the CCD under the control of this di\ision. L~nlike 
other social remediation organizations. the CCO' s goal \\as 
strictly scientific in nature. and throughout its history it 
scrupulously avoided involvement in such edifying measures as 
child welfare or parent education. The CCO's purpose \\as strictly 
to promote the scientific foundation underlying all such measures. 
\\hile remaining untainted itself by popularization. 

In October 1927. the CCO decided to expand its membership to 
renect a more interdisciplinary orientation (Smuts. 1985. p. 111-
112). Comprised at that time of a psychologist and the heads of 
child dewlopment institutes. the committee added a pediatrician. 
a biochemist. a nutritionist. and an anatomist (Todd) to its ranks. 
Todd's election was a logical one for the CCO. as he \\as the only 
prominent anatomist conducting significant research in the 
problem of child development. For the next fi\e years. he sened 
on the committee. and when the CCO's chairman resigned his 
post (but not his membership) for health reasons. the committee 
appointed Todd to fill the vacancy. 

Todd was a natural choice to be the ne\\ chairman. Apart from 
his seemingly boundless energy. his reputation in the field of child 
de\"elopment had grown immensely during his five years on the 
CCD (Smuts. 1985. p. 112-116). He was already an associate 
editor of the Journal of Child Derelopmel1l and his \\ork \\ith the 
Brush Foundation was gaining natiom\ide attention. In addition. 
he had participated in the 1929 to 1931 White House Conference 
on Child Health and Development (WHC). as well as the WHCs 
FollOl\-up Committee. a rival group that appeared to duplicate 
the CCD's purpose. Because of this. the Rockefeller Foundation. 
\\hich had been funding the CCO directly. decided that all of the 
committee's future appeals for funds would haw to be submitted 
to and approved by the Psychology and Anthropology Oi,ision 
and then the NRC before the Foundation would grant them. B:
elevating Todd. the CCO not only co-opted a member of a ri\al 
organization. but also promoted a person who had prOl en his 
fundraising capabilities even during the Depression \\ ith his Brush 
Foundation work. The committee members soon discowred to 

their chagrin that they had been all too successful. 
Todd launched himself into his ne\\" duties \\ith his character

istic \igor. Before his appointment \\as even official. he fired 
se\eral reports off to the Division of Psychology and Anthropol
ogy proposing major changes (Smuts. 1985. p. 116-118). Among 
his suggestions were general organizational modifications. the 
comersion of the CCD's publication Child Dnelopmel1l Absiracis 
(Ind Bihliographl' from an interdisciplinary research aid to a reyie\\ 
journal. and the founding of a ne\\ journal to popularize child 
dewlopment research-inaccurately asserting that the committee 
engaged in parent education. Perhaps more disturbing to other 
CCD members than Todd's attempt to shift the committee into 
a direction they had deliberately avoided in the past \\as the fact 
that he had done these things without the committee's approval. 
They became ewn more upset soon aften\ard \\hen Todd 
attempted to cancel a conference (one designed to dra \\ more 
sociologists into the CCD) that the committee had approwd just 
months earlier. 

Alarmed. the rest of the committee wrote to Divisional Chair 
Robert LOI\ie with their concerns. and LOI\ie in turn sent 

a response to Todd explaining the CCD's pure science orientation 
and policy against popularization (Smuts. 1985. p. 117). This only 
encouraged Todd to try harder. repeatedly sending arguments for 
the ne\\ journal and dra\ving similar anti-popularization re
sponses by various officers of the NRC. After attempting to get 
past his detractors' concerns by semantic changes to his 
proposals. Todd finally went over everyone's head to William 
H. HOI\ell. chairman of the NRC. In Howell. Todd found 
a sympathetic ear to his proposals and receiwd what he felt \\as 
a green light to .. throw all my energy into future construction. 
unhampered by the necessity of upholding the past" (Smuts. 1985. 
p. 117). Feeling himself fully in charge. he set about initiating his 
ne\\ plans for the organization. 

What Todd proposed \\as nothing less than the abolition of the 
committee's entire past program (Smuts. 1985. p. 117-118). This 
included ending publication of the committee's journal ("a 
haphazard collection ... without plan and set together without 
order. ... it is redundant for the conscientious and the informed"). 
closing the \Vashington. D. C. otTice of the CCO and moving all 
of its functions to Clewland. and ending committee sponsorship 
of conferences ("a cumbersome and tedious method of bringing 
together diwrse disciplines"). Instead (and contrary to the 
founding principles of the organization). Todd proposed the 
CCD use the rest of its budget to take up basic research iisflj on 
"somatic de\ elopment. mental growth and emotional expression 
in their interrelationship." with initial research focusing on his 
0\\11 field of physical dewlopment. In addition. the CCD \\Quld 
have the right to apply through the NRC to get financial support 
for local programs the committee could integrate into its o\\n 
research (perhaps Todd's recently financially-pinched Bolton and 
Brush Suneys0). 

A. T. Poffenberger. a Columbia psychologist \\ho had replaced 
Lo\\ie as divisional chair. initially supported Todd's plans. but 
\\ithdre\\ his blessings after briefings with other committee 
members (Smuts. 1985. p. 118-119). Still thinking he had 
apprOl al from Howell. Todd forged ahead anyway. Already 
incensed at their chairman's tactics. the committee grew outraged 
at his next move. Todd sent a letter to all CCD members on 24 
August 1932 stating that their memberships had terminated on 30 
June but were "renewable at the chairman's discretion" (Smuts. 
1985. p. 119). Describing his program no\\" as an NRC 
"mandate." Todd stated that they should notify him if they were 
\\illing to accept its conditions. On the other hand. if they found 
the mandate's conditions to be unacceptable. he ominously 
\\arned them to "consider carefully. in the interests of child 
development. your responsibility in remaining on the committee" 
(Smuts. 1985. p. 119). In other words. if any member no\\ 
opposed him. Todd would throw him off the committee. 

This nagrant excess of Todd's authority brought divisional 
executives into the fray. and they tried to get Todd to arrange 
a meeting of the CCD and the division (Smuts. 1985. p. 119-120). 
Todd stated that he would be happy to come. but \\ould not imite 
other CCD members for financial and procedural reasons. From 
August to Noyember. Todd met repeated requests for a meeting 
\\ith cordial refusals accompanied by his optimistic assertions that 
the committee \\ould soon come around to his way of thinking. 
and stating that ~RC endorsement was a prerequisite to any 
otTicial action. Apparently Todd was waiting for Howell to return 
from a long OIerseas trip to support his proposal as NRC chair. If 
this \\as his hope. it was a mistaken one. Howell sent a letter to 
Todd in mid-October stating that all plans first had to receive 
CCD approval. Todd gratefully replied as if the committee's 
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autonomy were exactly what he had desired all along. The 
committee finally met in November. scrapping Todd's plans and 
adopting a proposal along its original functions. 

Despite this setback, Todd did not completely surrender 
(Smuts, 1985, p. 120-121). He submitted a COP) of the minutes 
of the meeting to the division \\'ithout the apprO\al of the 
committee. Among other things, they stated that the committee 
had agreed to take on a full-time field secretary hired by the 
chairman and to convert the Abstracts immediately into a re\ ie\\ 
journal. Although two CCD members later approwd the minutes. 
1\\0 other members strenuDusly objected to them. \\'hen the 
committee's report came before the Divisional Executi\ 10 Com
mittee (DEC), they accepted most of the program, but refused the 
request for a field secretary and stated that the Ab.l/raCis \\ould at 
least finish out the current volume in its present configuration out 
of deference to its subscribers. Afterward. the DEC stated that the 
committee could gradually conwrt Ahstmet\, into a resume 
sen·ice. but not a review journal. 

:\ow it was Todd's turn to be incensed (Smuts, 1985, p. 121-
122). Defending his tenure as chairman and insisting that he had 
recei\'ed "authoritative advice" (Smuts. 1985. p. 121) in October 
to support his present actions. Todd sought to terminate not just 
the journal but also the CCD itself. He told the DEC that its 
actions regarding Ahstracts were too late. that he had alI'ead) 
disbanded the journars subcommittee, laid otT its Washington 
stenographer. and canceled all subscriptions. Furthermore. based 
on the same vague "authoritatiw adyice." he stated that he \\'as 
nO\\ prepared to fulfill his duties as chairman by prO\iding for 
"an effective termination" and "decent interment" of the CCD 
(Smuts. 1985, p. 121). PotTenberger discussed Todd's fiat \\ith 
other committee members, and then responded by reversing all of 
Todd's recent actions and reminding him that only the NRC 
could disband the CCD. In addition. because Todd had stated 
that he could not continue as chair without the reimbursement for 
seryices and expenses he felt the CCD owed him. Poffenberger 
suggested that Todd might wish to step down. 

Todd's response to PotTenberger \\as that urgent local affairs 
demanded his immediate attention, but would reply at his earliest 
possible comenience (Smuts. 1985. p. 122-124). Ele\en days later. 
still haying received no response. PotTenberger \\Tote to the 
committee members asking if they should dissolve and immedi
ately reconstitute themselves minus Todd. Todd had actually sent 
a letter on the same day asking Poffenberger for a meeting, but 
the Division head had already made up his mind. By unanimous 
consent of the committee and the blessings of the DEC. the 
KRCs Executive Board first disbanded the CCD and then 
reappointed everyone but Todd to the new committee. Notified 
by letter in mid-February, Todd responded \\'ith an earlier
prepared report recommending the dissolution of the CCD and 
a letter stating, "1 am sure that your feeling of relief must equal 
my 0\\'11 that the final stages of this discussion ha\'e been passed 
through \vith such ease" (Smuts, 1985. p. 124). The incident had 
damaged the credibility of the CCD in the eyes of many in the 
Rockefeller Foundation and the NRC. and these groups \\'ithdre\\' 
some of their previous financial support. :'\I evertheless, the 
organization survived and launched the still-extant Society for 
Research in Child Development. 

Todd's turbulent tenure as CCD chairman \\as not his finest 
hour. However. it was an instructive episode in his idiosyncratic 
professional and administratiw persona. In particular. this 
incident illustrates Todd's executive philosophy. his st) Ie of 
professional correspondence, and \\hat he felt his primary 

professional role was. Knowing about these characteristics is 
extremdy important in making sense of other aspects of Todd's 
career and correcting misconceptions derived from pre\'ious 
e:i.aminations of his \\Titings. 

For e:i.ample. Todd's actions as CCD chair seem strange in the 
light of his interdisciplinary disposition. The CCD at its ver) heart 
\\as a group designed to promote interdisciplinary research. yet 
Todd tried to alter its function significantly. One can only begin 
to understand such beha\'ior by taking into account Todd's ideas 
of his professional role. Throughout the course of Todd's career 
(and especially after he assumed the directorship of the Brush 
Foundation). he increasingly became convinced that the aspects 
of physical anthropology dealing with gro\nh and development 
desened \\ider popularity and use to serve edifying, practical 
social ends. This is ironic for two reasons. On a larger scale. the 
trend in most of the social sciences at this time was in the opposite 
direction to\\ard pure research free from the taint of ad\'ocacy or 
popularism (Furner. 1975). Also. in the narrower field of physical 
anthropology. Todd vehemently opposed the practical applica
tion of his field in its traditional investigative focus: race research 
(Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 349-378). Although Todd's philosophy \\as 
fundamentally different from the professed purpose of the CCD. 
he Sa\\ his chairmanship of the body as an opportunity to e:i.pand 
the edif) ing \\ork he executed in Cle\eland. Despite repeated 
attempts by committee members to e:i.plain the principles 
underlying their opposition to him, Todd relentlessly insisted on 
pursuing a popular and practical course, e\'en going so far as to 
refer Di\ ision head LO\\ie to a popular article in Science SeIls 

Leller as a modd for the kind of journal into which he \\anted to 
turn Child DereiopmclIT Ahstracts (Smuts, 1985, p. 117). Todd's 
increasingly intense commitment to his personal brand of applied. 
practical. interdisciplinary research overrode his dedication to the 
theoreticaL "pure"" academic integration fostered by the CCD. 
\\hich he felt accomplished little with its anlilable resources. 
Because these t\\O philosophies were fundamentally at odds, one 
can more easily understand the showdown forced by Todd. his 
attempts to kill the organization, and his eventual ouster. Yet 
a kno\\ledge of Todd's practical scientific inclinations alone is 
insutTicient to understand Todd's actions as CCD head. 

Another ke) component of Todd's personality was his 
conception of e:i.ecutive authority. Todd was a firm believer in 
administrati\ e and professional hierarchies. As such, he served 
obediently and deferentially in subordinate roles. but expected full 
ewcutiw pO\\er \\hen placed in positions of leadership. There are 
man) examples of this general hierarchical philosophy from his 
life and career. It would be tempting to suggest that this was 
a product of his military career (and indeed his World War I 
captaincy may have reinforced his commitment to the chain of 
command idea). but Waite's (1946, p. 389, 408) disapproving 
description of Todd's departmental reorganization in 1912 
indicates that these proclivities were already apparent \\hen he 
reached American shores. As discussed above, Todd's anatomy 
lab \\as a \\ell-defined hierarchy with himself as the supreme 
e:i.ecuti\ e. and Todd assumed administrative powers bitterly 
contested by other professors (Waite, 1946, p. 389,408: \Vestern 
Resene Medical School. 1917a. 1917b). Some similarly viewed his 
Brush Foundation chairmanship as autocratic-although other 
members of the Board felt free to express their opinions on the 
organization's role, there \\'as little question that the Foundation 
\\'as subsen'ient to its chairman's wishes. This stands in stark 
contrast to the cooperative and deferential nature Todd displayed 
\\hen not in a position of authority. Despite hi, actions as chair of 
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the CCD. Todd had served the committee sufficiently \\ell and 
smoothly enough beforehand that it not only chose him to lead 
the group in 1932. but was also shocked b) his subsequent 
behavior. Like any good soldier, he obeyed his superiors. but 
expected to be obeyed by subordinates. A sudden changc in roles 
brought a corresponding sudden change in attitudes. For 
example. e\'en during his short tenure as president of the AAPA. 
there \\as a marked change in the tone of his correspondence 
before and after his appointment. His ordinary cordial resene 
immediately turned into a stiff formality. and opinions that he 
had respectfull) tendered in preceding years soon became policy 
by executive action (T. W. Todd, 1938b. 1938d), One should not 
confuse this behavior with mean-spiritedness, Ales Hrdlicka. \\ho 
had his share of differences with Todd. explained his friend's 
actions to a colleague by stating that he \\as "not \icious. only 
ingro\\n and stubborn" (Hrdlicka, 1938). While his executive 
manner also included liberal doses of delegation and diplomac). 
there was never any doubt whose word Todd felt \\as final. 

As indicated above, the tone of Todd's correspondence \\as 
another important and occasionally misunderstood aspect of 
Todd's personality. His writing was in many \\a)s an extension of 
the cordial style that enabled him to maintain \\arm personal and 
professional relationships with people of radically different beliefs 
and opinions. In both correspondence and print. Todd habitually 
tempered his criticism with compliments. jo\·iality. and acknm\l
edgments of common ground. This was a practice he not only 
scrupulously followed himself. but expected his students to 1'0110\\ 

as well. Cobb (e.g .. 1959. p.236-237: 1981. p. 519-520) made 
frequent note of his mentor's cordiality and avoidance of 
ans\\ering criticism with criticism. Krogman. too. acknm\ ledged 
Todd's penasiye civility. both in print and in personal 
correspondence. For example, in a 1934 letter to Cobb. Krogman 
described a paper he had recently given in Boston that \\as critical 
of se\'eral other investigators. In noting the graciousness of the 
way the paper phrased these criticisms, Krogman (1934) 
remarked. "You will of course recognize the Chiefs deft touch 
here and there, especially when I found myself unable to sa) 
a single thing good about either MacDonald·s. Watkinss and 
Eyan's papers." Only when he was at his angriest-usually \\'hen 
an editor attempted to edit his works without his apprmal-\\as 
Todd prone to send a response of unmitigated contempt. EYen in 
these instances. however, Todd al\\'ays avoided profanity and 
direct insult (T. W. Todd, 1936b. 1936c: lones-Kern. 1997. 
appendix B), 

A case in point of Todd's correspondence style \\as his attempt 
to get his book review of H, S, lennings' The L'l1il'erse and Life 

published. Robert Lowie originally solicited the piece for the 
Amaic({I/ Anthropologist, but was replaced as editor by Leslit: 
Spier by the timt: Todd sent in the review (Lowie. 1933. 1934: T. 
\Y. Todd. 1934b). Spier rt:jected the piece on the grounds that the 
book \\as insufficiently anthropological in scope (Spier. 1934a: T. 
W. Todd. 1934c). ~e\ier one to give up easily. Todd \\Tote back 
that the situation embarrassed him and wondered aloud about its 
justification and ethicality. The book, he explained. applied to 
humanity in a general manner and the journal had all'ead) 
accepted it from the publisher for review. Stating that he had "no 
personal feelings in the matter, '. and olTering to pare the item 
down, Todd resubmitted his manuscript (T. W. Todd. 1934d. 
1934e). In a tactful response, Spier again refused to print the 
re\iew. and reassured that the publisher's gift of a book implied 
no obligation on the part of a journal to revie\\ it (Spier. 1934b). 
Todd ended the correspondence with Spier in his characteristi-

call) amiable manner: "'v1any thanks for your letter of :'vlarch 
23rd \\hich completely clears my conscience' The reyie\\ is of no 
material significance. It \\as only our possible obligations \\'hich 
gave me some concern" (T. W. Todd. 19340. The complete 
ingenuousness of this statement is questionable. Todd immedi
ately sent his re\ie\\ unsolicited to at least one other journal 
before Sciellc!' finally accepted it (CattelL 1934). Although this 
\\as a relatiwly minor incident. it is an excellent demonstration of 
the manner in \\hich Todd could sometimes politely profess 
agreement and accord even when his personal sentiments ditTered 
profoundly. 

As may be surmised. Todd's unique style of correspondence 
occasionall) confused his peers. Sometimes, his cordiality and 
emphasis on common ground resulted in a misinterpretation of 
his true sentiments. This is particularly evident in the correspon
dence surrounding Hrdlicka's abortive attempt to form the 
AAP"-\ in 1924 and Hooton's and Boas's attempt to craft 
a professional statement on race in 1935 and 1936. At other 
times. his efforts to diffuse rancor and criticism by the use of 
complimt:nt and \ague prose left his correspondents completel) 
baffled. In the heat of the CCD controversy. Todd sent a letter to 

an antagonistic committee member stating that the non-proacti\'e 
function of the committee--a function which Todd openly 
opposed- "not only still holds good ... but is the clearest and 
most compelling definition of our purpose" (T. W. Todd. I 92-1-c). 
This statement. along with three additional pages of explanation 
led the Di\ision head to query the letter's recipient. "Did that 
confuse you still further"" (Smuts. 1985. p.120). Todd's 
correspondence in response to the international committee to 
standardize anthropometry inspired similar bewildered appraisals 
(although part of this confusion also stemmed from the inability 
of his peers to understand Todd's basic premise) (e.g .. Pearl. 1936: 
Hooton. 1936). 

The misinterpretation of and confusion owr Todd's corre
spondence \\as not solely a problem of his contemporaries. 
hO\\e",r. Later researchers who haw read some of Todd's 
correspondence may haw confused his responses crafted to 

minimize contention as tacit agreements with the positions to 

\\hich he \\as replying. Todd's cordial responses to frankl) racist 
letters by Charles Dawnport. for example, seem to haw led at 
least one imcstigator quite understandably to believe that Todd 
\\as a "mainliner" rcgarding race (Barkan. 1992. p. 73). A closer 
reading of this correspondence \\'ith a knowledge of Todd's style 
and personal opinions yields a much different interpretation. 
especially \\'hen compared to the concurrent correspondence he 
conducted \\ith the racial egalitarian Boas. Todd confined his 
racial discussions \\ ith Davenport to purely technical and 
descriptive issues. let blatantly racist statements pass \\'ithout 
comment. and accepted reprints of Davenport's racist papers \\ith 
politely vague but noncommittal thanks such as. "[I] am 
interested in skin color" (Todd. 1925a), "I am wry glad to ha\e 
this for my files" (1928f). and "it is interesting to get these data 
together" (1925b). In contrast, Todd's letters to Boas display an 
unequivocally acti\'c sympathy and agreement with his racial and 
emironmentalist \ie\\s (e.g .. T. W. Todd. I 923b, 1928g, 1930d. 
1933c.193-1-a). 

Todd occasionally created outright confusion in his \\Titing as 
\\ell. In her account of Todd's tenure as CCD chair. Smub (1985. 
p. 117) states Todd's written recalcitrance was "pleasantly" and 
"cheerfully" firm. adding that "[a]vowing agreement with the 
opposition \\hile persisting in arguing for his o\m program \\'as 
a tactic Todd used repeatedly." According to Smuts. Todd's 
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corrcspondence during the worst of the conflict "is like being in 
ne\er-newr land" (Smuts. 1985. p. 120). Such confusion is also 
e\ident in a few of Todd's printed \\orks. In his characteristic 
effort to minimize disharmony and temper criticism in his revic\v 
of the works of others. Todd occasionally words his critiques so 
abstrusely that his precise opinion is unintelligible e\en to a reader 
\wll-wrsed in his beliefs and style (myself included). A familiarity 
\\ith Todd's characteristically nebulous cordiality in public 
criticism is thus extremely important. both for the purpose of 
discerning his true belicfs .on certain subjects and for use in 
contrast to the more pointed and decidedly less amiable criticism 
he resen'ed for those with whom he \chemently disagreed (T. \\'. 
Todd. 1935a: Jones-Kern, 1997. chapter XI). 

Although all of the above-mentioned personality traits prm ide 
fascinating insights into Todd as a man. they are also crucial in 
explaining his behavior at different times and beliefs on differcnt 
issues. Indeed. most of these traits (\\ork habits. egalitarianism. 
charm and cordiality, interdisciplinarianism, \\Titing. and execu
tiw style) played a large role in his actions regarding physical 
anthropology's professionalization. as well as his contributions to 
the field's evohing positions on theory. race. and eugenics. The) 
also provide an important key to understanding the final. often 
turbulent. decade of his life. 

"For the betterment of mankind": Todd's Final Years, 
1928-1938 

The year 1928 was in many ways a watershed in the life of T. 
\Vingate Todd. Cntil this point. Todd had been a \\ell-respected 
anatomist and physical anthropologist \\ho \\as a primarily 
academic researcher of extremely diverse scholarly interests. 
Aften\ard. he became an increasingly public personalit) \\ho 
oriented his research toward more and more practical ends and 
focused mostly on the issue of growth and development. The 
1'0110\\ ing decade brought Todd to the pinnacle of his profession. 
witnessed the greatest bulk of his publications. introduced him to 
most of his important students. and saw him take an ewr greater 
popular and public role. It also brought increasing health 
difficulties and eventually an untimely death. The catalyst in 
Todd's efflorescence was a series of tragedies that befell one of 
Cleveland's leading citizens. Charles Brush. 

The Bolton-Brush inquiries 
Charles Francis Brush by 1928 had gained the reputation of 

being one of America's great inventors. A Lniwrsity of \1ichigan 
graduate in mining engineering, he made his greatest contribu
tions in the field of electricity. In 1876 Brush made the age of 
electricity possible by inwnting the open-coil dynamo. the \\orld's 
first practical producer of high-tension current. The follm\ ing 
year he created the first practical electric arc light. \\hich nurtured 
into being not only the electric-pmwr but also the carbon
electrode industries. Brush's many other important electrical 
imentions of subsequent years included the compound-field 
dynamo (predecessor to the constant-potential generator). the 
process for producing electrolytic aluminum. and the first 
practical storage battery. His successful electric company 
e\ entually became a part of General Electric. In addition. the 
inventor made numerous contributions in fields other than 
electricity. including the invention of the first practical process 
for making liquid air and the discover) of helium in the earth's 
atmosphere in 1895 (Hall, 1946. p. 3-5). By the time of his death 
in 19:29. Brush had acquired several honorar) doctorates. the 

Rumford "v1edal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
the Franklin Medal of the Franklin Institute, the Edison :Vledal of 
tht: American Institute of Electrical Engineers. and France's 
Legion of Honor. and had lit the streets of America. Europe. and 
Asia (Hall. 1946. p. 3-5: Brush Foundation, 1958. p. 3-4). 

Ho\\ever. all of Charles Brush's inwntiveness. wealth. and 
prestige could not prevCl1t the tragedies that afflicted his family. 
His \\ ife died in 1902. and afterward doctors discovered that his 
youngest daughter had an incurable mental illness (Wood. 1983. 
p. 60). Although Brush denied it at first. even to the point of 
staging a "ghastly" debut for her. he came to accept the fact of his 
daughter's schizophrenia and grew increasingly despondent. 
Then. in 1927. his family suffered a series of devastating blows. 
In \larch. an automobile struck and killed his oldest daughter's 
thirteen-year-old son. Two months later. his son Charles' 
daughter Jane fell gravely ill. Charles Jr. was li\'ing in Cleveland 
at the time. employed conducting crystal research in his father's 
Cle\Cland lab. \Vhen his daughter entered Mount Sinai Hospital. 
the doctors said her only hope was a blood transfusion. He readily 
agreed to be his six-year-old's donor. and as was the practice at 
the time. doctors inserted a rubber hose with needles on either end 
into Charles Jr.·s and Jane's arms. Not only was the transfusion 
unsuccessful. it resulted in a case of septicemia (blood poisoning) 
that killed them both. 

Because the 34-year-old Charles Jr.. a physician, had gotten his 
father interested in the issues of population control and eugenics 
before his untimely death. the elder Brush decided to memorialize 
his namesake in the form of a Foundation to further these goals 
(Wood. 1983. p. 60). In 1928 Charles Brush Sr. donated S500.000 
of his stocks and bonds to create the Brush Foundation (Bailey. 
1992. p. 29). an organization he \vanted to serve "for the benefit 
of mankind" (Brush. 1928). The preamble attached to the deed of 
gift (later negligibly altered for publication) revealed much about 
the senior Brush's philosophy and goals for his organization (Jones
Kern. 1997. appendix C). The main emphasis throughout the 
document \\as on population controL although the vague references 
to "betterment of the human stock," '·the weak and unfit.·· and 
"research in the field of eugenics" indicated a secondary focus on 
more traditional eugenic themes (Brush, 1928). 

Brush \\as the organization's sole benefactor. but had no 
interest in being its head and courted his family and friends for 
suggestions on the Foundation's directorship (\Vood. 1983. 
p. 60). His son-in-law. Roger Perkins. had been instrumental in 
lobbying the Ohio General Assembly to allow Todd to build his 
osteological collection (see above) and urged Todd's appointment 
(Wood. 1983. p. 60: Bailey, 1992, p. 29). As a hard-\vorking. 
persuasive. well-rounded skeletal anatomist with a particular 
interest in children. Todd was a natural choice for the job. Todd 
readil) accepted. and turned the foundation's major research 
thrust to\\ard the immensely significant complex of projects later 
knm\n as the Bolton-Brush studies (Hall. 1946. p. 4-20: Brush 
Foundation. 1981. p. 5-24). 

Soon after accepting the Brush Foundation directorship. Todd 
con\inced its Board of Directors to make their first major project 
an analysis of normal child growth and development. This was 
a natural outgrm\th of both his lifelong interest in children's 
health and his major research emphasis on growth and de
\ elopment. As discussed above, Todd held a deep and personal 
interest in the health of the young going back to his m\"l1 early 
illnesses and his original professional plan to go into pediatrics 
(Cobb. 1959. p. 233-236). The lures of Egyptology and anthro
pology shifted him from this course. but issues of growth and 
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development remained a subtext of his early professional life. 
Starting in the 1910s with his cervical rib studies. Todd by the 
early 1920s had published the most important papers to that time 
on age-related changes in the adult skeleton and had become one 
of the world's experts on the subject. As he completed this cycle of 
papers. Todd began to turn his attention to similar issues in pre
adults. Howe\"er, when Todd began to merge his interests in 
children and growth in the mid-1920s, he ran into a basic 
problem: How exactly could such a study be donc \\ith the 
resources available0 Todd faced seemingly intractable material 
and methodological difficulties (Keith. 1939, p. 350). 

To this point. materials had been the least of Todd's problems. 
He had conducted all of his major age-change research on the 
rapidly-increasing osteological collection at his disposal. The 
unique nature of this assemblage allowed Todd to select a group 
of indi\ iduals of known age to correlate with obsened skeletal 
changes. Todd deliberatcly excluded indi\·iduals knO\\"ll to ha\e 
suffered from long-wasting illnesses from his analyses so his 
sample would approximate that of the ··normal"· popUlation. 
However. this approach was impossible for a study of children for 
t\VO main reasons. First, there were relatiwly fe\\ children in his 
collection (T. W. Todd, 1929c, p. 5-6). The cause of this \\as 
largely demographic. After infancy, children suffer a lo\\er 
mortality rate than the rest of the population (Coale and 
Demeny, 1983). Furthermore, those that did die at this time \\ere 
less likely than adults to remain unclaimed by their parents. ani) 
those fe\\" children from the most destitute of social conditions 
\\ere a\·ailable to Todd for curation into his collection. Second. 
and related to the first, most of the children Todd had included in 
his assemblage had visibly suffered from the medical and 
nutritional privations of the lowest socio-economic strata. 
Because normal childhood growth is deeply dependent on 
adequate food and freedom from prolonged illness, the majorit) 
of the children unfortunate enough to be part of the Hamann(
Todd) osteological collection were simply unfit for Todd to use as 
yardsticks for a study of normal childhood growth (T. W. Todd, 
1929c. p. 5-6 and 1929d, p. 6-7). The quantity and quality of the 
skeletons available for his use forced Todd to abandon the 
method he had used for his adult dewlopment studies and look 
else\\here for research materials (Hall. 1946. p. 4-6). 

Compounding these material shortcomings were some major 
methodological difficulties. When Todd took up the problem in 
the mid-1920s. there was neither a clear understanding of \\ hat 
constituted normal childhood growth. nor a consensus on ho\\ to 
study it. Indeed. most of the physical-anthropological community 
looked dO\vn upon the whole idea of growth studies as being 
ul1\\orthy of examination: Earnest Hooton once stated that 
growth research "merely shows that older children are bigger" 
(Gam. 1981. p. 521). Perhaps because of this professional 
antipathy, by the early 1920s only a fe\\· large studies concerning 
this question existed. These had been largely outside the field of 
physical anthropology and suffered from a se\ ere methodological 
handicap. Most research until this time had focused on trying to 
discern general principles from the comparison of average 
measurements. For example, investigators took a measurement 
such as "stature" from a number of children of the same age. and 
assumed the mean value derived therefrom was the norm for that 
cohort. HO\\eWL the wide range of normal nriation in size found 
among children from different family lines and development 
patterns greatly frustrated this approach. By these standards. 
a relatiwly small child born of relatively small parents. nen if his 
or her nutrition and health had a!\\"ays been optimal. \vas 

"underdeveloped," as was the child whose genetic make-up \\as 
that ofa ""late bloomer" (Gam, 1981. p. 523-529). Todd saw the 
problems inherent in the prevailing method, and set out to 
conduct his o\\"n im estigation of the problem in hopes of finding 
a better \\"ay. In the process, he helped revolutionize both the 
theory and practice of growth research. 

One of the major innovations Todd brought to grO\nh research 
\\as a ne\\ conception of growth itself. Rather than being a simple 
issue of "getting bigger" or a series of static biological moments. 
T odd felt grO\\lh \\as a dynamic, unfolding process with both 
quantitative and qualitative aspects (Krogman. 193901. p. 163-
175). Accordingly. Todd redefined growth into three closely 
related phenomena: people "grew" (increased in dimension). they 
"gre\\ up" (changed in proportions and adjusted body parts). and 
the) "matured" (biological time passed in the tissues) (Krogman, 
1951. p. 679-687). Only when researchers examined all three of 
these dynamics together. he believed, was a real understanding of 
gro\\th possible. Pre\·ious studies had generally focused only on 
the first part of this complex (above or below a certain mean for 
a certain age). and thus shed no light on whether the rate or 
trajectory of grO\\lh in a given individual was satisfactory 
(Tanner. 1981. p. 321). The shift in emphasis inherent in this 
approach from an obsession with size to a developmental process 
required a new gauge by which one could measure the 
phenomenon (T. W. Todd, 1932a. 1937a). Todd developed one. 
but not \vithout resistance from within the field. 

Oyer the course of his growth investigations, Todd increasingly 
began to take the controversial opinion that mean size measure
ments \\"ere of minor importance in assessing normal grO\nh. 
Such crude measures did little to account for the many social and 
hereditary factors that influenced de\"elopment. He had no 
theoretical use for the "fat" but "water-logged" babies held up 
as a model of health, nor did he accept that researchers should 
take as standard growth studies conducted using children \\·ho 
had suffered pri\"ation (Frank, 1962. p. 12-15). Instead. he 
insisted that scientists could only find a true standard of normal 
grO\nh by first discO\ering a method that did not rely on gross 
measurement and then conducting an examination of children for 
whom adYerse social or nutritional circumstances had not affected 
de\elopment. The former concern led to the "family line" concept 
and the "bone age" method, and the latter led to the idiosyncratic 
criterion of selection of participants to the Brush Inquiry 
(Krogman. 1939a. p. 169-175). 

Both the "family linc" and "bone age" ideas were almost 
entirely new to gro\\"th research. Todd meant the "family line" 
idea to address the preyiously-mentioned problem of the \\·ell
deYeloped child of unusual size. Todd insisted that there \\ere 
a great many people of perfect health whose large or small size 
was mostly a result of their hereditary endo\\ments (T. \V. Todd, 
1932a. p. 258--279). Normal growth, then, was a relati\·e term 
applying to family lines of small. medium, and tall gro\\ers 
(Krogman. 1951. p.684). While Todd (l935b, p. 181) freely 
admitted that heredity was "a broad stream" affected by many 
other factors. his "family line" concept shook the conYentional 
\\·isdom of growth research and made a reliance solely on mean 
anthropometric measurements obsolete as a technique in de
termining normal deyelopment (Krogman, 1939a, p. 170-175). 

An acceptance of the "family line" idea caused a critical 
problem. hm\·eYer. If mean measurements alone could not 
determine normal growth. what could one use in their place? To 
surmount this obstacle. Todd pioneered the technique of "bone 
age" (Frank. 1962. p. 12-15). The human skeleton is originally 
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cartilaginous. and gradually ossifies (turns to bone) from the 
embryonic stage until adulthood. Howewr. the rate at Ivhich 
bones ossij~ varies significantly. Some bones are mostl) ossified at 
birth. others do not complete the process until decades later. The 
latter is particularly true of the clavicle (collar bone) and many of 
the bones of the extremities. These maintain cartilaginous grollth 
plates at either end that allow the bone to lengthen for many) ears 
until the diaphysis (middle part) finally fuses II ith the epiphyses 
(ossified ends) (White. 1991. p. 20-23). Greatl) refining an idea 
first proposed by T. M. Rotch about fifteen years earlier (Rotch. 
1908.1909). Todd realized that ifhe could find a standard pattern 
of epiphyseal fusion to correlate with chronological age in a series 
of unquestionably healthy and well-nourished children. he would 
hale an accurate "yardstick" of normal grOlvth free from the 
problems inherent in taking raw measurements (Frank. 1962. 
p. 12-lS). All he needed to accomplish this was an x-ray machine 
and a group of healthy children. The Brush Foundation and the 
selection methods of its Health Inquiry provided Todd Ivith these 
materials (Tanner. 1981, p. 320-323). 

T odd had actually begun his studies of normal childhood 
groll th two years earlier. Using a modest grant from the 
Cleveland Health Council. Todd conducted a study on the health 
of 600 well-developed students in the Stearns Road Grade School. 
Encouraged by the results. in 1927 he decided to begin a more in
depth and longer-term examination of children's health. With the 
support of the Cleveland Board of Education and the staffs of tll'O 
public schools. Todd set up a summer health "contest" for youths 
between six and fourteen years of age. In reality this Ivas the 
beginning of a proposed three-year exploratory health study. He 
and his assistants took anthropometric measurements. assess
ments of current health. radiographs of six areas of the bod). 
behavioral response tests. and family backgrounds of the children 
invohed. They referred children with health problems to famil) 
physicians. and gave the "winners" a trip to summer camp 
sponsored by the Cleveland Welfare Federation and the local 
press (Behrents. 1984, p. 10). 

The project continued and expanded in the summer of 1928. 
Ilith some of the original group and a number of new students 
examined. The recall of previously-studied children officially 
made the undertaking a longitudinal study: one in Ilhich 
researchers investigate the same people year after year to discOler 
general patterns and changes. Because longitudinal studies are 
difficult to organize and necessarily run over prolonged periods. 
large ones are rare and expensive: and the Stearns Road 
examinations ended abruptly the same year due to funding 
problems (Behrents. 1984, p. 10-13). However. Todd's summer 
program had begun to receive national recognition and financial 
support. In October. the longitudinal "Health Inquiry" II'as the 
first research program undertaken by the newly-formed Brush 
Foundation and received financial aid from the Laura Spelman 
Rockefeller Fund (Hall, 1946. p. 5). Soon thereafter. other 
philanthropic institutions added matching funds. including the 
General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation and the 
U.S. Public Health Service. However. the study's most important 
benefactors remained the Brush F ounda tion and another 
philanthropy formed in the same month: the Charles Bingham 
Bolton Fund (Behrents, 1984, p. 10-13). 

Like the Brush Foundation. the Bolton Fund was the product 
of a family tragedy. Charles Bolton. son of local philanthropist 
and future congresswoman Frances Payne Bolton. had become 
a paraplegic in a swimming accident at the age of nineteen (Bailey. 
1992. p. 29). His orthodontist was Todd's former graduate 

assistant and fellOlI craniostat inventor B. Holly Broadbent. 
Todd and Broadbent encouraged Mrs. Bolton to fund an allied 
project to the Health Inquiry that would focus on normal dento
facial grol\lh. Officiall) independent of Todd's Brush examina
tions. the Bolton study II Ol'ked in close conjunction with Todd·s. 
sharing many of the same children as participants. Todd also 
serwd on the Bolton Fund's Board of Directors (Behrents. 1984. 
p.4-16) 

In late :VIay of 1929. the Brush Foundation officially formed 
the Brush Inquiry. a Cleveland center for the longitudinal study of 
children. Tlvo weeks later. Brush died at the age of 80. and Ililled 
a tIle-year grant-in-aid to extend Todd's project into a "compre
hensiw longitudinal study of the attributes of healthy grollth" 
(Behrents. 1984. p. 10). In 1932. in order to keep all studies and 
finances coordinated. the various organizations formed the 
Developmental Health Inquiry of the Associated Foundations 
and named Todd its director. This entity drew support from the 
Brush. Bolton. Spelman Memorial, and other funds. The 
follO\ving year. the Edna Perkins Fund for the study of 
Adolescent Tuberculosis. recently founded by Charles Brush's 
daughter. named Todd as its Director of Research. This became 
yet another resource for the Brush Inquiry. In conjunction Ivith 
the other tlnances available. it allowed the Brush Inquiry to 
continue even during the Ivorst of the Great Depression 
(Behrents. 1984. p. 10-23). Despite these valuable backing 
institutions. hOlvewL the Brush Foundation deeply felt the 
economic crisis that afflicted the world at that time. Because 
Brush endolled the organization with stocks and a few bonds. the 
stock market crash drastically reduced available funds. In early 
1931. the :vIed usa Cement Company (which accounted for almost 
all of the Brush Foundation's holdings and income) halved their 
share dividends. and consequently also cut the Foundation's 
budget nearly in half (Brush Foundation Board. J 931 a). Further 
crippling \\ as the unexpected exhaustion of the additional funding 
provided for in Brush' s will. originally intended to last tile years 
(Brush Foundation Board. 1931 a, 1931 b). This predicament had 
repercussions that lasted years. A number of Brush employees had 
to be laid off at the end of the year. and the original Brush 
Publication series (discussed below) ceased soon afterward (Brush 
Foundation Board. 1931 b. 1932). The reduction of staff slo\\ed 
Ilork and placed an even greater yoke on Todd's already 
olel'\\orked and ailing shoulders. In addition. the sudden 
financial crunch put the Foundation in an embarrassing position 
in relation to the University. The organization earlier had 
purchased a facility used to house research animals on terms 
negotiated before the reduction of dividends (Brush Foundation 
Board. 1930). Western Resene refused Todd's overtures to 
rellnance the debt. thus putting an even greater strain on the 
Foundation's monetary reserves (Brush Foundation Board. 1932 
and 1936). The animal-house debt continued to be a problem for 
the organization for the rest ofTodd's life and even after his death 
(Brush Foundation Board. 1934, 1936. 1938a. 1938b. 1940a. 
1940b). 

These economic ditTiculties also may have had a signitlcant 
impact on another othenvise confounding event in Todd's career: 
his stormy tenure as the head of the National Research Council's 
Committee on Child Development (CCD). Todd rose to this 
position in the midst of the financial crisis of 1931 to 1932. At the 
time Todd rose to the chairmanship. the Brush Foundation Board 
had limited its budget for the entire year of 1932 to S8.S00. sixteen 
percent Jess than that for just the second half of 1931 (SIO.13S) 
(Brush Foundation Board, 1931a, 1931b. 1932). Immediately 
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upon receiving the chairmanship-indeed. e\ en before his 
position \\as ofTicial Todd attempted to reorganize the Com
mittee's finances dramatically toward his research ends. Although 
a definite relationship cannot be proven bet\\een the Brush 
Foundation's loss of funds and Todd's attempt to steer CCD 
finances to\\ard his research, it is not unreasonable to assume that 
they \\ere at least partially connected (Behrents. 1984. p. 6-20). 
The hunt for funds continued to be a troubling problem for Todd. 
and as late as 1938 he called it "'the most harassing of all my jobs" 
n. W. Todd. 1938c). His wife may have even alluded to these 
problems as a factor in Todd's death later that year \vhen she 
insisted that "anxiety and worry. not hard \\ork alone-took toll 
of his life [sicj"" (E. Todd. 1939). 

Although always a concern. finances thereafter \\ere not 
a project-threatening difficulty. Thus. Todd and Broadbent \\ere 
able to turn the Bolton-Brush Inquiries into the largest and most 
comprehensiw longitudinal growth study to date (Hall. 1946. 
p. 5-12). Todd at times had more than 50 assistants \\"Orking for 
him. Todd's son (A. Todd, personal communication. 8 June 
1995) remembered the number being as high as 77 at one point. 
Todd and his staff examined nearly 4,500 ditTerent children 
from 2,600 difTerent families before the World \Var II exigencies 
forced an end to the Brush study in 1943 (the Bolton studies 
continued until 1959) (Behrents. 1984, p. 16-32). The studies 
produced more than 22,000 physical examinations. 90.000 mental 
and psychological tests, and between 300.000 to 400.000 radio
graphs-the largest collection of its type in the \\orld (Bailey. 
1992. p. 30-31). 

Foundation workers examined all children enrolled in the 
suney every three months in infancy, every six months from age 
one to five. and then every year on or near their birthday s through 
adolescence (Bailey, 1992. p. 30-31). The Board of Education 
aided in recruiting, sometimes having the students in participating 
schools hold health contests in which school children voted for 
their healthiest peers to participate (Anonymous. n.d.). Being 
chosen to participate was an honor, and many Cle\eland-area 
parents sought to volunteer their children because the staff \\ ould 
make health recommendations and referrals if they detected 
a problem. Although local physicians jealous of their patients 
ordinariI: might have staged some resistance. there \vas none. 
Todd ne\ er took the Ohio Medical Board Examinations upon 
arriving in the United States and was thus not a practicing doctor. 
This reassured Cleveland family practitioners that Todd \\ould 
not "stea]"' their patients (Behrents. 1984. p. 16-22). Cpon 
reaching the testing center. the children donned paper gowns and 
slippers and took a battery of tests, sometimes taking up to t\\O 
days to complete. Along with several x-rays and 25 anthropo
metric measurements, children also completed psychological. 
beha\ ioral. strength. and eye-hand coordination tests. Other 
parts of the Inquiry included footprints. family histories. and 
a 588-item questionnaire to be filled out annually b: parents. 
Imestigators then used the huge quantities of data to conduct 
growth and development research in a number of difTerent 
academic areas (Behrents, 1984, p. 22-32). Although there \\as 
remarkably little concern from parents of these children at the 
time. the frequent x-raying of young children has since raised 
concern about the long-term health effects of the Brush Inquiry 
(Wood. 1983. p. 58-59: A. Todd, personal communication. 8 June 
1995). Preliminary reviews conducted by Case Western Resene 
medical-and dental---school researchers revealed only a margin
ally higher cancer rate in Brush participants compared with the 
rest of the population. However. there is no conclusive proof that 

the studies caused damage or that they were completely harmless. 
(\\·ood. 1983. p. 58-59). 

Positive media cowrage and Todd's own increasingly astute 
talent for public relations greatly aided his Brush Foundation 
etTorts. The Cle\ eland Plain Dealer and Press gave much positiw 
local coverage of the Foundation's work from the time of its 
inception. Healthy boy and girl contests for the inquiry usually 
merited both a story and photos of the winners. In addition. the 
local papers printed and sent out on the Associated Press \\ ire 
reports of Todd's lectures given under the F oundation's auspices. 
Scores of newspapers in nearly all of the 48 states picked up these 
items at one time or another. giving Todd and the Foundation 
national exposure. Todd's lectures and speeches on the Founda
tion's behalf \\ere themselws public relations instruments. many 
of \\hich sen ed doubly in that capacity by being turned into the 
Brush Foundation series of publications (Anonymous. n.d.). 

The Brush Foundation publication series was almost solely the 
\vork of Todd himself. The first 20 of the series were original 
\\orks. pamphlets usually between 7- and 20-pages long and 
bound (stapled) in a sturdy brown card-stock cmer. ~early all of 
the first 20 \vere reprints of Todd's speeches, the only exceptions 
being RoC!' Bfltt'l"l71el1l (No.4. which contained speeches given at 
the Ohio Race Betterment Association-"'Race" in this sense 
meaning humanity in general), and What We KnOB Abollt 
Heredity al1d El1rirOl1mel1l (No.7, a speech by Benjamin C. 
Gruenberg for the Kational Conference of Social Work). The 
total circulation of these publications is unkno\m. although their 
etTects on publicity and popularization were probably marginal 
compared to the local-and national--media coverage the Brush 
Foundation enjoyed. On an historic level. though, they were 
important and rare \Hitten insights into Todd's personal feelings 
about certain issues uninhibited by his usual printed scientific 
resen e. For example. All Anthropologist's Studl of ,Yegro Life 
(~o. 8). an address Todd delivered before The Association for the 
Study of "Iegro Life and History, was an unabashedly racially 
egalitarian declaration that attributed any minor differences 
bet\\een Black and White cranial development solely to social 
and ell\'ironmental factors. The Brush publications are also quite 
ren~aling about Todd's place in the eugenics movement. His 
personal vie\\"s on health. growth and development. or "'race 
imprmement.·· \\ere the themes of most of the rest of these 
original publications. Backed up by Todd's research. the general 
tenor of these pieces was that environment played an extremel: 
large role in these matters, and that scientists must conduct much 
more basic research before they could make definitive pronounce
ments or social policy recommendations. These sentiments put 
Todd among the most moderate, ··reform.·· fringe of his 
contemporary eugenists (Jones-Kern. 1997, p. 394--407). After 
the first 20 of these pamphlets, original publication ceased. 
presumably for financial reasons. All subsequent Brush Publica
tions were simply selected reprints of previously published \\orks 
stamped \vith a Brush serial number. Except for one by his 
student Krogman (No. 44). all of these 27 publications were by 
Todd and dealt almost exclusively with growth and development 
(Jones-Kern. 1997. appendix A). 

The Bolton-Brush Inquiries were the central focus of the rest of 
Todd's career on both a professional and scientific le\ el. 
Professionally. they \'aulted Todd to his highest level of acclaim 
yet. both popularly and among his peers. The national media 
attention devoted to Todd's work included a major. t\\O full-page 
story \\ith photographs printed in a number of Sunday papers 
across the country. Speaking invitations extended to him from 
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coast to coast enhanced this attention (Anonymous. n.d.). Other 
prominent members in the field recognized his expertise. resulting 
in prestigious appointments to national committees on child 
de\'elopment (discussed below) and associate editorships of both 
The JOllrnal of Child Development (1930) and G}"(JlI"rlz (1937). 
Scientifically. these studies inspired the vast majority of Todd's 
scholarly work for the rest of his life and resulted in some of his 
most important work (T. W. Todd. 1938f). 

The final years 
Although the administrative duties of the Brush Foundation 

and its research into growth and development occupied the 
plurality of Todd's time for the rest of his career. he \\as still 
active in completing his own process of grm\"lh and de\elopment 
into one of the most important and publicly recognized men in his 
field. Todd was already in the public eye due to his promotion of 
the Brush Foundation and its research. and the media and public 
organizations (both local and national) increasingly called upon 
his expertise. From this platform he more strongly began to 

advocate the use of physical anthropology toward practical. social 
ends. However. as always. research and teaching remained his 
primary concern. and this period produced some of his most 
significant work and students. 

Largely as a result of the high profile that the Brush Tnquir:
enjoyed in the Cleveland media. Todd's local stature gre\\ 
immensely. On a professional level. the Cleveland Dental. 
:Keurological. and Allergy Societies made him an honorary 
member of their organizations. Several civic organizations also 
began to request Todd's services. In 1931 he became a member of 
both the Girls Bureau Board of Advisors and the Board of 
Directors of the Humane Society. Named to the Cleveland Health 
Council in 1929. Todd was appointed chairman of the Cuyahoga 
County Joint Committee on Child Health and Protection three 
years later. In 1933. the Edna Perkins fund tapped Todd as its 
director of research. He served in all of these capacities until his 
death (T. W. Todd. 1938f). 

Todd strongly believed in civic responsibility. and e\en though 
he newr became a U.S. citizen. he viewed it as his duty to sene his 
resident community (T. W. Todd. 1934g). Already a member of 
numerous local groups. by the mid-1920s opportunities to sene 
on the national level increasingly came his way. In 1926 the Social 
Science Research Council named Todd to their Committee on 
Interracial Relations. charged with analyzing this perplexing 
problem of American society. Appointments to the National 
Research Council Committees on Human Heredity and (as 
discussed aboYe) Child Development followed. as well as the 
\Vhite House Conference on Child Health and Protection 
C'vledical Section) and its Ohio Follow-up Committee (T. \V. 
Todd. 1938f). These appointments point not only to Todd's 
growing national stature, but also to his increasing belief in the 
use of physical anthropology toward practical. social edificatory 
ends. Along with his national committee work. e\idence of his 
trend toward active advocacy also exists in his writings of the 
period. 

'vlost of Todd's publications were scholarly in nature. but 
starting in the late 1920s and continuing through the 1930s he 
increasingly authored pieces more popular in tone. All of the early 
Brush Foundation publications fall into this category. but their 
audience was extremely limited. Of more widespread significance 
\,'ere his items for the mainstream press. Articles by Todd 
appeared in the SUn'e),. Surrey Graphic. and Cle\'eland Press. 
Todd also wrote book reviews dealing with socially significant 

issues for The Sariol1. Parents' ,'vIag(cil1c, Slirrey. and the 
African-American publication Opportuni(1'.' A JOllrnal of .Vcgro 
Lire. He took an active role in the publication of the Birth COllIrol 
RniclL prmiding book reviews and abstracts of his speeches for 
the publication. From these writings. as well as his work for the 
Brush Foundation and his various civic and national committees. 
it is clear that by the 1930s Todd was more cominced than ever 
before of the need for the practical social application of physical
anthropological principles (Jones-Kern, 1997. appendix A). 

Despite the dramatic increase in Todd's popular. ciyic. and 
national duties during this period, Todd continued to be active in 
many of the professional organizations to which he belonged. In 
1933. Section H of the AAAS once again elected him chairman. 
and fiw years later he reprised his stint as yice-president of the 
American Association of Anatomists. True to his interdisciplinary 
and Hunterian roots. the American Academy of Pediatrics made 
Todd an honorary member. and the American Association of 
Mammalogists eleyated him to the chair of the Committee of 
Anatomy and Phylogeny in 1935. a post he held for the rest of his 
life. Perhaps the most important professional organization Todd 
chose to associate himself with during this period. at least in terms 
of his main a\'ocation. was the newly-formed American Associ
ation of Physical Anthropology (T. W. Todd. 1938f). His 
prominence in the nascent organization was profoundly ironic. 
because he did not approw of. and even fought against. its 
formation. 

Ales Hrdlicka had been trying to form the AAPA for many 
years. In 1924. he finally found enough support in the physical
anthropological community to draw up an organizational 
structure and list of potential members (Jones-Kern. 1997. 
p. 273-27-1-). Despite the enthusiasm of many of the field's major 
\\ orkers. ho\\"Cver. Todd led a successful opposition to the project 
based on his interdisciplinary beliefs and the feeling that the field 
\\'as not yet ready for independence (Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 275). 
Although Todd continued to oppose official organization. b:. 
1930 pro-organizational forces had outflanked him and officially 
ga\e birth to the AAPA. Todd still did not approve. but after 
some cajoling from his colleagues he decided he did not \\'ant to 

remain outside. Shortly before the group's first meeting. Todd 
became one of the last to sign on as a charter member (Jones
Kern. 1997. p.275-283). The fact that the new association 
nevertheless immediately named him both to the executive board 
and the chair of the important Committee on Human Materials 
(and a fe\\' years later elected him president) was a testament to 

the esteem in \\hich his co-professionals held him. 
Being a member of so many professional and civic organiza

tions often caused severe scheduling problems for Todd. and these 
indirectly may have enabled the AAPA to form. Because he \\as 
active in so many different groups. Todd often discovered that 
1\\'0 or three of them scheduled their annual meetings at the same 
time in different places. Todd's correspondence with his 
colleagues often reflects his frustration with these occasions and 
his apologies to the groups he was unable to favor \\ith his 
presence for that year. Indeed. perhaps the most significant 
meeting of Todd's professional career may have been one that he 
\\ as unable to attend. Despite Todd's opposition to the concept of 
the AAPA. Hrdlicka decided to try again in 1928 using the 
Section H meetings in New York as a platform from which to 
launch the operation. To Hrdlicka's relief. Todd chose not to 
attend Section H that year because of previous commitments. and 
the driw to organize the AAPA started smoothly and \\'ith full 
support of the body (Spencer. 1979. p. 745-748). Hrdlicka later 
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remarked that he "shudder[ed] as to what would have happened 
[sic] had Todd been there" (Hrdlicka. 1930b). 

Despite his numerous professional commitments. Todd's 
primary job lIas still that of anatomy professor and museum 
curator at Western Reserve. In the former capacity he expanded 
the schoors collections even further by eventually acquiring the 
skeletons of more than 3,400 humans (Cobb. 1936. p.8-14). 
Although Todd lost a friend and powerful professional ally \\ith 
the death of Dean Hamann in 1930, Todd was \\ell-enough 
established at this point to continue building the institution's 
prestige on his own, starting with Dean Hamann's memorial 
service. For this he brought the \"orld famous Grafton Elliot 
Smith. his old friend and mentor, to the medical school to give the 
memorial oration. Todd's Western Resene laborator: had 
already won international notice and began to draw researchers 
\\orld\\ide. from Scandinavia to Japan (Todd. 1930a. p. 34-36). 

Despite its grov\ing reputation as a world-class resource. the 
anatomy laboratory's primary function vIas still educational. 
\Vith his many other responsibilities. Todd continued to instruct 
undergraduates in his innovative teaching style. and contempo
raries remembered the frequent peals of laughter that issued from 
his freshman anatomy classes (A. Todd. personal communication. 
19 August 1996). He also kept turning out top-quality graduate 
students. In the mid-1920s, B. Holly Broadbent became one of his 
earliest successful proteges, later becoming widely recognized in 
the field of dentistry. Carl Francis, Wilton Krogman. and W. 
Ylontague Cobb follO\ved in the late 1920s and early 1930s. all of 
\\hom became v\ell-respected physical anthropologists in their 
own right. Cobb was a particularly significant student for another 
reason. being the first African-American to receive a Ph.D. in 
anatomy from an American university. However. the quality of 
professionals Todd's Western Reserve laboratory generated 
notwithstanding, it never produced the quantity of students that 
such programs as Hooton's Harvard physical-anthropology 
department did. Just in terms of Ph.D.s, for example. Hooton 
had produced nine in physical anthropology by the time ofTodd's 
death in 1938. and many more in the years to come (Spencer. 
1981. p. 361), while Todd's anatomy program produced only 
three (UMI ProQuest Digital Dissertations). There were several 
reasons for this, not the least of which were the t\vin facts that 
Todd's was still essentially an anatomy (not strictly physical 
anthropology) lab. and the number of graduate students he could 
accept into his program was limited (A. Todd. personal 
communication, 19 August 1996). Furthermore. because of his 
essentially interdisciplinary scientific nature. many of the students 
he trained either became medical doctors or eventually gravitated 
to other fields for their terminal degrees (Krogman. 1939. p. 1 Ti). 

However. the main explanation of both the high quality and 100v 
quantity of Western Reserve anatomy Ph.D.s. \vas probably the 
exceptionally demanding nature of Todd's program (Cobb. 1936. 
p. 8-14: A. Todd, personal communication. 19 August 1996). 

As previously discussed, Todd had extremely high scholarly 
standards. He kept an almost impossible schedule himself. and he 
expected his students to work hard and long hours as \\ell. He V\ as 
extremely intolerant of sloppy work, and his stern reprimands 
vvere quite discouraging to those students who repeatedly brought 
these dressing-downs upon themselves. For example. Arthur 
Todd's wife Dora, a former lab assistant for Professor Todd. 
remembered herself and others being driven to tears by his 
corrections (A. Todd, personal communication. 19 August 1996). 
In addition, Todd held a sink or swim philosophy regarding his 
graduate students. Cobb recalled that when he first appeared at 

\Vestern Reserw. the secretary introduced him to the staff and 
told him to go anywhere and do anything he wanted in the lab. He 
did not even meet Dr. Todd until several days later. and even then 
his future mentor only inquired as to his progress and told him his 
Ph.D. committee \vould meet in two weeks to determine his 
olTicial program. Cobb settled into a busy schedule of his OV\11 

choosing. and his program developed out of the interests he 
discovered in his first days there (Cobb, 1981. p. 518-519). T\\o 
years later at his graduation. Todd informed Cobb that he had 
decided in the first two \veeks vvhether or not Cobb was going to 
get the degree. "You v\ere left strictly alone to see if you could 
take care of yourself.·· Todd explained, "because a fellow cannot 
ver: \wll direct others if he cannot take care of himself" (Cobb. 
1981. p. 519). Those students who passed Todd's muster won his 
\\holehearted support. and in turn became devoted proteges and 
talented anatomists and anthropologists. 

His students \\ere productive as well. By the time Todd 
celebrated his 25 th anniversary in the Henry Wilson Pal ne Chair. 
his \Vestern Reserve anatomy department had produced 475 
publications (Western Reserve University, 1937). Reflecting the 
diverse interests of "The Chief." these pieces were extremely 
eclectic in subject matter. A number addressed Todd's main area 
of skeletal anatomy. including papers on bone calcification. 
grov\th. shrinkage and weight; ossification and epiphyseal union 
in humans and guinea pigs, age changes in the pubis. scapula and 
temporal bones: dento- and craniofacial growth in humans. apes. 
and hyenas: the vertebral column, the pelvis in humans and apes. 
and clinical papers on the hand and amputations. His students' 
papers dealt with a number of other areas as welL including the 
muscles and vascular supply of the foot and leg, growth of the 
eyeball and cerebral cortex. the autonomic nervous system. the 
digestive tract. comparative myology, tissue respiration and the 
O\ulatory cycle, allergies, and even child psychology. These 
papers. even \\'hen Todd was not otTicially coauthor. usually came 
into being under Todd's close editorial help and supervision. 
Many of them. particularly the epiphyseal union papers. became 
the standard treatments of the subject (Krogman. 1939a. 1951). 

Although his students \vere prolific in their own right. Todd 
\\Tote or CO\\Tote close to half of the nearly 500 items produced by 
the anatomy lab during his tenure. The years from 1928 to 1938 
\vere his most prolific yet. and accounted for more than half of his 
published \\orks (Krogman, 1939a; Jones-Kern, 1997. appendix 
A). Some. like his papers on bone changes after amputation. 
harkened back to his surgical and clinical roots. Also clinical in 
nature \vere his many articles (coauthored with Wilhelmine 
KuenzeL his chief day-to-day assistant) on the digestive tract. 
most of which Todd later compiled to produce Beharior Patterns 
of Ihe Alimel1lary Tracl, his third book, in 1930 (A. Todd. 
personal communication. 8 June 1995). Todd's writings during 
this period also maintained his tradition of eclecticism. Various 
papers from his pen appeared on laboratory techniques. the 
eyeball. the tonsil. the vertebral column, mineral density in bone. 
vitamin D. the hyena. and epiphyseal union in ungulates and 
sirenia. As his professional stature increased, textbook editors 
called upon Todd to write chapters about the heart, respirator: 
system. and skeleton (Krogman, 1939a: Jones-Kern. 1997. 
appendix A). 

Of greater long-term significance to anthropology than these 
\\'ere the last of Todd's race papers, published from 1928 to 1930. 
Todd and his assistants had spent nearly a decade cataloging the 
general morphological similarities, differences, and distinguishing 
characteristics of European and African "stocks" (Todd did not 
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like to use the term "race" except as a reference to humanity in 
general) in the American population. Although most of these 
focused on skeletal differences. Todd also produced several 
papers on external body measurements and the quantitative 
comparison of skin color. All of these were in the oldest tradition 
of American physical anthropology: discovering the inherent 
differences between the various types of mankind. By the late 
1920s he was ready to summarize his findings: and the results 
surprised even Todd (Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 355-365). 

Because most physical anthropologists until the 1940s Iyere 
typological in outlook. many felt that the primary goal of the field 
I\as to find and describe these essential differences so that they 
could efficiently sort yarious races. usually along hierarchical 
lines. This concept is extremely important in understanding both 
the nature of the race-related papers printed at this time and the 
significance of Todd's 1929 article for Human Biologr entitled 
"Entrenched Negro physical features" (T. W. Todd. 1929b). By 
contemporary standards. even the title sounds laguely prejudicial. 
However. in its time this article was a blow against the racism 
then prevalent in the field. In his attempt to find those essential 
stock-linked differences unaffected by mixture of Americans of 
African and European heritage-"entrenched physical features" 
-Todd categorically dispensed with most of the traditional 
differences that were taken to be "common knol\ledge" at the 
time. Cranial capacity. head shape. pelvic measurements. and 
many other metrics previously used to discriminate (in both senses 
of the word) between White and Black people Todd showed to be 
highly variable and overlapping to an extent that shocked even 
himself. About the only physical features that he found to be 
relatively unaffected by "hybridization" were a felY facial 
features. such as the nose and the lips. Along I\ith 'v1dville 
Herskovits's (1928) book on African-Americans published the 
year before. this article challenged a century's Ilorth of physical
anthropological assumption (Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 359-3631. 

This is not to say that Todd lIas no longer a typologist. He 
continued to believe that "purer" stocks-such as \Vest :Uri
cans-exhibited more distinct essential characteristics that re
quired study and definition (T. W. Todd. 1929b. p. 68-69). Yet 
with this paper he displayed the I\eakening of an earlier 
commitment to a strong typological position. and more signifi
cantly. he broke his previous silence on the social implications of 
physical differences. In the Human Biologr article. and then more 
forcefully in an article for Medical Life. Todd spoke out against 
the use of physical differences toward hierarchical ends: a physical 
difference did not imply inferiority or superiority (T. W. Todd. 
1929a). Cobb. Todd's African-American student Iyho had 
experienced the racism prevalent in the field at the time. later 
extolled the groundbreaking nature of these articles (Cobb. 1936. 
p. 8-14: Blakey. 1987. p. 15-24: Rankin-Hill and Blakey. 1994. 
p. 77-81). After nearly ten years of research on the subject. Todd 
became one of the very first physical anthropologists to challenge 
the scientific racism that had been the field's defining character
istic (Jones-Kern. 1997, p. 355-378). 

These and the rest of Todd's aboYe-described research Iyere 
of varying degrees of scope and significance. HOllever. most 
of Todd's work during this period-and arguably his most 
important-grew directly or indirectly from his Brush F ounda
tion research. Some of this research focused on birth control. 
including work that later resulted in the first accurate analyses on 
the timing of 0\ ulation in humans. Howncr. most dealt either 
directly or indirectly with the problem of human grO\\lh and 
development. Many of these publications introduced and 

reinforced nelv theories on the topic. and some were still standard 
I\'orks at the end of the twentieth century. 

Todd's gro\lth publications displayed a characteristic diversity. 
A cursory glance O\er the titles encompassed by this category 
reveals articles that touch on the subjects of health. physiology. 
nutrition. endocrinology. osteology, heredity. psychology. den
tistry. and comparative and skeletal anatomy (Krogman. 1939a. 
p. 178-186). Todd also edited and coedited books on general 
grO\\lh topics. His assistants expanded some of this research into 
significant I\ork in its 01\11 right. such as studies that led to the 
recalibration of the Rorschach "ink blot" test and the rejection of 
the idea of a supposed "problem brain wave" in children 
mehrents. 1984. p. 24-32). Todd's most significant personal 
contributions in the area of growth. however. concerned dental 
and skeletal anatomy (Krogman. 1939a. 1951: Hans. Broadbent. 
and Nelson. 1994. p. 598-603; Nelson. Hans et a1.. 1995). 

The comprehensil'eness of Todd's scientific philosophy paid 
great dil'idends in his dental growth contributions. As might be 
expected of a gross anatomist. Todd introduced to orthodontics 
the idea that researchers should consider the entire grolving 
organism Iyhen examining problems in the dento-facial complex. 
Along these lines he drew attention to the relationship betlleen 
orthodontic development and bone density and mineralization 
elsell here in the body. As might be expected of a comparative 
anatomist. he brought the study of other animals into his 
examinations of human jaws and teeth. Thus. he considered jal\ 
grO\\lh in thyroidectomized sheep in the study of the problem of 
jalY growth in humans. and he examined the temperomandibular 
joint in carniYores. herbivores. and non-human primates for 
insights into its manifestation in humans. One of his most 
significant contributions to orthodontia invoh ed both gross and 
comparatile anatomy. From his studies on anthropoid material 
and Brush participants. Todd discO\ered the close correlation that 
existed bctl\een tooth eruption and epiphyseal union. a correlation 
that his colleague Broadbent further established and tied to 
pathological problems (Krogman, 1951. p. 679-683). 

Another significant contribution by Todd to dentistry I\as 
manifested in the person of B. Holly Broadbent. The anatomical 
training Broadbent received under Todd's tutelage in part enabled 
him to become one of the premiere orthodontic researchers of his 
generation. In 1932. Todd largely retired from extensile dental 
research and passed his mantle in this area on to his former 
student, With an effusil'e and generous flourish that was typical of 
Todd. he added that this mantle "even now ... has shrunk to but 
a scantling through the ligorous growth of the truly orthodontic 
shoulders upon which it has fallen" (T. W. Todd. 1932b. p. 799), 
By this time. Todd felt that orthodontics had passed its 
"preliminary analytical stage" (Krogman. 1951. p. 679) and had 
become a scientific discipline in its own right-a designation that 
he ironically newr was willing to bestow upon his Ol\n passion of 
physical anthropology (Krogman, 1951. p. 679-680). 

Although his dental and orthodontic work was vcry important. 
perhaps the most significant and enduring scientific contribution 
of Todd's Brush Inquiry research was the fundamental I\ork he 
performed on bone growth and ossification. From the examina
tion of hundreds of thousands of radiographs produced by the 
stud~. Todd discerned a definite pattern of bone maturation that 
applied to all social and racial groups. This lIas the metric
independent yardstick for which he had been looking. Todd did 
not completely discount the importance of chronological age in 
grOl\lh. but rather insisted that biological age was an equall: 
important indicator. particularly in cases like the differences 
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in the timing of growth between boys and girls-differences 
that he also discoyered and quantified. He l\Tote only two of 
the definitiye epiphyseal union papers produced by the study 
(on the clayicle and the dens of the epistropheus). but all of 
the other groundbreaking articles produced from his lab bore 
his imprimatur from the initial research stage to the final 
editing. Other investigators thoroughly affirmed his once
controversial theory of "bone age" as a yardstick of grollth and 
have accepted it ever since (Krogman. 1939a. 161-173: 1951. 679-
687). 

The culmination of these bone-age studies and papers I\as the 
1937 publication of Todd's most important book. Arias of 
Skeleral .t1alllration: Hand. Ten years in the making and intended 
to be the first in a series of books coyering many different parts of 
the body. Todd's Atlas used the radiographs from his Brush 
Inquiry studies to demonstrate the optimal pattern of epiphyseal 
union in the bones of the hand. This yolume. together Ilith its 
1944 reyision and the other bone maturation studies produced b) 
the Inquiry. was the basis of what became known as the Brush 
Standard of skeletal maturation (T. W. Todd. 1937a). Csed by 
grmnh specialists. clinicians. pediatricians. radiologists. and 
forensic examiners around the \\orld. the Brush Standard and 
the Brush Inquiry that deyeloped it inspired other major 
longitudinal studies in the following years. The most important 
of these-the ··Denver."" "Berkeley'" "Fels'" and "Hanard" 
studies-confirmed Todd' s principal conclusions and their 
standards hale become an important part of the literature 
(Tanner. 1981. p.320-323). Significantly. however. Todd's in
sistence on examining only the healthiest children ayailable made 
the Brush Standard child somewhat taller and earlier maturing 
than all subsequent standards over the next 55 years (Gam. 198\. 
p. 524). After almost 70 years. the current literature continues to 
cite the Alias oj" Skeletal Maiuraliol1. and although many consult 
others. the "Brush"" remained the most extensively used standard 
at the end of the twentieth century (based on the relatiw 
frequency of citation in standard science and social science 
citation indices). 

The almost obsessive devotion and untiring research into the 
issue of improying human health of which his A lias remains 
a testament was poignantly ironic when contrasted II'ith the 
deteriorating state of Todd's own physical condition during this 
period. As early as the early 1920s. Todd suffered from migraine 
attacks so severe that he was forced to stay home all day II ith the 
blinds drawn. As his responsibilities began to heap up from the 
mid-1920s on. Todd pushed himself ever more relentlessly and his 
health began to suffer even more (A. Todd. personal communi
cation. 19 August 1996). By the late 19205 he had deyeloped 
a duodenal ulcer and a spastic colon (Cobb. 1959. p.236). 
Although he characteristically used both of these conditions as 
research opportunities. and indeed claimed to hale cured the ulcer 
himself by drinking I'inegar and baking soda. he was nel'er reall) 
completely well after 1931. In November of that year. in addition 
to his other maladies. Todd contracted a serious case of phlebitis 
that hampered him elen further (A. Todd. 1988. and personal 
communication. 19 August 1996). Todd's health lias so poor that 
his Ilife patiently but persistently insisted that her husband take 
the unusual step of going to M uskoka for a winter yacation. He 
eventuall) agreed. remembering his childhood and hoping that 
··the country air would cure'" (D. Todd. personal communication. 
9 September 1996). While Waite (1946. p.408) claimed that 
during this period Todd frequently left his classes to assistants to 
teach so he could conduct his research. Arthur Todd insists that 

almost all of the classes he missed were the result of his steadily 
Ivorsening health (A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 
1995). Illness affected Todd's other duties as well. Beginning in 
1930. Todd' s professional correspondence began to mention his 
poor health occasionally. and usually apologetically. as a way of 
explaining unexpected delays (Hrdlicka. 1930c: T. W. Todd. 
1931a. 193Ib). For a man as intensely private and not prone to 

excuse-making as Todd. such statements were highly unusual. 
Despite these setbacks. though. Todd continued to keep up his 
hectic schedule as best he could. taking on additional responsi
bilities I\heneler they arose. 

His family continued to be a great source of pride in his later 
years. even though none of his children followed precisely in his 
footsteps. Arthur. his oldest. studied history and pre-medicine at 
Han·m"d. but became a successful businessman upon graduation 
(A. Todd. personal communication. 8 June 1995). His son Donald 
also Ilent to Hanard where Hooton personally tutored him. 
although the elder Todd despaired that ""the young beggar gets no 
enthusiasm yet for the cultural aspects"" (T. W. Todd. 1938c). His 
daughter Eleanor \1argaret C"Toby"") enrolled at Smith for the 
fall of 1938. and this left the Cleveland Heights home alone to T. 
Wingate and Eleanor C'Nelr') for the first time since they mowd 
into it. There I\as little time to enjoy their new-found domestic 
solitude. Kell herself was extremely acti\e in her \lork for the 
Cleveland orchestra and the promotion of music in the area" and 
as aillays. Todd was wry hard at work (A. Todd. personal 
communication. 8 June 1995). 

By 1938. Todd lIas busier and more infirm than at any time in 
his career. In \1arch the AAPA elected him president. an honor 
he accepted despite his reservations about the efficacy of the 
group. He characteristically seized the reins Ilith both hands. A 
long-simmering dispute mer American representation at an 
international conference on the standardization of anthropomet
ric measurements was the main issue on the table II'hen Todd 
assumed office. and Todd handled it with his unique blend of 
executive fiat and diplomacy (Jones-Kern. 1997. p. 292-300.340-
343). His main official task as the year drew to a close was the 
plan to celebrate Ales Hrdlicka's seventieth birthda) II'ith 
a banquet and a Festschriji devoted to his colleague. The AAPA 
I\anted to dedicate the entire twenty-fifth volume of the AJPA to 

America's foremost physical anthropologist, Iv-ith special articles 
commissioned for the occasion from the world"s leading 
authorities. Among the many important articles published in 
the Fcstsclzrifr Ivould be a tribute and obituary for T. Wingate 
Todd. 

Despite his I\orsening health conditions. the family's summer 
trip to :vluskoka in the summer of 1938 was not as restful or 
relaxing as usual. as Todd was intent on spending much of his free 
time in the strenuous activity of digging a horseshoe pitch (M. 
Gaylord. personal communication. 26 May 1995). The teaching. 
departmental. and professional loads the following fall put an 
el'en greater strain on him than usual. On 27 December. after 
a day of work during which he sent out letters coordinating the 
upcoming Hrdlicka celebration and had another extremely heated 
argument Ilith Frederick Waite oYer school policy. Todd sutTered 
a series of three heart ""spells" (KuenzeL 1938). Rather than go to 
the hospital. he decided to go to bed. Very earl) on the morning of 
the 28th. Todd I\oke up his wife with complaints of sel ere chest 
pains. As Eleanor Todd called a doctor. Todd went to his 
daughter Margaret's room and woke her up (she had come home 
from Smith for the holida)s). He briefly recovered from the pain 
and sat on the edge of her bed. voicing regret that he would not be 
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able to take advantage of the recentl! -purchased house at 
Muskoka or its new horseshoe pitch. By the time his \vife got 
off the telephone with an unresponsive family doctor. Lester 
Taylor. Todd had his final coronary thrombosis and slumped 
beside the horrified and confused young Toby. He \\ as dead 
before the ambulance carrying him reached the hospital ('v!. 
Gaylord. personal communication. 26 \,;fay 1995 and 22 July 
1996). 

The family held a private funeral on 30 December. follO\wd by 
a public memorial service at 3:30 p.m. on 15 Januar!. 1939. his 
birthday (Kuenzel. 1938: Krogman. 1939b). Staged at the Amasa 
Stone Chapel on the Western Reserve campus. the tribute 
included resolutions and testimonials from a number of people. 
including representatives from the School of Medicine. the 
Graduate School. the School of Dentistry. the Brush Foundation. 
the Academy of Medicine, the Clewland Health Council. and the 
City of Cleveland. Movements from string quartets by BeethO\ en 
and Brahms and organ selections provided the musical interludes. 
and the original poem "Another Tree is Dov\n" graced the back 
cover of the program. The next to last page bore but a single 
quotation: "The bowman hitteth the mark. as the steersman 
reacheth the land. by diversity of aim." a succinct reminder of 
"The Chiefs" interdisciplinary nature (Anonymous. 1939). Those 
\\'ho knew Todd well said it \vas a moving and fitting tribute to 
the man \\hom his family had recently interred "on British soil" in 
the small hamlet of Foot's Bay near his beloved Muskoka retreat 
(Krogman. 1939b). 

Despite the severity of his health problems. Todd's death at 53 
\\as a tremendous shock to his family and colleagues. Telegrams 
and tributes came to his widow from all over. and obituaries for 
Todd appeared in numerous journals in many fields. including 
dentistry. anatomy. medicine. physiology. cultural anthropology. 
and surgery. His students were particularly devastated by their 
loss. and months later were still remarking to each other on the 
difficulties they were experiencing because of it (Krogman. 
1939b). Journals continued to print articles under his name until 
1940. and texts by his students and the Brush Foundation bore 
dedications to him in the following years (Cobb. 1941: Krogman. 
1941: Simmons. 1944). When the AAPA celebrated its l\wnty
fifth anniversary in 1955, many of the reminiscences printed in the 
AJPA fondly recalled Todd's personality and inHuence (American 
Association of Physical Anthropologists. 1956. p. 349-3641. His 
\\idow expressed the consensus opinion of nearly all of the 
tributes to Todd most succinctly in a letter sent to Hrdlicka soon 
after her husband's death: "But into his short life was cro\\ded 
a century of endeavor, inspiration and good will" (E. Todd. 
1939). 

Sentiment over Todd's legacy was not entirely unmixed. 
howev-er. Fellow professors such as Frederick Waite \\"ere glad 
to be liberated from his (perceived) meddling and excessive 
attention to extracurricular activities. After Todd's death. the 
University changed school policy so that the chairman of the 
anatomy department could never again concurrently head the 
Brush Foundation (Waite, 1946. p. 450). Ewn within the Brush 
Foundation Board of Directors. there was an expressed implica
tion that Todd had made the organization subserv-ient to his o\vn 
personal agenda and research interests during his tenure as chair 
(Brush Foundation Board. 1940b). 

Perhaps the most telling example of the complex mixture of 
respect and beleaguered tolerance some ofTodd's colleagues bore 
toward him is in the original version of the letter of condolence 
that Ales Hrdlicka sent to Eleanor Todd on January 11. 1939. 

Apologizing for being unable to attend the memorial service. 
Hrdlicka added: 

But I \vill be with you in thought. and with the great regret that 
such a man and \\'orker was so soon taken away from us. 
I h,n e years ago sutTered a similar loss in the death of my 
splendid \\ife. and so T know what you are passing through. 
But there will remain to you the great and sustaining solace 
that you have lost one whom everybody has IOYed and 
honored. (Hrdlicka. 1939) 

The \vords "Iov-ed and" were struck through in the draft in 
Hrdlicka's files. 

Brilliant. enthusiastic. hardworking. charming. literate. and 
usually diplomatic. Todd was also a man of strong opinions and 
a forceful personality. His commitment to broad imestigation 
and interdisciplinary study made him one of the last great 
comparativ-e anatomists and marked the end of an older scientific 
era in an age of increasing scholarly specialization. Yet at the 
same time. his lifelong dev-otion to the problems of growth and 
development. combined with his boundless energy and command
ing executive style. resulted in a prolific outpouring of significant 
research and a new understanding of such problems as somatic 
development and race. These efforts. and Todd himself. thus 
played a crucial role in the development of American physical 
anthropology into a fully-Hedged profession and modern field of 
scientific inquiry. 

Epilogue: T. Wingate Todd in Historical PerspectiYe 
Although scholars of physical anthropology have paid much 

more historical attention to the periods before and after. the years 
from 1900 to 1940 were far from static or insignificant in the 
discipline's dev-elopment. On a professional level. it was precisely 
this period of time during which the field moved from the status of 
av-ocation to \'ocation. when its literature became firmly established 
as a self-conscious and coherent entity. and when its practitioners 
coalesced from a handful of independent investigators into a pro
fessional community. Moreover. this era also witnessed the 
beginning of physical anthropology's transition from adv-ocacy to 
objectivity-from an hybrid quasi-social science with strong 
leanings toward practical application to a more truly biologically
oriented and dispassionate academic area of study. 

The early twentieth century was also a crucial period in physical 
anthropology's theoretical and methodological transition to 
modern biological anthropology. Although the many changes 
loosely referred to as "the new physical anthropology" were not 
complete until the 1950s and later, most had begun before 1940. 
For example. somatology's old primary focus of comparative 
racial and ethnic anatomy remained its strongest single component 
during the pre-World War II period. but numerous new areas of 
inv-estigation (for example, human origins. primatology. grO\nh 
studies. dental anatomy. functional morphology. human genetics) 
began to vie for attention by the 19205 and 1930s. Similarly. while 
physical anthropology played no significant role in the development 
of population biology and the evolutionary synthesis in the 19305 
and 19405 (and did not officially begin to assimilate these theories 
until the 1950s). by this time some of its leaders had already begun 
to move away from its century-old devotion to strict typology and 
racial formalism. Many of the major methodological developments 
credited to the second half of the twentieth century also originated 
in the first. Human serology and histology, advanced statistics. 
hypothesis-testing. and the decline of traditional anthropometry (to 
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name only a fe\v) all trace back to researchers \\orking in the days of 
··the old physical anthropology."' Any history of these dewlopments 
is incomplete without due attention to the pioneers of the early 
1900s. including T. Wingate Todd. 

In many ways. the figure of Todd is an ideal lens through \\hich 
to view this formative period of modern physical anthropology. 
Cnlike his older peers (such as Ales Hrdlicka and Earnest 
Hooton) who largely exemplified the "old ph) sical anthropolo
gy."' or his younger colleagues (like \1. F. Ashley 'v10ntagu) who 
represented important coming changes. Todd stood as a Janus 
among his peers. His often unorthodox views of the field 
embodied at once numerous elements of its past and future. as 
well as the dynamics of its evolution. A key figure in the emerging 
discipline. Todd more than any of his contemporaries personified 
the full spectrum of physical anthropology's transition to modern 
biological anthropology. 

Professionally. in accordance with physical anthropology's 
more traditional roots. Todd favored a medical-style training 
regimen and the practical application of physical-anthropological 
knowledge toward the betterment of society. Along the lines of 
the latter. his unorthodox and reformist eugenic beliefs (in the 
form of the Brush Foundation) became increasingly anomalous in 
a field populated with researchers who either adhered to 
mainstream eugenics or distanced themselws from the movement 
entirely. Perhaps the most obvious example of Todd's older \ie\\' 
of somatology was his opposition to Hrdlicka"s formation of the 
AAPA. He saw no reason for professional separation of the 
discipline from anthropology and anatomy. and waged an initially 
successful battle against the organization. At the same time. 
however. Todd also strove toward a significantly higher standard 
of objectivity in somatological research and railed against 
amateurism in the work of his peers. His prolific and frequentl) 
unimpeachable scholarly work was an important part of the 
nascent field's literature. and was still actively cited at the end of 
the twentieth century. Although he thought the formation of the 
AAPA premature. he nevertheless became one of the group's 
charter members and most active early leaders. Along \yith 
Hrdlicka and Hooton. Todd was one of the three most respected 
and significant members of the young American physical
anthropological profession. 

On the level of theory and practice. Todd represented an even 
more dynamic example of his field's transitional nature. True to 
later changes in the larger physical-anthropological community. 
Todd's initial. largely traditional focus on racial and skeletal 
anatomy gave way to more modern studies of grO\\"th and 
functional anatomy. Similarly. in theoretical matters Todd held 
an old-fashioned adherence to typological and orthogenic 
thinking that he nevertheless alloyed with more modern scientific 
thought. Along \v'ith Franz Boas. Todd staked out a middle
ground between the biological determinism of the past and the 
population biology of the future with his emphases on \·ariation. 
"family-line"' inheritance. and environmentalism. Methodologi
cally. Todd \\as a pioneer in the anthropological use of many ne\\' 
techniques. including x-ray technology. fluoroscopy. statistics. 
and hypothesis-testing. Reflecting later changes in the discipline. 
he moved from a standard anthropometric orientation early in his 
career to an ultimate rejection of the practice as sterile and largely 
meaningless in the years preceding his death. Perhaps even more 
importantly. the process of aging skeletons by examining the 
pubis and epiphyseal union patterns that Todd almost exclusively 
established is still used by physical anthropologists today. It is for 
this. and for the massive Hamann-Todd osteological collection he 

assembled. that Todd was most recognized at the end of the 
1\\ entieth century. 

Todd died before he could witness the sweeping changes that 
reshaped the field in the 1940s and 1950s. but his presence and 
impact on American physical anthropology lingered in both his 
\york and his students. Wilton Krogman carried on Todd's 
gro\\"th research work and became president of the AAP A eight 
years (almost to the day) after Todd's death. MoreO\·er. sewn teen 
years after the meeting that eulogized Todd and quashed 
a resolution against racism. the 1956 convention of the AAPA 
oven\helmingly passed a resolution moved by W. Montague 
Cobb stating that its members "affirm that they know of no 
evidence that any group is inferior to any other group by virtue of 
race."' Historians have grossly underappreciated Todd's seminal 
role in this wholesale shift in attitude of physical anthropology. 
;\ot only did he conduct some of the most important early 
research that e\'iscerated old racist anthropological arguments of 
typological ethnic differences-\vork continued by his students 
after his death-he integrated the field by fiat in his mentorship of 
Cobb. Symbolic of the great changes which Todd initiated in this 
area. Cobb \\as serving his second vice-presidency of the 
organization when he proposed the resolution against racism 
(his first \\'as from 1949 to 1950), and he became its first African
American president soon thereafter (American Association of 
Physical Anthropologists, 1956. p. 367). 

Both Cobb and Krogman continued to be important voices 
extolling the Todd perspective in the rapidly-expanding pro
fession. and over the course of their careers they witnessed many 
changes in the field reminiscent of their early training. As late as 
1985. Cobb (in Rankin-Hill and Blakey, 1994, p. 80) commented: 

And one of the most remarkable things about Todd. was he did 
so much in such a short time ... and I can say from this 
perspective. only now. are the fruits of Todd's work being 
realized... The Todd laboratory was way ahead. It \vas 
interdisciplinary already. Of course now they [physical 
anthropologists] are coming around to it. 

Thus. Todd' s characteristic interdisciplinary emphasis was 
more than a reflection of the field's past, it presaged developments 
far into its future. Similarly, Todd's seemingly old-fashioned 
model for physical anthropological training has experienced 
a resurgence of sorts in the past 35 years. with some leading 
biological anthropology graduate departments utilizing the 
facilities and courses of allied medical schools as integral parts 
of their degree programs. His osteological collection-which fell 
into almost utter disuse and near destruction in the years 
follO\\'ing his death-experienced a dramatic renaissance with its 
rehabilitation at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History. 
\vhere it stands as a \,"orld-class scientific resource (Jones-Kern. 
1994). Late in the twentieth century, articles based on Hamann
Todd collection research appeared in scholarly journals on 
average twice a month-about the same frequency that research
ers continued to cite Todd's writings. In these and many other 
\vays. both Todd and "the old physical anthropology" of the earl~ 
1900s continue to influence the modern field, and thus desene 
considerably more historical scrutiny than they have receiwd. 

T. Wingate Todd's place in American physical anthropology. 
then. is considerably more profound than previously recognized. 
Ales Hrdlicka deserves the lion's share of credit for the 
organization of the field. and Earnest Hooton led everyone else 
by far in the production of the following generation's practi-
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tioners. Todd contributed significantly in these areas as \vell. but 
played a far more consequential part than either of these men in 
the discipline's scholarly development. During his own time. his 
peers (including Hooton and Hrdlicka) recognized him as one of 
the most important men in the field, and deferred to the quality of 
his work. His voluminous written output comprised a significant 
portion of the contemporary literature, and his contemporaries 
rarely contradicted it. In more diachronic terms, he led nearly all 
of his peers in the eventual turn the field made a\\ay from the 
ethnic focus of its racialist roots and the biological determinism of 
the eugenics movement. FLfrthermore, he anticipated the pro
found theoretical and methodological changes that eventually put 
physical anthropology on its present scientific footing. His 
research collections are the largest of their kind in the world, 
and still quite actively used by contemporary researchers. The fact 
that many of Todd's publications from as early as the 1920s are 
still considered standard works in a field that changed so 
dramatically after his death attests to the fact that he was in 
many respects ahead of his time, and one of the most significant 
figures in American physical-anthropological history. 
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